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MAIN ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE REPORT 

(1) National television channels 

RTL 

RTBF 

RAI 

ARD 

ZDF 

TFl 

A2 

FR3 

NOS 

RTE 

lTV 

ITCA 

EBU 

Luxembourg television 

French speaking Belgian television 

I tali an television 

First German channel 

Second German channel 

First French channel 

Second French channel 

Third French channel 

Dutch television 

Irish television 

British Independent television (ie commercial) 

Association of the lTV companies 

European Broadcasting Union grouping national 

television channels 

(2) Some advertising control bodies 

RFP French body controlling television advertising 

SACIS 

STER 

IBA 

ASA 

( 3) Miscellaneous 

DBS 

WARC 

TDF1 

Council of Europe/ 

MMPO 

Italian body controlling television advertising 

Dutch body controlling television advertising 

British body controlling television advertising 

British body controlling non-television advertising 

Direct Broadcasting by Satellite (ie reception without 

relay or retransmission) 

1977 International Agreement of the World Admini

strative Radio Communications Council on DBS 

French DBS satellite 

Experts Committee on Media Policy 



Council of Europe/ 

CDMM 

ZAW 
OECD 

Steering Committee on mass communication means 

German association of advertisers 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop

ment 



INTRODUCTION 

In the discussion about the development of satellite, cable television and new information 

media the technological and industrial aspects which have taken precedence, and the inte

rests of viewers and users have received insufficient attention. New technical services are to 

be provided, but their contents, what is to be offered to viewers remains unclear. In theory, 

increasing the number of channels and the scope for transnational broadcasting ought to 

enrich choice, and strengthen Europe's cultural heritage. It can be argued equally that there 

is no automatic guarantee that increasing the number of television channels will enlarge con

sumer choice. On the contrary the cost of producing new programmes to fill the expansion 

of outlets may lead to an increase both of the commercial influence over television and of 

the repetition of existing "popular" material to the detriment of minority interests. The 

advantages and disadvantages of direct broadcasting by satellite (DBS) have been analysed 

particularly by the Council of Europe (see Chapter 3), but essentially the impact on choice 

and quality remains in the area of pure speculation. 

This study is not concerned with these broader aspects, but with the effect of satellite and 

cable television on advertising regulations, which has been recognized by the European 

Broadcasting Union (EBU), the Council of Europe and the EEC as one of the most urgent 

problems. The EEC Commission is to produce a "green paper" on satellite and cable tele

vision by the end of 1983, to which we hope this study will provide a contribution. 

CHAPTER 1 deals with the plans for the development of DBS and cable television to the 

extent that they will effect national advertising regulations. Many of the early ambitious 

plans for DBS have been postponed or abandoned. The risk of transnational advertising 

overriding divergent national laws or restrictions on television advertising might appear less 

immediate. But this would be a short-sighted view, since the danger that purely commercial 

DBS or telecommunications satellite broadcasts will undermine national controls remains. 

There is now greater emphasis on developing cable networks as opposed to DBS, allowing 

for greater national control. But there is still the risk of statutory self-regulation of televi

sion advertising being eroded from within if different regimes are applied to cable, as oppo

sed to traditional television. Some countries are likely to be more affected by cable, others 

by DBS. 
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CHAPTER 2 analyses the legal basis and functioning of the various statutory self-regulatory 

bodies in EEC countries. It covers general rules on television advertising, limits on the 

scheduling of advertisements, pre-vetting of advertisements, and the jurisprudence developed 

in sensitive areas : tobacco, alcohol, pharmaceutical products and advertising to children. 

Whilst in many countries, the control of the contents of traditional spot advertisements is 

satisfactory, the systems are widely divergent on the volume of advertising. They range from 

a total ban in Denmark, to severe limitations and concentration on block advertisements in, 

for example, Holland 3;nd Germany, to the more liberal regimes of RTL and lTV. Because of 

these wide divergencies, some consumer representatives in countries where advertising is 
1 banned, argue that advertising on television should remain a national issue; as advertising 

via DBS will not have any positive consequences for c·onsumers, there should as a start be 

agreement that satellite programmes received abroad should not carry advertising. When it 

comes to harmonizing advertising rules in the EEC, the real difficulties lie in the area of the 

volume of spot advertising, and the appearance of new techniques, particularly sponsorship. 

The chapter ends with an analysis of trends towards deregulation- in particular the Italian 

situation - and recent developments in France and the United Kingdom, where both 

governments have foreseen the creation of new authorities to ensure that traditional control 

over television advertising is nevertheless extended to cable. 

CHAPTER 3 concerns European co-operation on television advertising, beginning with an 

analysis of attitudes country by country. It is striking that although there is an evident 

requirement for European co-operation in this area, governments have reacted in divergent 

ways to the plans of neighbouring countries to introduce new channels, and attempts have 

been made to solve problems bilaterally rather than through the European organizations. 

' This lack of European solidarity is no doubt the real cause of the very general EBU guide· 

lines, and the decision by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to adopt 

recommendations, rather than to draw up a convention as the Assembly recommended. Will 

the same lowest common denominator approach characterize the efforts of the Commis

sion? We can be relatively more optimistic, since the judgments by the European Court of 

Justice (the Debauve and other cases) clearly establish that divergent national television 

advertising regimes may be maintained until they are harmonized. Television is a service of a 

special nature, not to be assimilated to the EEC Treaty rules on the free circulation of 

goods. The chapter ends with specific recommendations to the Commission for a directive. 

d-. 



CHAPTER 1 

FUTURE OF TELEVISION AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

In this Chapter, we examine the short-term implications of direct broadcasting by satellite 

and expansion of cable and their effects on advertising regulations. But this will be only the 

first stage in a process which will fundamentally change the nature of television. 

Satellites, optical fibre cable, video recording ~d reception equipment(!) open up new 

, horizons for television(2). Video games, videogrammes and video films, individual video 

recordings, special programmes by cable for local distribution, videotex (teletext and view 

data, broadcasts by satellite, pay TV, will be among the novelties. One has to imagine the 

situation of the viewer, who in most countries has been used ~o passively watching pro

grammes from national public service organizations. In the future the domestic receiver (the 

present "television screen"), coupled with a control panel, will become a "terminal" which 

will give access to several services (telecommunications, data banks, different supplies). 

' Traditional television will only be one of these services. The receiver will be fed by cable 

networks and by dish aerials which will capture either satellite signals or those transmitted 

by land. 

I. DEVELOPMENT OF SATELLITE AND CABLE NE1WORKS IN TilE EUROPEAN COMMUNI1Y 

The Report of the EEC Commission on Realities and Trends in television in Europe of 

25.3.1983 summarizes the national activities of Member States as well as some neigh

bouring countries. 

1. DIRECT BROADCASTING SATELLITES (DDS) 

DBS satellites are powerful geostationary satellites whose signals can be received by 

television sets at home, either with an individual aerial in the form of a dish 90cm 

in diameter, or through a collective aerial. An earth station sends the signal towards 

the satellite which transmits and amplifies it towards the intended zone of cover

age. 

(a) International dimension ofDBS 

The press has talked of a "war of the airwaves" among the nations, because DBS 

can, from the technical point of view cover not only ones own national territory, 

but also reach directly the viewers in several neighbouring countries without the 
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permission of the authorities of these countries. The aerials become more and 

more powerful and the footprint (ie the zone covered) by the satellite becomes 

more and more extensive(3). It is true that there are obstacles to "direct" maxi

mum coverage : differences in technical standards( 4) limit the possibilities of 

reception of DBS coming from foreign countries and the price of individual 

reception equipment remains high (equivalent to the price of a modem colour 

television set or a small video tape recorder). Experience proves however that few 

technical problems remain pnsolved and one must above all not underestimate 

the potential of DBS, even if its broadcasts should, in the first instance be relayed 

largely by cable (cf recent study by CIT Research on DBS). 

In legal terms the international dimension of DBS is very much more limited. 

The basic rules governing DBS in Europe were defined in 1977 by the World 

Administrative Conference on Radio Communication (which we will refer 

to simply as WARC). These rules entered into force in 1979 for a duration of 

fifteen years. The basic principal is national coverage. The corolary of this is the 

notion of inevitable technical overspill. The countries which do not wish to be 

"covered" by foreign satellites have the right to "occupy" on the ground the 

broadcasting frequencies of foreign DBS. Even the advertisers recognize that 

this right of the receiving country takes precedence over basic rights concerning 

freedom of information and communication except in the case of an abusive use 

of the frequencies in the receiving country( 5). 

For viewers, DBS ought to enlarge the choice of programmes, by opening up 

national frontiers. A distinction should be made however between broadcast

ing and advertising. In our view freedom to advertise cannot be assimilated to 

freedom of expression (cf Chapter 3), and the advertising rules of the receiving 

country must be respected, until they are harmonized. 

(b) State of DBS projects 

According to the Commission(6) Germany will be the first to launch a satellite 

for DBS in the spring of 1985, followed by France in the summer of 1985 and 

the United Kingdom in June 1986. In conformity with the WARC agreement the 

three countries aim to cover their national territory(7). 

Many uncertainties(8) remain about the cultural innovations which will be 

brought about by those satellites, which have been primarily promoted for 



industrial and technological reasons. Financial considerations seem to have 

pushed France and Luxembourg to negotiations over the participation of Radio 

Television Luxembourg - RTL - in the French satellite; an agreement is not 

expected before the autumn of 1983. Luxembourg seems therefore to have de

layed and even abandoned its own satellite project, and it was precisely this 

project which created within the Community, the most serious apprehensions 

about an excessive commercialisation of television ( cf below, Chapter 3 I). In 

general, there has been a certain slowing down of initial ambitious projects for 

DBS, for example the case of Nordsat, a satellite planned by the Nordic coun

tries. 

Does this mean that the commercialisation of DBS in the Community will be 

limited? Certainly, initial fears that rapid expansion in DBS channels would 

threaten national broadcasting systems, and overturn advertising regulations, 

were exaggerated. The emphasis on telecommunications systems and cable 

allowing for a greater degree of national control have unfortunately reduced the 

pressure on governments to reach European agreements on advertising; (see 

Chapter 3). This. is a short-sighted view and one should remain cautious, since it 

is not only a question of looking within the EEC. In its interim report on televi

sion in Europe, the Commission itself underlines that it is "not difficult to 

imagine pressures put on small countries by powerful commercial interests". 

There is no doubt that it is not by chance that among the neighbouring countries, 

the Commission examines the case of Andora which is studying the possibilities 

for DBS and is looking for "sponsors". The Council of Europe also drew atten

tion to the dangers of satellite channels being sold to commercial operators. 

2. TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES OR "POINT TO POINT SATELLITES" 

By "point to point" satellites one means fixed services between a broadcasting 

sta~on and one or several receiving installations - in particular cable networks -

which provide a relay to individual homes. Contrary to DBS, there is no direct recep

tion by viewers, even if some optimists foresee this possibility(9). According to the 

EEC Commission(lO), the distinction with DBS is becoming more and more unclear 

(hybride satellites; DBS is rec~ived as telecommunication satellites by community 

antennae). 

As opposed to DBS, there are already in Europe embryonic trans-frontier program

mes distributed by an international telecommunications satellite- the Orbital Test 



Satellite/OTS - exploited moreover by a private company - Satellite Television 

Limited, London - and financed by advertising. Only the countries which have 

expressed their agreement receive these broadcasts in part of their territory (Switzer

land, Norway, Finland, Malta). No member state of the Community receives them; 

approached by SATV certain countries refused reception to protect the public 

monopoly or because the broadcasts were incompatable with the national advertis

ing rules. Reception of telecommunication satellite broadcasts is therefore at pre

sent well under the control of the receiving countries. 

A new stage will be reached with the launching of the European communications 

satellite ECS -the first was launched with success in June 1983 the second is plan

ned for March 1984. This satellite has nine channels for television and telephone 

·links. After some heated discussions, eight countries (the Federal Republic of 

Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, United Kingdom, Switzer

land, Belgium) have been authorized to use this satellite. Not only SATV, but other 

private companies intend to participate in the international distribution of televised 

programmes through ECS. These private companies hope to finance their pro

grammes either by advertising and sponsorship (this is the case for SA TV), or 

through pay television. 

In addition to these international telecommunication satellites, there are plans for 

national satellites, particularly in France and Germany (Telecom 1). The French 

postal authorities think that even by comparison with Telecom 1 - for which finance 

is already guaranteed - the satellite for DBS (TDF1) is unnecessarily expensive and 

that it would be better to provide additional money for programmes, rather than 

launch this satellite(11). Will the development of telecommunication satellites slow 

down or even prevent the advent of DBS, particularly since several States are bank

ing on the development of cable networks (i.e. an infrastructure adapted to the 

reception of broadcast distributed through point to point satellites)? 

3. CABLE TELEVISION 

Some EEC countries (Belgium and the Netherlands) are already cabled 70/80 per 

cent. The networks however only use a limited number of channels and broadcast 

traditional television programmes. According to some forecasts the future may see 

the development of optical fibre cables characterized by their enormous capacity 

for transmission and their particular aptitude for transmitting information in a digital 

form; they will offer an increased possibility of sound, pictures, figures, interactive 

services. 



The Commission report on television in Europe recognizes the great importance of 

optical fibre cables but does not think that at the international level they will have 

the same new impact as DBS satellites, given that cable remains, by its very nature, a 

national activity (page 10 of the report). But we believe that one should not under

estimate the international aspects of cable : the participation of foreign capital, 

programmes made abroad, the reception of foreign television signals and also the risk 

of broadcasts towards other countries by cable companies of programmes which 

would be forbidden in the country of origin. We would also like to warn the Com

mission of the following risk : although the local character of cable may justify a 

certain flexibility in regulations, one should avoid new and unjustifiable practi

ces developing first of all at the local, then national and finally at the international 

level. In this study, we will warn particularly against the danger of breaches in regu

lations on advertising. In our view, this danger of erosion of national statutory 

self-regulation of advertising is more likely to come from differences in controls for 

cable as opposed to traditional television networks, than directly through the 

development of transnational broadcasting (see Chapter 2). 

Since the publication of the report on television in Europe several national decisions 

have been taken confirming that the expansion of cable network is in the forefront 

of national policy. The British government published its White Paper on cable in 

April; whilst awaiting the adoption of legislation, a dozen new pilot projects are 

planned. In early May, the Danish government proposed to eliminate the legislative 

restrictions affecting cable television in order to set up a national network. In France 

an interministerial unit for television distribution services officially took up its 

functions at the end of April; an investment plan spread over fifteen years has been 

set up. In Germany, there is still disagreement in the government coalition on the 

expansion plan; the competent minister wishes no further time to be wasted and is 

pressing for the development of copper cable, whilst others wish to invest in optical 

fibre cable. In January 1984 RTL will launch a programme in German by traditional 

off-air* broadcasting counting on the development of cable networks in Germany. 

What will be the rhythm for the expansion of cable? A study carried out in N ovem

ber 1982 by CIT Research on cable television gave the following estimations for 

1992 : according to the most optimistic assumption, 27 per cent of European 

* Off-air means traditional terrestrial broadcasting. 
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families would be linked by cable, whereas the pessimistic assumption would be only 

16 per cent. Will these recent political decisions allow for accelerated expansion? 

D. TELEVISION ADVERTISING TOMORROW 

I .MARKET OUTLETS 

With these different possibilities, tomorrow's television does open up new markets 

for advertisers. 

(a) The national market 

The advertisers recognize readily that in the absence of restrictions on airtime 

they would certainly make greater use of television advertising. In the Community 

the potential which is not exploited is particularly high in the Netherlands and in 

Germany (the demand appears to be three to five times above what is offered in 

terms of broadcasting time)(12). Some advertising associations consider that the 

British length of advertising time (between 80 and 90 minutes a day) does allow 

the demand to be satisfied and make it clear that they would not be against such 

a practise in other countries. It should be underlined though that the British 

length of advertising time is higher than all the national television channels in the 

Community. The danger in exporting this volume of television advertising to the 

rest of Europe is that in other countries equivalent control mechanisms do not 

always function so well as in the UK. 

(b) The international market 

By this we mean televised broadcasts which are addressed to several national 

audiences and present an international character. The advertisers claim that they 

are little interested in this type of television which obliges them to give their 

advertising an international character. They argue that the products and con

sumption habits are so different among countries that it is very difficult to con

ceive of an efficient international advertising policy; at the same time the viewers 

are not particularly interested in international broadcasts. This claim must be 

treated with scepticism. Not only is there the commercial interest in new mar

kets, but there are, as consumer organizations know from their own tests, signi

ficant numbers of products sold under the same brand names throughout Europe. 

Advertisements in the cinema, in magazines and periodicals of an international 

character, show that international publicity campaigns are used. Such advertising 

could also increase on television, if there is emphasis on "non-verbal campaigns", 



and other ways are found of overcoming the language barriers. 

In practise, there is the experience of Satellite Telvision Ltd/ SATV which has 

succeeded in being financed by advertising although it covers very dissimilar 

markets (Switzerland, Norway, Finland, Malta). This company considers that 

there are about forty groups of products which lend themselves to advertise

ments of an international type. Let us mention the current regular advertise

ments : Coca Cola, Ford, Timex, Polaroid, British Airways, Pepsi Cola, Johnson 

Wax, Cadbury Schweppes. According to SATV it is enough to attract 2 percent 

of the audience in each country to be profitable, if broadcasts are distributed 

from Iceland to Tunisia. SATV remains in any case optimistic, intends to extend 

its broadcasting hours and will open up to sponsorship in 1984. This may well 

revive the interest of the advertisers. 

(c) Local specialized markets 

Cable television is by nature adapted to cover these markets. The American 

experience shows however that the advertisers remain reticent, because of the 

fragmentation of the public and the difficulty of measuring their impact. Ameri

can cable operators consider that the advertisers will in the end be attracted to 

programmes aiming at reduced and limited audiences - narrowcasting- ( televi

sion channels only distributing information or sport, programmes aiming at 

minorities, cultural channels)(13). 

In Europe also well many experts and advertisers are of the opinion that the 

advertisers as well as the viewers could show a preference for "narrow cast

ing"(14). 

However, CIT Research comes to the conclusion that cable would not in the 

near future attract more than 10 per cent of the total advertising resources in 

Europe. The local press and radio could however suffer to the benefit of cable, 

above all if classified advertising and sponsored programmes are allowed ( cf 

White Paper on cable). 

In conclusion, we note that advertising revenue alone will not be enough to 

finance the use of new television projects ( cf in particular the report of the Home 

Office study "Direct broadcasting by satellite"). In general it is assumed that 



there will be a mixture of advertising and pay TV. The interest of advertisers 

could however be stimulated by the development of new forms of publicity ( cf 

below). 

2. MOVEMENr OF ADVERTISING CAPITAL AND INFLUENCE ON THE QUALI1Y OF THE 

PROGRAMMES 

In the discussion in Europe on the free circulation of television programmes, the 

expatriation of advertising revenue to the benefit of foreign television companies 

and at the expense of the national media is a major pre-occupation. In the frame

work of the "European audivisual area" (cf below) which brings together a certain 

number of EEC Member States, there was talk of setting up a consultative mechanism 

to overcome the threat to the existing arrangements for financing different television 

networks. The race in Europe for advertising re~enue may dilute the restrictions on 

advertising, in particular as far as the length and hours of broadcasting is concerned, 

in order to retain capital in the country. A Dutch study of January 1980 presented 

to the Dutch viewers a spectre of an RTL satellite draining publicity revenue from 

their country. Whilst initially only 24 per cent were in favour of an extension of 

television advertising, 60 per cent were no longer opposed to it when confronted 

with the danger from RTL(l5). 

The quality of the programmes may suffer because of the race for advertising 

revenue. The Stoffelen report of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 

Europe presents a detailed scenario(l6), which it considers realistic and which was 

established after consulting several experts. Basically the report foresees the follow

ing development : satellites or at least a channel is sold to a commercial company. 

To attract the maximum publicity revenue, this television channel seeks to reach as 

wide an audience as possible. To succeeed, 'it will broadcast, above all, light enter

tainment programmes. A part of the advertising revenue from classical television will 

be taken. Perhaps the Stoffelen report is too pessimistic; it is equally possible that 

DBS and cable will open up better scope for catering to minority tastes and opinions. 

Nevertheless, the fear of deteriorating quality, following cut-throat competition to 

attract advertising, is found in almost all studies . 

Are there signs which justify these fears? It is known that powerful american inte

rests are trying to establish themselves in Europe in the area of the new media, 

particularly through the smaller countries. Even if we only look at Europe, we al-
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ready have the example of Italy which, according to a recent study by the advertis

ing agency of Walter Thompson, has a genuinely commercial television(17). Accor

ding to a representative of the RAI(lS), the audience of the RAI has dropped as a 

result by 20 per cent which has led it to broadcast four or five films per week, as 

opposed to two in the past. Since 1976, the purchase of television programmes from 

foreign countries has more or less quadrupled. As far as private broadcasting stations 

are concerned, 84 per cent of their programmes are covered by American or Japa

nese productions. 

It is possible that this mediocrity only occurs in the phase of struggle for survival 

between too many private initiatives and that quality will improve as soon as the 

stronger organizations have emerged. Should one however show blind confidence in 

private initiative and powerful commercial interests? Consumer associations are of 

the opinion that one should preserve minority tastes and stimulate creativity. This 

view is shared by the British government in the White Paper on cable. 

3. NEW FORMS OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

There are a number of different signs that the era of classical spot advertising is 

changing. 

* 

* 

Crowding of viewing periods : Advertisers of course seek to broadcast their 

messages when there is the largest audience. There are a lit1lited number of peak 

viewing times, which vary from one country to the next. To judge from the 

French experience (cf President of RFP A2 in "Strategies" No 279), there is 

little scope for adding further advertisements during these periods. Will adver

tisers not be encouraged to seek new forms of television advertising rather 

than to broadcast classical spot advertisements at less popular viewing times? 

Boredom and loss of viewers : We know that research has been done showing the 

interest of the public and in particular of children in television advertising. The 

analysis of these results should be the subject of a separate study. According to 

our information it seems evident though that excessive advertising does provoke 

a loss of viewers, particularly with by remote control of television, (allowing one 

to switch instantly from one channel to the next). Boredom among American 

viewers is notorious. Similarly, those responsible for SACIS in Italy (the com

pany responsible for advertising on RAI) have no doubt about the phenomenon 

of loss of viewers in their country. According to them the need to subject the 
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programmes themselves to advertising requirements by introducing new advertis

ing elements into programmes will be more and more apparent. 

* Search for sponsors : The more television channels (national, local, specialised, 

international) the more demand there will be for programmes to broadcast. 

Either companies will use old television series (above all American or Japanese), 

or look for new, rare and expensive programmes. They have to be financed, 

often produced by the company itself. What would be more natural than to tum 

to sponsors? Signs of such a development are not lacking. It is enough to men

tion the search for sponsors by DBS Andora or the sponsors for the first attempt 

at "free TV" in France. Let us not forget either that the British White Paper 

expressly authorizes sponsorship for cable networks. 

* The search for a close link between advertising and information : To make 

publicity more credible, there is the additional risk that it will be presented as 

information; there is even a neologism ("informercial") to describe this practise. 

The appearance of televised services (teletex, videotex), alongside traditional 

programmes, makes the danger even more real. These future services aim at 

informing, to provide reliable, exact and clear data; the viewers will rely particu

larly on this new medium. The pilot projects with Bildschirmtext in Germany 

have already shown, in practise, the risk of confusion between information and 

advertising. 

As far as traditional programmes are concerned, we should warn against the 

development of broadcasts of the "Home Shopping Show" type in the United 

States(l9); it is a half-hour talk show with "guests" who are in fact commercial 

sponsors. 

In conclusion, we consider that advertising will develop at the same time as televi

sion .. It will seek to adapt to the new medium and to find a new effectiveness. 

National and international authorities would therefore be wrong to limit their 

attention to classical forms of television advertising. 
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CHAPTER2 

TELEVISION ADVERTISING IN MEMBER STATES 

TRADmONAL CONTROL MEASURES AND PRESSURES FOR DEREGULATION 

"Television advertising is powerful. It has sound, movement, colour and an open invitation 

right into the homes of millions of families ... By its nature it is a family medium ... A me

dium of such direct impact has to take great care to avoid offending any significant body 

of viewers". This opinion by the Independent Television Companies Association in the UK 

(ITCA) is echoed in similar terms in the self-regulatory codes as well as the laws of other 

Member States. The special attention given to television advertising results from the special 

nature of television. If the introduction of new technologies (cable, video, satellites) calls 

fundamentally into question the.special nature of television, it is highly probable that strict 

regulation of television advertising will not survive either. It is essential, in view of future 

EEC rules to draw attention to the traditional controls for advertis~g and to examine 

the national pressures for deregulation. 

Any EEC legislation will, ill effect, have to be based on national situations. The judgment by 

the Court of Justice of the European Community of 18 March 1980 in the Debauve case, 

the basis of the future Community regime for television advertising, is clearly founded on 

the "special nature of televized messages". The interim report of the Commission on televi

sion in Europe of 25 March 1983, is already much less categoric about this special nature by 

stating that "In view of the medium term prospects the question whether the existing legal 

principles need to be reviewed in the light of a completely changed situation will have to be 

considered by the end of the decade". 

I. TRADmONAL CONTROL OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING IN THE MEMBER STATES 

Existing regulations( 1) only applying to national television networks (all members of the 

European Broadcasting Union (EBU)), are a mixture of legislative governmental and 

statutory self-regulatory rules. It is essential to stress their legal basis in the light of 

future EEC harmonization; it is clear that the rules of a legislative and governmental 

nature are of fundamental importance to the Member States and must be considered as 

basic principles for the protection of the general interest. 

In almost all Member States scheduling, ie the extent and the conditions for the broad

casting of television advertising, come under the direct control of public authorities in 



order to limit the influence of advertising and ensure a strict separation between pro

grammes and advertising. The rules about when advertisements may be screened are 

essential to what is at stake for the authorities, the television networks, the advertisers 

and the viewers. 

The contents and presentation of television advertisements are first of all governed 

by rules concerning advertising in general ( fi misleading and unfair advertising, advertis

ing for pharmaceutical products). Then in all Member States, except in the Federal 

Republic of Germany there are specific rules for television advertising drawn up by the 

television companies and/ or by the bodies specially responsible for television advertising. 

In general the law gives a mandate for the drawing up of rules so that one should speak 

of statutory self-discipline, particularly since the authorities retain overall responsibility. 

Thus, the "Code de la Regie Fran~aise de publicib~" (RFP) specifies at the outset that 

the rules can be changed at any moment in the interests of the public service. The legal 

status applies equally to commercial television in Britain (ITCA), governed by a code 

which is the work of a public body, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA). IBA 

defines itself as "one of the country's official instruments of consumer protection". 

On the other hand, the code of ethics of the other purely commercial network "Radio 

Television Luxembourg" (RTL) should be considered as non-statutory self descipline 

since the Luxembourg Government has not fixed limits to the advertising activities of 

RTL. 

Even if the exercise of public authority over these codes controlling television advertis

ing is not always very direct, it is essential to underline the difference between statutory 

self-discipline and voluntary self-discipline (which prevails above all in the written 

press). This latter form of control relies essentially on the goodwill of the advertisers 

who establish and apply their own rules freely. 

Not only in law, but also in practise, this distinction is essential. Statutory self-descipline 

with regard to television leads to genuine controls, which moreover are preventive, to 

ensure that the rules are being respected, whilst one of the main weaknesses of voluntary 

self-discipline is precisely the weakness of the controls. 

Except for some standards established by ZDF, the German channels ARD and ZDF do 

not have specific codes. They respect the rules concerning advertising in general, which 

are based on fifteen federal laws and regulations (the most important being those con-
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cerning misleading and unfair advertising and pharmaceutical products), rules made by 

the Laender (exclusively for ARD), and non-statutory self-desciplinary codes (the most 

important being those for alcoholic drinks and children). When it comes to implementa

tion, the German networks are however in line with those of other countries in carrying 

out preventive controls to ensure that this body of disparate rules is respected. 

We refer to the statement (see annex) by IOCU/BEUC concerning "Direct broadcasting 

by satellite and the Consumer" for the Council of Europe as a complementary analysis 

of the different ways of regulating advertising (pages 2 to 5). We will now examine in 

detail the rules applied to the scheduling of television advertisements, their contents, 

presentation and control. 

(i) SCHEDULING OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

(a) Maximum duration 

All(2) television channels in the European Community limit the maximum 

duration of advertising messages. These restrictions are calculated in different 

ways: 

Limitation by the hour: IBA allows advertising for an average of six minutes 

per hour. As a general rule the total amount of advertising messages during a 

given hour must not exceed seven minutes. This system allows IBA/ITCA to 

have the highest total duration in the EEC (eighty-four/ninety minutes per 

day). Irish Television (RTE) is limited to seven and a half minutes per hour 

within a fixed daily limit equal to 10 per cent of broadcasting time. 

Limit by the day : The annual average duration per day is twenty minutes in 

the Federal Republic of Germany (ARD and ZDF) and eighteen minutes in 

France (subject to a ceiling of twenty-four minutes); the German limit has 

not varied since the introduction of television advertising there twenty years 

ago, despite constant pressures from the beginning from the advertisers! The 

limit for RTL is twenty per cent of broadcasting time per day (equivalent 

to 62 minutes per day in 1980). Greek television can broadcast 30 minutes 

per day with a maximum of ten minutes per programme. 

Limit by the week : Three hours of advertising per week in the Netherlands; 

the government is seeking, however, to add half an hour per week. 

Limit which is less specific : Five per cent of broadcasting time on RAI in 

Italy. 



On the basis of the figures published in 1980 by the Belgian Union of Adverti

sers (in "Television et publicite") we obtain the following table : Netherlands 

fifteen minutes per day (for each channel), Federal Republic of Germany twenty 

minutes per day (for each channel), France twenty-three minutes per day (for 

each channel), Italy twenty-five minutes per day, Greece thirty minutes per day, 

Ireland forty-five minutes per day·, Luxembourg sixty-two minutes per day, 

United Kingdom eighty minutes per day. 

As far as the legal basis of these time limitations is concerned, there is a clear 

difference between the public networks and the commercial ones (IBA and 

RTL). For the first the precise duration is fixed either by the legislator or by the 

executive authorities. RTL has established its own limit but it is not subject to 

legislative control. On the other hand lTV limits are clearly based on the British 

Broadcasting Act. 

(b) Limitations concerning the days and hours for broadcasting advertising 

General limitations : Germany and the Netherlands are the two countries in 

the Community which give_ the greatest importance to this kind of rule. 

Thus, ARD and ZDF only broadcast advertising between 6 and 8 p.m. and 

do not do so at all on Sundays and public holidays : on its own initiative 

ZDF has extended this list still further. In the Netherlands advertising is 

concentrated around the evening news and no advertising is broadcast on 

Sundays, Good Friday, Christmas and Ascension. 

Special limitations : Some television networks have rules about the broad

casting of advertising messages for certain products in terms of the type of 

programme or· the hour of the day. For instance, IBA refuses to broadcast 

advertising involving health problems during childrens' television time. NOS 

does the same for certain types of sweets and RAI on alcohol above 21° and 

for personal hygiene goods. 

(c) Interruption of programmes 

Whilst generally broadcasting advertising messages between two programmes, 

RTE in Ireland also shows them between natural breaks during cinema films and 

lengthy broadcasts. Other public broadcasting networks, as those in France, only 

do so on exceptional occasions (for example, during sports programmes). In the 

light of future EEC harmonization, Special attention should be given to the 

commercial channels IBA and R TL. IBA broadcasts advertising during "natural 
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breaks". For IBA these are mo~ents when even without advertising, there is in 

any case an interruption in the continuity of the programme. But the break is 

regulated by a series of strict rules depending on the nature of the programmes 

and their duration. This detailed regulation has the effect of guaranteeing that 

except for the transmission of films, sporting events or lengthy variety pro

grammes, no programme is interrupted for more than three minutes. We welcome 

these precautions without however subscribing to the principal of interruption 

of programmes. · 

RTL for its part hardly provides for any rules about the interruption of pro

grammes, except for the clear identification of advertising messages. According to 

those responsible at RTL, programmes cannot be interrupted too often without 

annoying the public; in the past an attempt to increase the number of interrup

tions has provoked an "avalanche of protests". In conclusion, the interruption of 

. programmes is a characteristic only of the purely commercial channels. 

(d) Limitations on advertising revenue 

Imposing financial constraint is another way of limiting the influence of adver

tisers. 

Maximum amount of advertising revenue : Before the adoption of the new 

law in 1982, France laid down that the proportion of advertising revenue 

could not exceed 25 per cent of the total resources of each .of the television 

broadcasting organizations. In Italy a parliamentary commission decides 

annually on the maximum amount of advertising revenue for the following 

year (21.80 per cent for 1981). In Germany the State Treaty (Staatsvertrag) 

provides explicitly that advertising can only be the second source of revenue 

after license fees on ZDF. 

Monopoly of television advertising : It is interesting to note that in the 

United Kingdom competition to attract advertising revenue - outside ITCA 

members - has been avoided; a special agreement was reached to this effect 

between ITCA and Channel 4 when this new channel appeared. The objec

tive is clear : to avoid a si~uation where advertisers are able to bargain from a 

position of strength. Competition however exists now between ITCA mem

bers and TV-am (breakfast television), but, the latter has not met with a big 

success with advertisers. 

Centralization of advertising revenue: Dutch television made up of different 

broadcasting organizations, has sought to avoid direct links between these 
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companies and advertisers and given the task of collecting revenue to a 

central organization, the STER; the advertising revenue is then divided up 

among the broadcasting organizations. 

(e) Strict separation between advertising and programmes/the problem of sponsor· 

ship 

The rules already mentioned aim to limit the importance of television advertis

ing. Are they sufficient to guarantee the strict separation between advertising 

and programmes? According to RTBF (French speaking Belgium television) 

"placing publicity blocks exclusively around the news programmes, on the basis 

of the Dutch model, would best preserve the structure and the contents of the 

programmes"(3) . But even the television news can be influenced by advertising 

if one is to believe the report of a French Senator, Mr Caillavet( 4) . In addition 

to specific rules limiting the duration, the hours when advertising is broadcast, 

etc., one finds in different laws (Staatsvertrag, the British Broadcasting Act) as 

well as in several self-regulatory codes, an additional very general clause guaran

teeing the separation between advertising and programmes. 

These rules aim without doubt at the identification of spot advertisements, but 

do also cover sponsorship of programmes. However those responsible at the EBU 

told us that most television networks benefit in one form or another from 

sponsorship, although this practise remains formally banned almost everywhere. 

This is a reason for not relying on the very general rule mentioned above and to 

go further into the problem. The IBA has gone further than other authorities by 

drawing up complementary rules on sponsorship in 1982(5). Although there are 

a multitude of possible forms of sponsorship, we will try to define five main 

categories : 

Programmes giving the impression of sponsorship : There is a widespread 

wish on the part of television companies ( cf in particular the English, French 

and Dutch codes), to avoid being wrongly associated with advertisers. It is 

essential to prevent a programme or a whole channel being considered as 

sponsored when they are not; conversely, the channel cannot give the 

impression of supporting one or other advertiser. The broadcasting authori

ties give particular attention to the following situations: 

* The staff of television programmes must not appear in advertisements. 

* Advertisements (televised or distributed in any other manner) concerning 

products or services made popular by television programmes (i.e. child-



rens' programmes) must not mention these programmes. 

* Advertisements whose contents are close to a particular programme (eg 

an advertisement for agricultural tractors during a farming programme) : 

may in principle be broadcast during such programmes, except if it gives 

rise to the impression of sponsorship. 

* It is only in exceptional circumstances that a programme can, for ex

ample, mention that books or musical recordings ·which are linked to it 

are available in the shops. 

Such guidelines are not easy to enforce. The last rule, for example, about men

tioning source material, is more honoured in the breach than the observance. 

Sponsorship of events transmitted by television : In the last few years the 

number of sporting and artistic events patronized by commercial interests, 

has increased rapidly. In the United Kingdom, for example, the twenty most 

important sporting events from the point of view of sponsorship represented, 

in the course of the flrst half of 1982, 35 per cent of all televised sports 

programmes (an increase of 4 per cent by comparison with the previous 

year). The big problem is the appearance on the screen of advertisements for 

products or services which are not authorized in classical spot advertise

ments. We are thinking in particular of tobacco advertising(6). There are 

instances where the advertisers themselves limit the sponsorhip of events to 

avoid unfair competition among them. Thus, the German advertising asso

ciation ZAW adopted self-regulatory rules concerning publicity at sporting 

events in 1974 : any advertising specially put up for being transmitted by 

television should be forbidden whilst permanent advertisements would be 

acceptable. 

The importance of sponsorship of events, above all sports events, is under

lined by the adoption a few years ago of principles by the European Broad

casting Union (cf below). 

Programmes financed by advertising : The financing of television program

mes merits particular attention with the expected introduction of new 

channels .. The programmes will become an increasingly rare and an expensive 

product and any form of financing will be welcome. Some advertizers 

demand that sponsored programmes should not be assimilated to advertising. 

Consumer associations maintain on the other hand that they are advertising 

and should be treated as such. It is difficult to gather a picture of current 



sponsored programmes. In the official reports (for example, the Stoffelen 

report of the Council of Europe, or the draft report by Mr Hutton for the 

European Parliament) it is concluded that only Ireland and Germany allow 

sponsored programmes. The Irish television does in fact, permit sponsored 

shows, but only between 2 and 3 p.m. and they are submitted to the general 

rules concerning the contents and the presentation of advertising. The 

German channels on the other hand, formally deny receiving any sponsor

ship. Is this kind of confusion (on whether sponsorship happens or not) due 

to misunderstanding about what is me~t by sponsorship? 

This ambiguity . proves in any case that sponsorship must be given special 

attention by the EEC authorities. If further evidence is needed to show that 

one cannot. avoid the problem by proclaiming that sponsorship does not 

exist, we recall that even television companies formally forbidding all adver

tising, accept co-productions with sponsors (thus the Belgian television net

works allow for sponsorship by public authorities and non-profit making 

organizations). The caution with which IBA has gradually admitted spon

sorship should be noted.(7) In principle, sponsorship remains forbidden by 

the law. Only the sponsorship of factual programmes is allowed (factual por

trayals of doings, happenings, places or things), provided they do not contain 

any undue element of advertising. On the basis of the law, IBA has added the 

following specifications : a brief mention of the sponsor may be broadcast 

provided the programme contains no publicity or promotion in favour of the 

sponsor. 

IBA continues to consider that "the absence of sponsorship contributed to 

create a system of television broadcasting which whilst being financed by 

advertising, is envied in Europe and North America; this system is protected 

from commercial pressures arid prevents the advertisers from turning away 

from spot advertising towards sponsorship"(S). 

Prizes and goods offered by sponsors : (Prizes, premiums, gifts for television 

games, books used in the preparation of programmes) : IBA (commercial 

television) refuses, in principle, contributions such as prizes, premiums 

whilst, for example, the Belgian television (public) accepts this kind of gift. 

When such material is used for the preparation of programmes, IBA accepts 

that donators should be thanked briefly during the programme in an infor

mative style, not to be associated with advertising. 

ll. 



Advertising itself taking the form of programmes : In principle, sponsored 

programmes remain in the hands of the producers and not the advertisers. 

This is no longer the case if the advertisers are at the center of real publicity 

programmes (magazines, talk shows, games). If it is a question of filling a 

publicity bloc of five minutes in "a more lively manner" but leaving no 

doubt as to the advertising nature of the programme, one might welcome 

this effort of imagination. If on the other hand, it is a half·hour programme 

during which "the host" interviews his "guests", concealing the fact that 

they are sponsors having paid the equivalent of nine minutes of advertising 

time, ( cf "Home Shopping Show" in the United States), we can no longer 

agree. In order to warn arainst this development and to stimulate the discus· 

sian, we summarize below the efforts of some of the European channels to 

mak_e advertising "more attractive" and "more informative". 

The desire to make advertising more amus~ng, to make it more easily accept

able to the public, was already there in the early years of television. 

· The Italian experience with a programme entitled "Carosella" which began 

in 1957 and lasted for twenty years, remains famous. It was a question of 

accompanying each spot advertisement with a little entertainment (fi sketch, 

ballet) quite distinct from the make of the product advertised. Then in 

1974 a sort of "publicity journal" was broadcast on RAI, which aimed to 

present advertising messages of an informative kind. This initiative by RAI 

was not at the time supported by the advertisers and as a result the idea was 

given up .before long. 

"Featured advertisements" on IBA :In principle the UK law only authorizes 

advertising spots and forbids the presentation of advertising in the form of 

magazine programmes. However, exceptions are possible, particularly to 

allow for a more original type of presentation. 

"Themed breaks" and individual longer advertisements are allowed. With 

themed breaks a publicity break is entirely reserved for advertisements 

concerning products or services of the same nature, ( eg reserved for products 

concerning gardening or marriage). It is essential for IBA that the title and 

the caption in this sequence do not mask its purely advertising nature. 



"Long advertisements": A single advertisement can last for as much as seven 

minutes and present a range of products from the same firm or perhaps 

different uses of the same product. IBA lays down guarantees so that the 

public does not confuse this kind of advertisement with programmes. The 

name of the make or of the manufacturer must be constantly visible on the 

screen, the term "programme" must never be used, the title announcing the 

sequence must clearly indicate that it is an advertisement. 

"Sonderforrnen" by German ZDF : These are sequences lasting five to six 

minutes (corresponding to the normal length of advertising blocs), which 

ZDF broadcast as "informative, entertaining, linked to particular subjects". 

Let us quote as examples : "Schaufenster am Donnerstag" (Window on 

Thursday) is informative advertising in the form of a televised journal. This 

type of publicity was broadcast eighteen times in 1981; "Meine Familie und 

Ich" (My Family and I) : products are presented during a fictional scene of 

family life (broadcast six times in 1981); "Empfehlenswert" (to be recom

mended) : a presenter communicates the results of independent comparative 

tests established by Stiftung Warentest, which ensure that their recommen

dations concerning the use of their comparative tests as publicity are respected. 

"Empfehlenswert" is not, however, limited to publishing simply the results 

of objective tests, but allows them to be surrounded with genuinely subjec

tive advertising messages; thanks to an appropriate visual presentation, an 

attempt is made to avoid the confusion between tests and advertising. The 

programme "Empfehlenswert" which according to ZDF has substantial 

credibility with the public, was broadcast six times in 1981. 

In the past R TL broadcast a programme called "Ram Dam" in which three 

advertisers participated each time. The confusion between editorial material 

and advertising being too flagrant, this programme became so much a target 

for the partisans of public service broadcasting, that in July 1981 RTL 

abandoned this sort of publicity. 

Conclusion on sponsorship : It is difficult enough to know what is currently 

happening particularly since the existing broadcasting organizations proudly 

proclaim their "independence" from advertisers. But there is an abundance 

of hidden sponsorship in documentary and other programmes mentioning 

organizations, publications, products and services. It is time to face up to the 



problem particularly since there is no lack of indications of increasing 

reliance on sponsorship. An effort of imagination on the part of advertisers is 

not to be rejected as such, but this process must be brought into the open 

and tackled in the framework of advertising rules. 

(ii) CONTENTS AND PRESENTATION OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

(a) Broad framework 

Techniques of presentation 

In addition to the presentational techniques examined in the section on 

sponsorship, we draw particular attention to the following : 

· · * Subliminal advertising (unconscious perception of certain messages 

because of the brevity of their appearance) : A consensus exists that this 

should be generally forbidden and this is done in a number of codes. 

* Direct sale advertising or direct marketing by television : This is advertis

ing inviting viewers to react by telephone or by letter to order the 

products or services concerned. Three codes deal explicitly with this 

promotional technique. The French code stipulates that no appeal to 

buy nor any request for a reply can be inserted (except with the explicit 

authorization of the RFP). On the other hand the UK and Irish codes 

authorize the principle of television marketing (under certain condi

tions); IBA forbids it however in messages addressed to children and only 

allows it after 9 o'clock in the evening, for products and services of 

direct interest to children. 

The potential interest of this technique for advertising is clearly shown in 

the remarks of one of those responsible for advertising on RTL ( cf the 

Belgian magazine "Tendances" of 13 January 1983). "We are going to 

propose to advertisers and agents to make spots based on the need to 

impress on people who look at them to pick up their telephone ..... A 

well made thirty seconds spot would lead, in the twenty minutes follow

ing, the screening to several million calls .... ". The risk of ill-considered 

reaction by the viewers is evident. In future the appearance of interactive 

services of the videotex type will seriously increase the dangers and it 

appears essential to regulate these promotional practises strictly for clas

sical television as well as for the television of the future. 
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· .. 

General rules concerning the contents of advertising 

The International Chamber of Commerce Code has been the general basis for 

the codes regulating television advertising. The essential requirements are 

decency (i.e. not to offend good taste), loyalty (i.e. not to exploit feelings of 

fear, superstition or to encourage violence), truth (i.e. not to mislead). 

All codes go beyond the general framework outlined by the Chamber of 

Commerce. Thus the French, Greek, Italian rules lay down that advertising 

should provide information to the consumer; the French, German, Italian 

and Luxembourg rules specify that the messages must not shock moral, 

religious or political convictions. Furthermore, the French broadcasting 

authorities and RTL are particularly concerned about the use of women 

in advertising. 

Misleading and unfair advertising : More attention should be given to this 

fundamental problem in television advertising because of the techniques 

of reproduction, the speed of the message, the combination of sound, image 

and colour. Putting a brake on the "excessive imagination" of the advertisers 

means on the one hand establishing standards going beyond the general 

guideline concerning truthfulness and on the other hand giving them a 

concrete and tangible interpretation as a basis for preventive control. In this 

area a comparison between the case law developed by the control bodies is 

particularly necessary with a view to concrete harmonization by the EEC of 

misleading and unfair television advertising. 

The RTL code of ethics, which has only been in existence since June 1982, 

says practically nothing about this problem; this is a sign for us of the very 

limited practical value of this code. 

On the other hand, the other codes do give importance to this question and 

stress the following : 

* Testimonials and endorsements on the part of people and authorities : 

In general the control bodies demand real, signed proof that claims are 

well founded and authentic. Strict limitations, even bans, are applied in 

sensitive areas such as children, pharmaceutical products, alcoholic 

drinks (cf below) or to avoid the impression of sponsorship (cf above). 

The fact that a committee of OECD has carried out a comparative study 

and adopted recommendations(9), by underlining the increasing recourse 

to these practises in order to establish greater credibility and an artificial 
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differentiation of products shows in itself how serious the problem is. 

* Use of the words "guarantee" and "approved" : In general, such terms 

may only be used if the control bodies have been able to verify whether 

they are well founded and that the advertisement indicates the precise 

conditions and where any necessary further information can be obtained. 

* Use of superlatives and comparatives : These are not generally acceptable 

unless they correspond to an evident truth and illustrate specific and 

· concrete differences. 

* Scientific and technical language : No error in interpretation on the part 

of the general public should result from its use. 

(b) Sensitive areas 

Alcoholic drinks 

* Bans : Only French television completely forbids advertising for all kinds 

of alcoholic drinks. The British and Irish televisions prohibit advertising 

for spirits such as whisky and vodka. 

* Limitation on the hours of scheduling : IBA forbids advertising for 

alcoholic drinks between 4 and 6 p.m. as well as before, during and just 

after childrens' programmes. RAI only shows advertisements for alcohol 

of more than 21° after 9.30. NOS does not show any advertising for 

alcoholic drinks around the time of 7 p.m. 

* Authorization submitted to strict conditions : the RTL code is the most 

brief (it is forbidden to encourage excessive consumption, to show 

minors, sporting personalities or drivers). The code of the RAI is already 

much more explicit but still leaves a wide margin for interpretation. On 

the other hand the UK, Irish, Dutch and German rules (the last of which 

are not specific to television) are fairly similar, although the number of 

specific conditions vary. We can group the main pre-occupations as 

follows : avoid excessive consumption; particular care should be taken as 

regards young people, sport, drivers; claims relating to health; claims 

relating to psycological states (fi fear, conflicts, timidity); claims relating 

to prestige, masculinity, etc. 

Tobacco products 

There are more general prohibitions than for alcoholic drinks. Advertising 

for all tobacco products is forbidden on French television, by the RAI and 

RTL, as well as by the NOS in the Netherlands. With Denmark and Belgium, 

who it should be remembered forbid all television advertising, that makes a 



majority of Member States in the EEC. The English, Irish and German 

televisions simply forbid publicity for cigarettes and cigarette tobacco. On 

the other hand advertising for cigars and pipe tobacco are allowed. German 

law submits this advertising to restrictive conditions. It cannot give the 

impression of beneficial effect, encourage the young to smoke, or draw atten

tion to the inhalation of smoke. British television, for its part has imposed 

restrictions on programming : no such advertisements before, during or just 

after childrens' programmes. 

In conclusion, the amount of tobacco advertising in all its forms is formally 

very limited . But one should not forget that such advertising comes back to 

the screen via events sponsored by tobacco companies. 

Pharmaceutical products and health care 

Before looking at the various bans and the restrictive conditions, the ques

tion arises of whether the different codes cover the same products and services 

: unfortunately this is not the case. Certain broadcasting authorities, like the 

French channels, IBA and RTE cover a very wide range, others such as RTL 

a much more limited one. Let us compare, for example, the French and 

Luxembourg definitions. France : "Medicines, and products other than 

medicines as well as equipment, treatment, health care centers, medical and 

paramedical treatment, goods or methods presented as having beneficial 

effects on health". Luxembourg : "Pharmaceutical products sold to the 

general public or medical treatment". The longer the list, the greater the 

impact of the bans, authorizations or conditions which follow. 

* Bans : German, Dutch, British and Irish television in general forbid adver

tising for medicines bought on subscription. The English and Irish televi

sion furthermore forbid advertising for a whole range of treatment and 

para-medical products (anti-tobacco treatment, anti-alcoholism, hair loss 

treatment, contact lenses, contraceptives, personal hygiene items, etc.,). 

French television forbids advertising for slimming products. 

* Prior authorisation of the Ministry of Health : In France permission must 

be asked in advance in all cases from the Ministry and as a result the RFP 

code does not itself define the conditions for accepting television adver

tising. RAI and RTL also require authorizations from their Ministries but 

have nevertheless seen fit to lay down their own codes (which are rather 

vague!). Their margin of manoeuvre seems therefore much larger than 

that of French television. RTL demands visas from the Foreign Ministries 



of Health for foreign advertising (mainly French and Belgian). In the 

Netherlands, for advertising pharmaceutical products authorized on tele

vision there are also procedures for prior authorization, which are partly 

public and partly private. (Statutory self-discipline). 

* Restrictive conditions on the advertisements authorized : The German 

and Dutch televisions allow, under certain conditions, for advertising of 

products not requiring a prescription : in Germany side-effects must be 

mentioned and in Holland people are advised to consult the information 

sheet before purchase. There are other kinds of restrictions. Special 

annexes to the codes of the IBA and RTE list a whole variety of condi

tions covering recommendations/claims, the ban on testimonials on the 

part of personalities, publicity for vitamins, slimming products. Before 

broadcasting such advertisements IBA asks for the opinion of at least one 

member of a Medical Advisory Panel. IBA has also imposed its own limi

tations on scheduling : no advertisements before 9 p.m. for medicines 

for children and certain vitamins. 

Miscellaneous 

* 0 ther forbidden products, seroices, areas 

There is a long and varied list of products and services banned for health, 

moral .and commercial reasons. For example matrimonial agencies 

(RAI/IBA/RTE), loans (RAI), employment agencies (France/RAI/

RTE/IBA), war toys (ZDF), margarine (France), textiles (France), 

jewellery and furs (RAI), betting (IBA/RTE). A ban with very wide 

scope is that in France excluding the whole distribution sector (except 

for own brands) from television advertising. 

* Products and seroices to which special attention is given 

We sh auld quote in particular the following products and services which 

have received attention in several codes. 

Publicity of a financial nature : This type of advertising is covered par

ticularly by the French, British and Irish codes, the first of which requires 

prior authorization by the Ministry of Economy and Finance. The other 

two have established several precise rules (those of IBA have just been 

modified to permit easier access for this type of advertising!) It should 

also be recalled that advertising for loans is forbidden on RAI. 



- ... 

Professional training : Several codes (English, French, Italian Dutch) lay 

down that such advertisements must neither promise guaranteed results 

nor mention unrecognized qualifications. The French code prohibits 

advertisements of correspondence courses. 

Mail order sales : The English and Dutch codes have special provisions in 

this respect. The French code prohibits this type of television advertising. 

Dietary products : The Italian and Dutch codes deal with the problems 

raised by this type of advertising. 

(c) Advertising to children 

The comparative analysis and the recommendation by the consumer committee 

of OECD ( cf above) have underlined the need for extreme caution, where 

television advertising presents children or is directed at them. The most radical 

measures were discussed in the United States : no advertising for children less 

than 8 years old; advertising for sweets giving rise to dental hygiene problems 

forbidden for children between 8 and 11 years old; appropriate nutritional 

information alongside publicity for other sweets to children above the age of 11. 

But these proposals have now been abandoned. 

In examining the different European codes one finds once more that the larger 

number of specific regulations by the IBA are the most advanced. These show a 

concern both for advertising addressed to children and their participation in 

advertisements as actors. Certain codes which are less explicit have fortunately 

been completed by detailed case law on the part of the control bodies (we are 

thinking in particular of France). Other codes, such as that of RTL are precise as 

far as advertisements addressed to children are concerned, but are almost com

pletely silent on the question of their participation in them as actors. The great 

merit of NOS in the Netherlands has been, in the past, to place the time for 

showing all advertisements as late as possible in order to protect children. 

* Contents of advertisements addressed to children : All the codes try to avoid 

advertising which could create problems in the relations between children 

and adults (i.e. where children are pushed to persuade adults to buy products 

for them). The good faith of children must not be abused (i.e. misleading 

competitions) and dangerous situations must be avoided. Certain codes 



(IBA/RTE/RTL) or case law (France) add a number of rules in order not to 

raise false expectations (dimension, nature, performance, degree of skill 

involved, price). Some bodies limit or forbid the appearance in advertise

ments of people or scenes made popular by childrens television. 

* Performance of children in advertising : Certain codes (in particular in the 

United Kingdom, France, Ireland and Germany) ensure that children are 

not the principal actors except where there is a direct link between them and 

the service or product concerned and that misleading testimonials on the 

part of children are avoided. 

* Health and hygiene : Particular attention is given to the link between dan

gerous products such as alcoholic drinks, tobacco, pharmaceutical products 

and children and adolescents (avoid encouraging them to consume by 

forbidding, for example, sports personalities as actors). Certain codes like 

those of the Dutch television and IBA are also concerned about the effects 

of advertising for sweets. The Dutch code is particularly original in this 

respect in laying down that for a certain number of products children of less 

than 14 years of age cannot be presented in the advertisements and one 

should show a toothbrush (as a warning symbol) in such advertisements 

which cannot be broadcast before 8 p.m. 

* Scheduling : In addition to the Dutch rule on sweets, we recall the limita

tions on alcoholic drinks, tobacco and pharmaceutical products and which 

aim at protecting children (IBA/RAI/NOS ). IBA also foresees other restric

tions on broadcasting (matches, competitions and premium offers). 

(iii) CONTROL AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES GOVERNING THE CONTENTS AND 

PRESENTATION OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

The main difference between statutory and voluntary self-regulatory codes is found 

here. 

(a) Bodies responsible for preventive controi(lO)tparticipation of consumers 

Three criteria have struck us : separation between the drafting of the code and 

its application; the independence of the control body from commercial opera

tion of television advertising space(ll); participation by consumers. 

Separation between the framing of the code and its application : For ARD 

and ZDF there is of course a distinction between the drawing up of the code 

and control of its rules given that the rules were established independently 
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from television broadcasting and do not specifically concern television 

advertising. IBA/ITCA and NOS have established a dual responsibility : in 

,the United Kingdom the overall responsibility is conferred on IBA- nomi

nated by the Home Secretary - which elaborates the code and participates 

in its control. The day-to-day control is however left to ITCA. In the Nether

lands, the Publicity Council (Reklameraad)- nominated by the Minister of 

Culture - establishes the code and intervenes in the control as an appeals 

court; day-to-day control in the first instance is carried out by the STER 

(advertising department). In other countries the drawing up of the code and 

its control are carried out by the same bodies. 

Separation between control and the sale of advertising time : France and 

Italy separate the functions of selling time and control of the advertising 

rules within their advertising departments. In the United Kingdom advertis

ing time is sold by the individual television companies so that ITCA only 

intervenes to control but has nothing to do with sales. On the other hand 

STER, the advertising departments of ARD and of RTL, as well as the 

service in ZDF responsible for advertising (Werbefernsehen, Mainz) more 

closely associate the functions of selling and control. The advertising bodies 

of ARD are even responsible for the programmes surrounding the advertising 

spots which could lead one to doubt whether there are guarantees of separa

tion between advertising and programmes. 

Participation of consumers : With RTL, ARD, ZDF, there is no trace of 

consumer participation. In Italy the publicity body SACIS proposed the 

constitution of an advisory committee including consumers, but faced with a 

certain resistance, they are moving more in the direction of periodic and 

informal contacts with the interests concerned including consumers. In the 

United Kingdom consumers nominated on an individual basis collaborate in 

the framework of an advisory committee set up by IBA; its function is 

to give an opinion on the code and any changes to it but not to participate in 

its control. 

In the Netherlands the consumer organizations sit in the Reklameraad and 

therefore intervene in controls in case of appeals. Only the Regie Fran~aise 

de Publicite (RFP) permits the participation by consumer representatives (in 

this case the "Institut National de la Consommation") in the daily control of 

advertisements. What are the views of INC, the only consumer organization 

to participate in the practical control of television advertising? Their direct 
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participation seems useful and their attention is concentrated specifically on 

questions such as safety, the US'e of children, the image of women, the 

economic value of products and services. INC has developed its own system 

for classification of scripts. 

(b) How preventive control works in practise 

All television channels seem to agree on the principle of preventive control but 

not all of them have set up a systematic and well established procedure. RTL in 

particular recognizes the "great flexibility'' of its procedure for verification 

which resembles a system of spot checks. According to those responsible at 

Luxembourg television, this practise allowing for advertisements to be presented 

the day before they are broadcast, constitutes one of its attractions. RTL under

lines that despite this flexibility, there have not been any real disputes in recent 

years. 

To be able to present advertisements at the last minute before broadcasting on 

the RTL model, is in principle, an exception on other networks; as a general rule 

advertisements are submitted several weeks in advance. The British, French and 

Italian televisions first of all examine the script, then at a later stage the films 

and videocassettes. The Dutch and Germans limit themselves to checking the 

films and video cassettes but do not control the scripts. The following figures give 

an idea of the extent of the task of verification. 12.000 scripts were checked in 

one year by ITCA/IBA and 2000 by the "Regie Fran~aise de Publicite" (in 

1982); the difference between these figures shows the difference between the 

· role of advertising on commercial television and on public service television. 

Systematic control is by no means useless judging by the statistics from some 

control bodies : in the United Kingdom 20 per cent of scripts have to be changed, 

in France about 28 per cent and in Italy 30 p~r cent. 

At least in France, according to INC, one of the most critical problems seems to 

be the large number of "urgent" scripts only submitted at the time of screening 

to the screening committee. 

(c) "Case law" resulting from preventive control 

Beyond individual sanctions against advertising messages (changes or refusal to 

broadcast), the system has the advantage of building up over the years a series of 

rules which interpret the basic code. These give advertisers guidelines and are 



a decisive factor in favour of commercial efficiency and the legal safety of the 

companies. RFP points out however one drawback : "the abundance of deci

sions brings about complex jurisprudence in certain fields such as that of adver

tising addressed to children; case law is in danger of becoming formal". 

However this case law is central to advertising ethics. To be persuaded of this 

one should examine the notes of guidance by ITCA in the UK which often go 

further than the IBA code and moreover give it concrete and tangible meaning, 

particularly in all the sensitive areas (visual presentation of the advertisements, 

testimonials, comparisons, guarantees, sponsorship, medicines, children, financial 

advertisements, food products). The case law in ·other instances such as that of 

RFP, is also very important; if one takes only the cases dealt with in 1981 in 

France, we observe that the RFP is developing genuine complimentary rules (in 

this instance in the area of testomonials and warning symbols concerning all 

toxic and dangerous products). 

In other words a straightforward comparative examination of the codes (cf 

above) does not give an overall view of the rules really applied in the different · 

Member States of the EEC. Furthermore the rules which are more or less similar 

in different national codes may give rise to different practical interpretation. Let 

us give some examples : 

* The Dutch and British rules both forbid all advertising for cigarettes. In 

practise IBA/ITCA give such a rigorous interpretation that any cigarette, 

even shown incidentally in any sort of message is prohibited whilst STER in 

the Netherlands permits the appearance of cigarettes in spot advertisements, 

on the condition that no brand name is put forward. 

* Misleading comparisons are forbidden everywhere. But in practise, how 

many organizations share the view of ITCA that, for example, comparisons 

of whiteness for washing powders must not be admitted (because the quality 

of the reproduction on the screens is not good enough to guarantee a faithful 

image)? 

* The British consider that sex appeal has no place in publicity for alcoholic 

drinks. However every one knows that this is one of the themes used in other 

countries. 

In conclusion, comparing the national codes literally, is on the one hand insuffi

cient because they do not contain all the rules and on the other hand rather 
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theoretical because they do not reflect the national differences in susceptibility, 

tradition and good sense. 

(d) Post facto control through complaints from viewers 

Some television channels set out to prove their openness to consumers by 

inviting them to make known their complaints. In particular RTL and NOS 

accompany their advertising with an address to contact. To our knowledge 

there is not much reaction. Between 1967 and 1979, the Dutch Reklameraad 

dealt with 127, officially retained, complaints from individuals, 20 from con

sumer organizations, 19 from competitors. IBA also invites the public to react 

and in 1981/1982 received more than a thousand letters and telephone calls; 

according to IBA these were however largely on minor problems concerning 

individual taste, the difficulty of obtaining products which had been advertised, 

opposition to certain aspects of advertising in general. Either there are a few 

complaints or they are of secondary importance. Different reasons can be put 

forward for this, in particular : preventive control has already eliminated the 

main problems; the rapidity of the message does not allow a non-expert eye and 

an untrained mind to detect the critical aspects; since advertising is a passing 

irritation, viewers do not follow it up; the principal cause of irratation is the 

quantity and not the contents of the messages. As far as the more specific con

tribution of consumer organizations is concerned to post facto control, two 

national experiences merit special attention : 

* In the Netherlands the STER broadcasts once every three weeks all the new 

advertisements en bloc at a fixed hour. The consumer organization Consu

mentenbond records them on video and can proceed at leisure to a critical 

examination. Furthermore STER sends to the consumer organizations the 

list of new advertisements. 

* In France the "Institut National de la Consommation" (INC), although part 

of the screening commission of RFP, does not give up its right to criticize. If 

there is disagreement with the RFP it tries to raise its voice outside this 

commission. It may, for example, have recourse to its own written press; but 

it seems to us particularly interesting to mention the possibility of a televised 

"counter-publicity" by INC in its information programmes for consumers. 

To achieve this right, INC had a hard struggle with the advertisers and the 

television companies (legal dispute on the question of whether the law on 

authors' rights could prevent this counter-advertising). INC won this case and 

has already broadcast some criticisms. We include, as an example, in the 
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annex the description of a case of advertising in favour of butter which INC 

had not been able to prevent at the stage of preventive control. 

ll. RISK OF DEREGULATION OF NATIONAL RULES ON ADVERTISING 

Traditionally television has been subjected to close public control to master the poten

tial power of suggestion and impact (cultural arguments) and to administer the scarcity 

of air waves (the technical arguments). Teqhnical progress (better use of airwaves, 

expansion of cable) is progressively eliminating the technical argument. According to 

some people it follows that television is becoming a more ordinary means of communi

cation, more local, more specialised justifying variations in standards. The cultural 

reason for control would therefore have no further "raison d'etre". 

To judge whether the opening up of television to private initiatives will necessarily bring 

about a deregulation of television advertising, we have chosen to examine three count

ries in the Community. On the one hand France and the United Kingdom which have at 

least partly looked at the future role of regulations governing television advertising in 

the framework of satellite and cable television : these two countries are trying to regulate 

before a "de facto" situation is established. 

On the other hand Italy which has had to catch up with events, is faced with a de facto 

deregulation of traditional off-air television. It is interesting to examine how this de 

facto freedom is used by the advertisers and private broadcasters. 

In this Chapter, we only deal with the national aspects while the international ones will 

be .looked at in Chapter 3. 

1. TilE FRENCH LAW ON AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATION 

(a) Access by private companies to television 

The title "audiovisual communication" of the French law of 29.7.1982 shows 

that in this country the innovations go well beyond traditional television and 

concern the programmes (broadcast by cable or off-air) as well as services 

(videotex). The new statute is drawn up with th~ intention of greater freedom 

breaking with the tradition of public monopoly. This freedom is however more 

or less circumscribed : 



* Programmes to be distributed by French satellites or by national or local 

private television broadcasting off-air : a public service concession (therefore 

very strict public control) is necessary because of the scarcity of the available 

frequencies, the large audiences involved and the importance of the technical 

investments needed. 

* Creation of local cable television : authorization by the new High Autho

rity(12) (independent from the government) is required : the authorization 

is a form of public control less restrictive than the concession. 

* Creation of a non-local cable television : authorization directly by the 

government contrary to local cable television. This control is stricter than 

the one by the High Authority, but less than the public service concession. 

* Creation of an inter-active service (teletext, videotex, prepared audiovisual 

programmes) : during a transitional phase authorization is necessary; from 

1986 a simple declaration on the part of those who wish to create such a 

service will be enough. It will in fact be the only regime of total freedom, 

justified on the grounds that "nothing is imposed on the user who carries out 

a voluntary act similar to the purchase of a newspaper" (commentary on the 

Law). 

In summary, public control remains in the immediate future the general rule, 

except for inter-active services from 1986 which it is intended to stimulate 

(prestige and the technological/industrial challenge). Traditional television is 

therefore not conrmed blindly to the market forces. But in the medium term the 

objective is to "institute a regime of freedom which will find its full expression 

when every one will have access to cable" (Ministry of Communications when the 

draft law was presented). According to current philosophy satellites should 

ex cape from this medium term free regime. 

(b) End of traditional control of television advertising? 

The law distinguishes between public service television (TF1, A2, FR3) and the 

private televisions. 

Public service television 

* Financing by advertising : In order to respond to the increasing financial 

needs, the law breaks certain traditional restrictions; abolition of the 

ceiling on receipts from advertising (25 per cent), authorisation of 

advertising on FR3. But there is a concern to limit the pressure of 



advertising by introducing new guarantees : the maximum share of 

advertising able to come from the same advertiser will be limited. Adver

tising revenue from different public channels will be centralized and 

divided up in terms of their needs and obligations and no longer in 

terms of the audience and quality of each channel. The Parliament 

will in future have a right to intervene by fixing each year the total 

amount of revenue able to come from brand advertising. 

* Duration, arrangements for scheduling and subject of advertising: As in 

the past the instructions fixed annually by the government will deter

mine the maximum length of advertising time. A possible new element: 

in fixing the "subject", it is expected that products, services, sectors, 

presently forbidden from television may be authorised in the future. 

* Contents of advertising : the new High Authority is called upon to 

define new standards replacing the present regulation of the RFP. At the 

European Broadcasting Union and the RFP however l?eople do not 

expect substantial change. In practice the RFP will remain probably in 

charge of the daily control of these standards. In fact France is going 

towards a split-level system of the British and Dutch type. 

Private television 

Here the law innovates, since private channels have not been allowed until 

now. 

* Advertising revenue, duration, subject : All forms of private television, 

(cable television, videotex, .... ) can draw on commercial advertising to 

cover a maximum of 80 per cent of their needs through this method of 

financing (ceiling). But the authorities will fix in each individual case, the 

exact share of advertising revenue taking into account the characteristics 

of the service and its geographical coverage. There will not therefore be a 

generalized freedom of maneouvre for private television companies! 

Individual regulations will also determine the subject of commercial 

advertising which the company is authorized to use. Will they also fix the 

duration? The law is not clear on this point. 

* Contents and control of advertising on private television : The subject, 

i.e. the products, services, sectors authorized, are therefore determined by 

the law. Uncertainty still remains on the contents. In terms of the law 

the new standards established by the High Authority do not cover private 

television. The law does not mention either control by the RFP or by the 



High Authority. The Moinot report(l3). which prepared the law had 

suggested that the RFP in future extends its intervention also to the 

cable network and to satellite channels. 

* Derogation for videotex and inter-active services : The authorities have 

the possibility of not imposing instructions on these new services; the 

amount of their advertising revenue may not be limited. 

The law provides that private television will be dealt with on a case by case 

basis, but clearly basic questions remain unanswered. 

In conclusion we will quote some interesting extracts from the Moinot 

report: 

"The limitation of advertising time still remains the best means to control 

both the financial situation and to protect programmes . ..... The present 

rules ...... show themselves to be inoperable ..... to promote a better sche

duling of advertising blocs. 

Any regulation would be illusory if efforts were not pursued to put an end 

to indirect advertising methods, so called clandestine methods and if the 

broadcasting authority does not have the task of mastering advertising 

revenue linked to sporting events. The advertising contribution could be 

ipcreased by relying on cultural sponsorship thus financing the whole of a 

high quality programme, provided only the name of the sponsor is men

tioned in generic terms; but the authorization for such programmes must be 

given by the board of directors of the programme companies under the 

control of the High Authority which fixes the limits to avoid the control of 

programmes by those who fmance them." 

The law itself remains silent on the question of sponsorship. 

2. niE UK WHITE PAPER ON CABLE 

(a) Pressure for deregulation 

The French law is the work of a socialist government traditionally favourable to 

public control. On the other hand the government in the United Kingdom, 

author of the White Paper on Cable believes above all in private initiative. How-



ever, this document which is the interim result of long debates puts a brake on 

the pressures aiming at deregulation. The Association of Cable Companies adop

ted an extreme position in arguing that the only common feature between 

traditional television broadcasting and cable television would be the television 

screen; for the rest these companies consider themselves the providers of a 

private service of limited distribution (narrow casting), directly linked by private 

contract to individuals. They plead in favour of a self-regulatory statute similar 

to that of the written press. A fll'St official report on cable (by the Information 

Technology Advisory Panel, close to the vie.w of industry) also came out in 

favour of self-regulation. The Hunt report(l4) (drawn up for the Home Secre

tary) concluded on the other hand that one could not consider cable television 

as a branch of the written press, at least not before the whole country was 

cabled; according to the report the reading of a book is an individual act, whilst 

television is viewed in the family context. Film, with its different special and 

technical effects constitutes a medium with unique power. The report concludes 

in underlining that self discipline on the part of the cable industry is not accept

able when cable is only beginning to establish itself. The White Paper follows the 

approach of the Hunt report and recognizes the government has the responsi

bility of safeguarding public service television; the government would not intend 

to change the rights and obligations of broadcasters; in the long term the expan

sion of cable could however make considerable changes necessary in the regula

tions governing broadcasting. 

In conclusion, the British and French governments of such different political 

complexion, have adopted a cautious approach to avoid too rapid deregulation, 

but in the medium term foresee a regime of great freedom. 

(b) Principles of traditional control of television advertising remain valid 

Need for special care : The government White Paper recalls that because of 

the power and intimate nature of television the broadcasting of television 

advertising has always created a certain public concern; if in the course of 

time television advertising has been more and more accepted a great deal of 

the credit must go to the responsible behaviour of IBA. The White Paper 

admits that cable broadcasts will be different from those of IBA/ITCA but it 

underlines the advertising appearing on the same screen will appear much the 

same whether it is distributed by IBA/ITCA or by cable companies. It 

concludes that the concern about high standards must be the same for cable 



television as for IBA/ITCA. The White Paper makes the following specific 

suggestions on the basic questions : 

Maximum duration of advertising on cable television : If there were no limits 

for cable television, one should also eliminate for reasons of equity the time 

limit for IBA/ITCA; but according to the government this restriction has 

allowed for the high quality of the IBA/ITCA programmes. For this reason 

the White Paper lays down, as opposed to the Hunt report, that in general 

cable television will have to respect the time limitations of IBA (global 

limitation as well as limitation by the hour). The limitations on advertising 

time will not however concern any channel wholly dedicated to classified or 

other advertising. But another derogation is mentioned by the White Paper 

which could open the door to an erosion of standards : "special considera

tion should be given by the cable authority(l5) to any forms of advertising 

or sponsorship which might be permitted ..... but are not currently allowed 

in independent broadcasting." A lot will depend therefore on the prudence 

of this new cable authority. 

Contents of advertising broadcast by cable television: 

* Statutory responsibility of the cable authority : The White Paper gives 

the cable authority, which has to draw up rules on the contents and the 

presentation of advertising, a status similar to IBA. This decision is 

important because it shows the clear distinction with publicity in general 

where control is given to a non-statutory organization, the Advertising 

Standards Authority (ASA). Advertising on cable television is therefore 

assimilated to classical television advertising and requires similar pru

dence! 

* A specific code for cable television : For the White Paper the IBA code is 

the basis for cable television. IBA and the cable authority are invited to 

consult each other in order to establish a set of common rules. Each 

authority can also add specific rules to its own code .. The White Paper 

sees among other things the need for specific rules for cable in the 

following areas : information services(16), (videotex); advertising pro

grammes; sponsored programmes. 

The government is, in principle, willing to authorize advertising pro

. grammes on cable television but without going into details. Does this 

mean that the fears we expressed earlier about broadcasts of the type 

"Home Shopping Show" would be founded?(2) 



As far as sponsored programmes are concerned, the White Paper does not 

leave any doubt that they will be allowed and instructs the cable autho

rity to lay down specific rules (for cable); according to the paper, these 

will be clearly defined standards guaranteeing in particular a separation 

of the editorial and the advertising parts of the programme. 

In summary the White Paper confirms fully that there will inevitably be 

much more reali~ce on various forms of sponsorship and that it will be 

necessary to put forward new types of protective rules. 

Control of advertising on cable television 

* Maintenance of preventive control : As opposed to the Hunt report, the 

White Paper retains the principle of preventive control for cable televi

sion by recalling that presently 20 per cent of the scripts submitted to 

IBA/ITCA have to be modified. The White Paper considers that changes 

are more easily made at the stage of preventive control than after the 

event (because of the high costs involved in making advertisements). 

* Control mechanism common to IBA : Although there would be two 

codes, the White Paper proposes a procedure and a control apparatus 

common to IBA and the cable authority. 

* Flexibility of preventive control of cable television : As for IBA the local 

advertisements will be checked on the spot by the cable company 

concerned. Furthermore "there may be some categories of classified, 

local or other advertising more analogous to the kind now supervised by 

the ASA where the Cable Authority would be content for a less forma

lised clearance arrangement, and a greater degree of reliance on self-regu

lation". Once again much will depend on the prudence of the cable 

authority ........ The debate on the nature of cable television - similar to 

independent television or on the contrary to the written press - could 

once more occur! 

3. DEFACTODEREGULATIONINITALY 

(a) Access of private initiative to off-air and cable television 

This is the first country in the Community which, thanks to the decisions of the 

Constitutional Court in 1974/1976, has opened the door to private initiative 

on the local level for off-air television broadcasting and cable television. Subse

quently the situation for cable was laid down through legislation (Law No 103 
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of 14.4.1975) : the active distribution of programmes is only authorized on a 

single channel covering 150.000 inhabitants at the most. These limitations have 

meant that cable is hardly used and even today when several other EEC count

ries have ambitious projects for the expansion of cable, there are hardly any 

private or public initiatives to do so in Italy. On the other hand private off-air 

broadcasting has still not been covered by legislation. For seven years hundreds 

of private initiatives for off-air broadcasting have developed in an anarchic 

manner. A process of concentration is coming about (risk of oligopoly). In 

practise the private channels have got round the limitation on the local level (for 

example through an exchange of pre-recorded cassettes). They are trying now 

to obtain legal authorization. So far the constitutional court has resisted, in 

order to avoid consolidating oligopoly situations in the absence of any legislative 

control. 

In 1981 (decision no 148) the Court again stressed the special nature of televi

sion : "because of its evident capacity for immediate penetration in the social 

milieu (because of its distribution within the home) and because of the sugges

tive force of image linked to words, it has a power of persuasion and impact on a 

public opinion as well as on the social cultural side of a very different order from 

the written press". 

In summary, the principles are safeguarded but the reality is very different. In 

advance of possibly winning the case on the national level one of the main 

private companies ("Canale 5") has already set up a national off-air channel. The 

same companies are looking for possibilities of expansion and new markets, and 

are very interested by the prospects offered by satellite and cable. 

(b) Lack of responsibility of television advertising 

According to a recent investigation by the advertising agency J Walter Thompson 

on television in Europe(17), Italy really experiences commercial television to the 

extent that channels compete for advertising revenus and for the same public. 

Advertising on private cable television : On this point the legislator inter

vened rapidly, after the decision of the court in 1974 in Law No 103 of 

1975 : the Region responsible for giving the authorization to broadcast must 

guarantee that the advertising has only a local character, that the maximum 

duration does not exceed 5 per cent of the total broadcasting time and six 

minutes an hour. The maximum duration corresponds therefore exactly with 



that fixed for RAI. In practice, private companies are not however inte

rested by cable, but on the other hand very much interested in off-air 

broadcasting. 

Advertising on private television broadcast off-air : Since the decision of 

the Court in 1976, there has been no law about private off-air broadcasting. 

Five to six drafts are at present before the Parliament. 

The Court had suggested to the legislator the outlines of the regulation to be 

adopted : as far a.S advertising is concerned, a limit should be foreseen on the 

duration equivalent to the restrictions in force for RAI. 

How have the private companies and the advertisers reacted to this legal 

void? "The expectations and the hopes of 'freedom' have to a large extent 

been disappointed and a primative "liberalism" of a "Wild West" type has 

prevailed", according to one of those responsible for the advertising autho

rity SA CIS of the RAI(18). The opinions expressed by viewers in Italy 

confirm this impression. 

The adoption of a voluntary code among the private broadcasters and the 

advertisers on 25 October 1982(19) leads one to suppose that both sides 

have become aware of the boomerang effect of excessive advertising. The 

code sets out to rationalize television advertising in order to guarantee 

greater efficiency. Respect for the public is not the primary concern! The 

code fixes a maximum duration for advertising (14 per cent per hour from 1 

July 1983). This means in practice eight minutes an hour more than IBA and 

RTL. The length of each advertising bloc must not exceed 2 1/2 minutes and 

the number of spots must not exceed 5 per bloc. 

On the contents of advertising, the private broadcasters and advertisers 

simply refer to the voluntary self-disciplinary code on advertising in general. 

Those responsible at SACIS criticise two gaps in particular : the absence of 

preventive control will continue to make it impossible to check the accuracy 

and truth of the advertisements. The practice of interrupting programmes 

with advertising shows that the advertisements themselves are incapable of 

attracting the attention of viewers, because of their low credibility, lack of 

information and excessive repetition. It would seem to us desirable for 

surveys to be carried out of viewers' reactions. 
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In conclusion, the analysis of the development in three countries of the Com

munity, showing difference in the regulation and practice of television advertis

ing provides us with interesting indications : 

* To rely solely on market forces may well bring about, as the Italian ex

ample shows, excesses and abuses which are prejudicial not only to the 

viewers and the public channels, but also to the advertisers and finally to 

the private broadcasters. 

* Non-statutory self-discipline, on the basis of advertising in the written press 

has without doubt the support of the advertisers. It should be noted however 

that in the countries of the Community having the most positive 

experience with voluntary self-discipline (UK), the authorities consider that 

it is insufficient for the private channels and that a legal framework for 

television advertising continues to be justified. 

* The limitation of the duration of advertising remains the essential guarantee; 

maintaining this restriction for traditional channels, means extending it, for 

reasons of equity to private television. 

* New forms of advertising (classified advertisements, advertising programmes, 

sponsorship) will receive authorization, but much, if not all remains to 

be done in the way of specific regulations. 

* Different legal regimes are appearing distinguishing between public and 

private channels, among programmes and televised services .... ; we underline 

that the fundamental principle must be the same, in order to avoid confusion 

and we share the view of the UK White Paper, ie the viewer perceives tele

vised messages in the same way whatever their source. 

* Preventive control is favoured by the authorities. What, however, will be its 

future practise? 

Moving to the broader context of the overall medium policy in the Community, 

one is left, at present, with the following picture : 

The French law of 1982 on audiovisual communication is the first result but 

leaves many questions open awaiting the decrees to implement it. The British 

White Paper on cable constitutes another step but reflects a certain confusion in 

the government about the objectives. Far from solving the problems this docu

ment merely serves to launch, according to the "Financial Times" (no blueprint 

for cable, 28.4.83) the debate on the future of television. The Dutch government 

finally published on 29.8.83 - after a lasting controversy - its "Medianota" 



which defines the whole future policy; In Germany the competence of the 

Laender in this area does not help things and has recently .brought about the 

final collapse of ariy coherent federal policy. The French and Flemish speaking 

communities of Belgium are also following separate objectives. Italy has not yet 

succeeded in mastering the present situation marked by "anarchy" of the private 

broadcasters. In Denmark the minority government is proposing to change 

legislation in order eventually to bring about a national cable network. The 

national situations are on the move but a lot of confusion remains. 

If national authorities do not know what they want, it will be most difficult for 

the EC to harmonize in the media field m general and the advertising field in 

particular. 
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CHAPTER3 

INTERNATIONAL ACTMTIES ON TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

IN THE CONTEXT OF NEW MEDIA 

The work of the European Community will not be completed until there is an agreement on 

harmonization of legislation. Other international forums above all the European Broadcast

ing Union (EBU) and the Council of Europe have taken up this issue before the Community 

and we examine the usefulness of their work in the light of EEC harmonization. 

Some important initiatives are being prepared outside the international and supranational 

organizations, either unilaterally or in the framework of bilateral or multilateral negotiations 

among governments. These steps are not always brought out into the open and their effects 

are difficult to measure. But they obviously influence the attitude of governments in the 

framework of international institutions. 

I. UNILATERAL, BILATERAL AND MULTll..ATERAL ACTIVITIES IN mE COMMUNI'lY 

The project for direct satellite television (DBS) by Radio Television Luxembourg -

which now appears more unlikely to happen- caused lively polemics in neighbouring 

countries and gave rise to unilateral and bilateral activities. There have been different 

French, German, Belgian and Dutch reactions to RTL plans for expansion and new 

language channels. Italy is concerned about its own private broadcasters who might in 

particular wish to participate in a satellite project by Monte Carlo Television. Judging by 

the White Paper and the preparatory reports, the United Kingdom has the impression of 

being rather more protected from a ''foreign invasion" but nevertheless takes precau

tions. France tried to go beyond the level of limited steps and took the initiative of a 

conference on the European Audiovisual Area - which is at present however paralysed 

and even abandoned. 

1. LUXEMBOURG 

Conscious of its international role, RTL deals with the international impact of 

television advertising in its Code of Ethics of June 1982 : for products forbidden or 

submitted to special restrictions it is stipulated : " ..... as far as the countries outside 

the Grand Duche of Luxembourg are concerned in which its programmes are recei

ved in a substantial manner, and to the extent that these programmes correspond to 
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the language of the country concerned, the CLT (the Luxembourg Television 

Company) will make efforts to take into account the national laws in force in this 

area bearing in mind the economic and moral climate in Europe". The very limited 

nature of this commitment is immediately apparent! It would seem however that in 

practise RTL requires that for dangerous products such as alcoholic drinks and 

medicines, visas are required from the foreign ministries for advertising to other 

countries (essentially Belgium and France). 

When there was a real chance of a Luxembourg satellite, bilateral negotiations took 

place, particularly with the Dutch and German authorities. According to the press, 

Luxembourg apparently accepted to respect the Dutch rules for their broadcasts in 

Dutch, "not to interfere in German affairs" and to provide that part of the advertis

ing revenue coming from German programmes on RTL would be sent back to Ger

many. According to those responsible at Luxembourg television, advertising can

not however be submitted to the specific regulations of other countries, but only to 

the basic rules concerning public order, health, morality. Above all, it is clear that 

RTL does not want to give up certain arrangements for scheduling, such as the 

interruption of programmes by advertising (refusal to the Belgian authorities on this 

point; agreement it seems of the French government if RTL participates in the 

satellite TDFl ). 

Those responsible at RTL told us that they wished to avoid excessive competition 

among the television companies to share the "advertising cake". They wish for a 

gentleman's agreement to ensure : the economic survival of each of the national 

channels, respect for the public, democratic access of big, as well as small adverti

sers, taking into account the interests of other media. In concrete terms RTL seems 

to have convinced the Belgian and French authorities that the francophone advertis

ing market is limited and that there is hardly any room for other commercial chan

nels. 

2. THE NEmERLANDS 

It is in this country that reactions to the RTL projects have been the most lively. 

Since 1978 (when a cable network in Sluis was able to relay RTL), the debates have 

not ceased, even if RTL television has given up the idea of broadcasting a special 

programme in Dutch. The Dutch government's "Medianota"(l) which defines the 

whole of the media policy, gives priority to the question of relaying foreign pro

grammes. The government intends to allow the relaying of foreign programmes pre-



sented as such, but to prohibit in any foreign programme, advertising directed spe

cially at the Du~ch public. Proof that these are serious political guidelines comes 

from the efforts of the Dutch authorities to have these principles included in the 

recommendation of the Council of Europe. 

The government has asked the opinion of experts on the legality of its intentions. 

The Boukema Committee(2) examined in particular the question from the point 

of view of the national constitution, and the European Convention on Human Rights 

and the EEC Treaty. 

·According to the new Constitution the ban on the relay of foreign programmes 

destined to the Netherlands would be admissible and the ban on the relay of foreign 

commercial advertising even more so_ given that the new constitution expressly 

excludes advertising from freedom of information and expression. Provided the 

measures are not discriminatory the EEC Treaty would not constitute an obstacle 

either. The European Convention on Human Rights would allow for the cable 

networks to be submitted to a system of licensing; one of the conditions of authori

zation could be to forbid uncontrolled advertising or programmes containing ad

vertising. The report does not however rule out the possibility that in future the 

interpretation of the convention might change and feels that in the long-term a 

regulation in the transmitting country would be better than measures in the receiv

ing State. 

The Consultative Council WRR(3) is more explicit on the inadvisability of a protec

tionist policy. The advent of DBS would render such a policy futile; it would be 

better to strengthen Dutch television than to forbid foreign channels. By strengthen

ing is meant an extension of the duration of advertising, a simplification of the 

administrative procedures, in order to avoid Dutch advertisers turning to foreign 

channels. 

In conclusion, protectionism and liberalism have their defender in the Netherlands, 

the government, at least the competent Minister, being in the first category. The 

Dutch consumer organizations - traditionally very reserved about advertising -

could not in any case subscribe to a liberalisation clearly equivalent to deregulation! 



3. FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

As in the Netherlands, the prospect of private commercial television has led to 

heated discussions and in the past the Federal Government was very hostile. Since 

the change in the governmental coalition, those in favour of private initiative have 

come to power. It would be hazardous however to affirm that this country has 

opted for free competition between public service television and commercial televi

sion (German and foreign). The fact that the Laender assume basic responsibility on 

media policy makes things more difficult, all the more so because there is a basic 

disagreement on the opening up or not of television to private initiative, and on the 

role of advertising as a source of revenue for television. 

The persistence of these differences appears in the very recent interim report of the 

Commission of Enquiry of the Bundestag concerning new information and commu

nication technology( 4). Reception in Germany of foreign television programmes 

aimed at the public in the country where the channel is situated does not give 

rise to any problems. On the other hand, disagreement remains on the question of 

whether Germany can protect itself against foreign broadcasts specially directed at 

the Federal Republic and not submitted to German law. 

In conclusion, it is difficult to expect a coherent and clear German policy in the 

international negotiations so long as the internal differences remain so basic. 

4. FRANCE 

France is presently the country. best placed to "convince" RTL not to opt for 

exaggerated commercialisation. Since th autumn of 1982 negotiations have gone on 

between this country and Luxembourg with a view to participation of RTL in the 

satellite TDF1. The Moinot report had invited the government not only to nego

tiate but also to issue "directives" stemming from the French public participation in 

the capital and administration of the peripheral companies (one of which is RTL), 

to ensure that the role and obligations of public service television are respected. The 

report concluded that the question of the French satellite should be an integral 

part of the audiovisual public service. 

The Law of 1982 adopts the conclusions concerning the exploitation of French 

satellites, by submitting them to a regime of public concession (ie very strict public 

control). On the other hand, on the distribution via cable of foreign television 

broadcasts, for instance transmitted by satellite, the law provides for a possibility of 



derogation including, among other things, the advertising rules. Since it is only a 

possibility to be used at the discretion of the French authorities, one cannot con

clude that the right of supervision has been abandoned. Too liberal an interpretation 

of the law would contrast with the desire of the government to master the advent 

of new technologies. Has not the government been accused of favouring expansion 

by cable instead of DBS in order to guarantee better control and has it not been 

even feared that the government would forbid the installation of reception discs 

allowing qirect reception of DBS broadcasts? 

The result of the negotiations with Luxembourg will allow one to draw clearer 

conclusions on the real intentions of the French authorities. 

A member of the Supreme Council on audivisual questions(5) has warned the 

government that if France decided to retransmit by satellite the two existing natio

nal programmes( 6), this would place the owner of the third channel (in practise 

RTL), in a dominant position. The encouragement for a rapid equipment of homes 

through parabolic discs depending solely on the nature of the programmes trans

mitted by the third channel, will, one can imagine, lead to pressure to gradually 

liberalize the rules which were initially accepted by the third channel. 

5. ITALY 

Since 197 4 the Constitutional Court has recognized the right of private individuals 

to retransmit foreign television broadcasts, because the monopoly of the RAI would 

create a national monopoly of the sources of information and would be contrary to 

the free circulation of ideas (decision no 225/ 74). Law No 103 of 1975 regularizes 

the situation by authorising in its tum, the private retransmission of foreign public 

service or other broadcasts provided they are authorized in the country of transmis

sion. Two important limitations have however been added : on the one hand the 

foreign private channels must not have been created with the_ aim of distributing 

programmes in Italy and, on the other hand, the authorization to retransmit in Italy 

obliges the owner to eliminate from foreign broadcasts "all elements presenting, in 

whatever form, the character of advertising". As such this restriction, dating from 

1975, is more radical than the present Dutch draft! The Commission it seems has 

already examined the possibility of a breach in the EEC Treaty. It seems in practise 

however that only broadcasts from countries outside the Community are affected. 

Several appeals are before the Constitutional Court aiming to condemn Law No 103 

as anti-constitutional (the elimination of advertising being an act of censorship). 
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Considering no doubt that it is not enough to establish strict conditions in the 

receiving country, RAI concluded in 1982 an agreement with Monte Carlo Televi

sion (TMC) on the question of the use of the orbital position and frequencies of 

DBS reserved to the Principality of Monaco. TMC undertook in exchange for a 

financial contribution from RAI, and the provision by it of four hours of program

mes, not to concede to third parties the right to transmit in Italian towards Italy. 

One should be aware that the large private networks such as Canale 5 have already 

shown in practice that they are interested in new technology by asking and obtain

ing the right to retransmit on a regional level events transmitted by satellite, such as 

the inaugural speech of President Reagan or international soccer games. 

6. THE UNITED KINGDOM 

The White Paper on cable examines the question of reception by cable of DBS 

programmes as well as broadcasts distributed by telecommunication satellites. It also 

deals with the broadcasting of British programmes abroad. 

Reception of foreign DBS programmes : According to the White Paper, the owners 

of cable networks and individuals do not have the right to expect reception without 

interference of such programmes, because the frequencies of these foreign satellites 

will continue to be used for British terrestrial networks. With this reservation distri

bution of foreign programmes is, in principle, authorized. The new cable authority is 

invited to draw up special rules concerning the relaying of non-British channels. 

According to the White Paper, one should only allow foreign programmes respond

ing ''grosso modo" to British standards of taste and decency, rules about the contents 

of advertising and to the percentage of British or EEC programmes. In looking at 

foreign DBS programmes, the White Paper considers that on the one hand there will 

be programmes directed above all at the public where the television channel is 

situated (i.e. outside the United Kingdoin) - it sees little interest in the United 

Kingdom for such programmes - and, on the other hand, programmes conceived for 

an international audience. 

Two observations should be made : 

* The White Paper justifies flexibility as regards the respect for British standards 

on the grounds that DBS programmes are basically destined for the public in the 

broadcasting country. The government therefore places itself in the framework 

of the WARC agreement ("national coverage" of DBS) and does not foresee the 

possibility of broadcasts specifically directed at a foreign national public! 



* The White Paper requires respect "grosso modo" for the British rules on the 

contents of publicity, but not the scheduling methods (volume, etc.,). 

Reception of foreign programmes broadcast by telecommunication satellite : Their 

reception is authorized but these programmes must fully respect the rules applied to 

British broadcasts; they do not allow for the same flexibility as for DBS. It would be 

interesting to consider this difference of treatment. 

Broadcasts to other countries : For reasons of good neighbourliness the government 

commits itself to ensure that no broadcast, contrary to British rules should be 

distributed by satellite to other countries. 

7. CONFERENCE ON THE EUROPEAN AREA FOR AUDIOVISUAL CO-OPERATION 

On 19 and 20 July 1982 this conference took place in Paris grouping representatives 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Nether

lands and Austria. The initiative came from France, following the Moinot report 

which defines the pre-occupation as follows : "The conflicting interests and the real 

dangers of an uncontrolled development of European satellites should lead the 

public authorities to initiate, without delay, a European negotiation to obtain better 

mastery over expansion and the pace at which new channels are introduced, their 

geographical zones, the access to advertising markets, as well as the definition and 

the co-production of common programmes". 

Even if the follow-up to this initiative is apparently blocked, it is interesting to note 

the results of a working group on advertising and methods of fmancing which met in 

November 1982. At least in principle, the delegations agreed that it is essential, in 

future, to give an equal importance both to the receiving and the broadcasting coun

try since reception of programmes containing publicity is possible beyond national 

fron~ers; the principle of the right to forbid foreign advertising programmes not in 

conformity with national regulations in the receiving country should be established. 

Those Member States present are therefore against the position of those (such as the 

advertising associations) who would like the regulations in the broadcasting country 

to prevail. 

. 
When it comes to drawing up EEC legislation one should also take account of the 

fact that all the delegations agreed in particular that rules should be drawn up to 

limit the volume of advertising, to forbid subliminal advertising, to harmonize at least 



the rules governing alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical products, medical care and to 

take children into account (both their participation in spot advertisements as well as 

their reaction to advertising). 

In conclusion, one sees that all Member States examined- except perhaps Luxem

bourg and with good reason - are concerned about the respect for their own adver

tising rules and wish to exercise control of foreign television broadcasts at the level 

of the country of RECEPTI<?N . 

It seems evident in these conditions, that the demand in particular of the advertisers, 

that only the rules of the broadcasting country should apply, is absolutely unrealis

tic and the EEC authorities should reject it categorically. 

IT. SELF-REGULATORY EFFORTS BY TELEVISION COMPANIES- PRINCIPLES OF mE EURO

PEAN BROADCASTING UNioN(7) ON COMMERCIAL TELEVISION ADVERTISING BROAD

CAST DIRECTLY BY SATELLITE/DDS 

Following the agreement of the administrative council of the EBU on 27 May 1983, 

these principles were finally adopted by the General Assembly on 15 July 1983. These 

guidelines are of essential importance to the extent that the Council of Europe and the 

Commission of the European Communities intend to make wide use of them. On 16 

March the European Bureau of Consumer Unions (BEUC) sent to EBU the comments on 

the draft principles (see Appendix) and transmitted a copy to the Council of Europe and 

to the EEC Commission. According to our information the final text of the EBU re

mains essentially unchanged by comparison with the draft. 

A follow-up meeting with one of those responsible at the EBU allows us to add certain 

supplementary comments. The EBU will not finish its work with the adoption of the 

principles on DBS because it has a programme of work going beyond this first stage. 

1. mE GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF mE EBU RULES 

(a) Principles exclusively concern DBS 

Contrary to the Council of Europe (cf below), the EBU limits its principles to 

DBS, in order to be able to draw up a more rigorous text on advertising transmit

ted by telecommunications satellites which require the relay via cable. On the 

question of cable it would be normal, according to the EBU that the control in 



the receiving countries should be stricter. It seems that a draft is already being 

studied within the EBU. According to the timetable, the administrative council 

should reach a decision in December 1983, and the general assembly adopt it in 

June 1984. EBU aims therefore at creating different legal regimes. The Con

sumer organizations are opposed, in principle, to the multiplication of different 

legal regimes given that all broadcasts come via the same television screen ( cf 

British White Paper on cable which shares this view) and that there is no reason 

therefore to lay down different degrees of consumer protection. However 

consumer organizations are also aware of the danger that a single body of rules 

might be less precise ( cf below draft recommendation of the Council of Europe). 

(b) Distinction between broadcasts destined or not to a foreign public 

EBU maintains the distinction between advertising unintentionally broadcast to 

a foreign public and that aimed specially at foreign viewers. According to the 

EBU the distinction is easily made to the extent that advertising which is deli

berately directed to a foreign country, will use the language of that country, 

indicate the prices in foreign currency, mention the retail outlets in that coun

try. At the outset EBU wished that in this case, the rules of the receiving country 

should be fully respected, but in "foreseeing possible problems", it has con

tented itself with a less binding formulation ("respect of the rules of these 

countries is of fundamental importance"). We observe that at least in principle, 

the EBU is in agreement with consumer organizations which however go further 

in demanding that the rules of the receiving countries should also be applied in 

the case where a foreign public is reached unintentionally. Since the W ARC 

agreement of 1977 only authorizes "unavoidable technical overspill" by DBS, 

we even wonder if advertising distributed by DBS and aiming intentionally 

at a foreign audience is legal, without agreement of the authorities of the 

receiving country (Recommendation 926 of the Council of Europe - c f below 

~ supports our point of view). 

(c) Contribution of the International Chamber of Commerce 

Among the general principles, the EBU quotes the importance of the interna

tional Code of advertising p_ractices by the International Chamber of Commerce, 

with the reservation that adaptations should be made. Consumer associations 

have shown serious reservations ( cf the comments in the Appendix) which seem 

all the more justified since EBU wishes to make only technical adaptations (i.e. 

exclude everything which concerns the written press), but in no way substantial 



improvements. At the very most the Code of the Chamber of Commerce can 

play a certain role as regards the contents of televised messages, but in no way as 

far as the arrangements for scheduling advertising and control are concerned. 

Programming and control are precisely at the heart of the problem. 

2. SCHEDULING ADVERTISING BROADCASTS 

In May 1982 an EBU representative told the mass media committee of the Council 

of Europe that it was considering regulating, in particular, the time limits for adver

tising and harmonizing the practice of advertising blocks. Neither option figures in 

the principles adopted by the EBU. 

(a) Limitation of advertising time : According to the EBU representatives RTL and 

IBA did not want to accept such a clause and for this reason there would not 

''"for the time being" be anything in the principles. It is without doubt one of the 

main gaps in the EBU text. By avoiding this tricky question (the debates on the 

Council of Europe recommendations prove this), it was much easier to agree on 

a common text! 

(b) Practice of the advertising block: The EBU indicates that there is "a very strong 

tendency" among the members in favour of publicity blocks, but not an agree

ment. It considers this practise as fundamental, in order to clearly separate 

advertising from the rest of the programmes. We hope that there will be an 

agreement rapidly within EBU. 

(c) Sponsorship: In its comments BEUC greatly regretted that this question was not 

taken up in the principles. EBU recognizes that its text is limited to classical spot 

advertisements and indicates that it "will come back to" the problem of spon

sorship. This is another basic gap all the more so since there are clear indications 

that sponsorship will play an increasingly important role. 

It should be noted however that in 1976, EBU adopted principles concerning 

publicity placed at sports events transmitted by international television. There is 

therefore a text on sponsored sporting events but not on the numerous other 

forms of sponsorship. The EBU met with difficulties in the application of these 

rules for sport, but, according to them, these have been overcome. In order to 

make a better judgment of the practical value of the principles and the control 

mechanisms of the EBU, it would be interesting to examine the practical appli

cation of the principles on sport; one might perhaps draw lessons from this as 

regards the chances of implementating the principles regulating DBS. 



3. CONTENTS OF ADVERTISEMENTS BROADCASt 

The EBU principles only deal with the sensitive areas : cigarettes, alcoholic drinks, 

pharmaceutical products and medical care, products which could affect public 

health, children. We refer in this connection to the comments by BEUC in the 

Annex. 

It is interesting to note that for all these subjects the principles lay down an obliga

tion to act, i.e. to review or strengthen the existing national rules or to adopt new 

measures. EBU confirmed to us orally that for each of these questions it is planned 

that a working group should be set up with the objective of "practical harmoniza

tion". These groups would meet when the first DBS programmes are launched in 

1985/1986 and would only include representatives of the States which have laun

ched satellites; in the first instance it would be a question of franco/german discus

sions in the EBU. Does this mean that the receiving countries of these broadcasts 

will remain mere spectators? 

4. CONTROL OF THE EBU PRINCIPLES 

The EBU foresees the setting up of mechanisms allowing for the collection of 

complaints by viewers. Whilst welcoming these provisions (cf comments in the 

Annex), we draw attention to the fact that experience shows that preventive control 

on the part of the television companies is more efficient. The principles are silent 

on this subject. EBU agrees that it is an essential gap to be filled and indicates that it 

intends to examine the question of the control mechanisms during the second half 

of 1984. 

The principles also foresee the creation of a Special study group of the administra

tive council of the EBU, instructed to follow the application of the rules but also 

according to oral information, to promote their improvement. The group will be set 

up in 1985 and could include one of the Vice-Presidents, a representative of the 

commercial channels and a representative of non-commercial channels. Consumers 

organizations wish to be consulted each time that this group will discuss complaints 

or improvements with the advertisers. 

In conclusion, we note that a number of fundamental gaps remain to be filled; the 

intentions expressed to us that there will be improvements are reassuring but it 

would have been better to have included them expressly in the preamble of the 

current principles. This would have given them a more binding character and clearly 



laid down that the current minimal rules are insufficient and will be strengtbened. 

Notwithstanding this the current text with its many shortcomings is .much more 

precise than the draft recommendation of the Council of Europe (cf below); we 

believe that the credit in this goes largely to the Scandinavian members of the EBU. 

m. EFFORTS BY THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE 

It was the Parliamentary Assembly which first drew attention, in the reports by Mr 

Stoffelen (17 .7 .81)(8) and by Mr Scholten (9.6.82)(9), to the role the Coun~il of 

Europe, embracing nearly all democratic countries in Western Europe, ought to play in 

this area. The Assembly also stressed the need for a European agreement on advertising 

broadcast by DBS and telecommunications satellites. On the basis of these parliamen

tary reports and the work of the government representatives in the committee of experts 

on media policy (MMPO), the committee of Ministers intends to adopt a recommenda

tion on television advertising, (the draft of which is examined in detail below) by the 

end of the year. This recommendation will certainly influence the efforts at harmoniza

tion by the European Community. The preparatory work done by the Council is sub

stantial, but it is likely that the results on the government side will not live up to the 

expectations of the Assembly, nor will they take into account the views of consumer 

organizations (see Annex, BEUC/IOCU paper to the Council of Europe). 

1. MAIN ISSUES DISCUSSED IN THE PREPARATORY WORK OF THE COUNCIL 

In the Assembly, and in the government expert committees, three main themes 

emerged : the general debate on the advantages and disadvantages of DBS and cable; 

whether freedom to advertise can be assimilated to the basic freedoms of the Euro

pean Convention on Human Rights;, the need for legal harmonization and whether 

or not the Council should draw up a Convention on DBS and cable television. 

(a) Advantages and disadvantages of DBS and cable television 

The report by Mr Stoffelen, as well as the final activity report of the committee 

of experts on media policy (adopted on 21-24.9.1982) attempt to present an 

objective analysis of the advantages of DBS whilst pointing out the possible 

dangers. Recommendation 926 adopted on the basis of the Stoffelen report 

concluded (para 12) that "the following dangers may arise : 

i. national legislation may be undermined, as Council of Europe member states 

will have difficulty to apply their national laws to foreign television pro-

grammes; 



ii. the intellectual property rights of authors, composers and performing artists 

may be affected, especially by cable television; 

iii. the independence of progr~me-makers vis-a-vis the state and commercial 

interests may be more severely threatened than at present and thus the 

exercise of the freedom of expression may be further impeded; 

iv. the same programmes may be broadcast to a large part of Europe and, 

mainly through the deterioration of the financial resources of existing 

broadcasting organisations and through the competition for viewers, the 

intellectual and cultural pluriformity in Council of Europe member states 

may decline." 

Although this debate is speculative, the extent to which the dangers of excessive 

commercialisation are judged more or less serious, has conditioned attitudes to 

the drawing up of a possible Convention, in particular to safeguard national rules 

on advertising standards. 

(b) Advertising and freedom of expression 

It is natural that this question should be considered by the Council of Europe, 

since article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights sets out the right 

to benefit from the freedom "..... to hold opinions and to receive and impart 

information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of 

frontiers". The Scholten report is taken as evidence by advertisers that advertis

ing should be subject to minimal external regulations and contro.l, because it 

would fall under article 10. It should be pointed out though that the report only 

accepts this thesis guardedly, pointing out that freedom to advertise is less than 

other freedoms (para 4) : "Noting that in accordance with the jurisprudence of 

the European Commission on Human Rights the protection conferred by article 

10 is not normally withheld from statements of a commercial nature but that 

the level of protection may be less than that accorded to the expression of 

political ideas with which the values underlying the concept of freedom of 

expression in the convention are chiefly concerned". 

The report also calls for statutory, rather than voluntary self-regulation and 

safeguards on advertising in the sensitive areas. Consumer organizations have 

argued that they are not against advertising as such, ~ut do not consider that it 

should benefit from the protection of the European Convention on Human 

Rights : "In practice, advertisers already have a considerable advantage over 



other members of the community in terms of freedom of expression, since 

they can buy advertising time. What industry asserts as a basic right is in fact 

denied to other members of the community" (BEUC/IOCU submission to the 

Council of Europe, cf Annex). This question is relevant to the desire of govern

ments ( eg the Netherlands) to restrict foreign advertising broadcasts, and should 

be seen also in the light of the judgments by the European Court of Justice (cf 

below) on television advertising and freedom to provide services in the EEC. 

(c) Legal safeguards, and the question of a Council of Europe Convention 

Both the Parliament reports recommend legal safeguards, possibly leading to a 

Council of Europe Convention and that "any action aimed at protecting freedom 

of expression by regulating commercial advertising is bound to fail unless it is 

taken up at international level" (Scholten report). The Assembly has also under

lined that "in accordance with the W ARC decisions, no satellite broadcasts may 

take place without prior agreement of the State to which territory the broad

casts are primarily directed", but considerable "spill-over" is inevitable (Stoffe

len report). Both recommendations recall general principles : strict separation of 

programmes from advertising, subliminal advertising, misleading advertising and 

draw attention to sensitive areas such as advertising to children and recall earlier 

recommendations on alcohol and tobacco advertising. 

The reaction by the Committee of Ministers, has been negative to the idea of 

drawing up a Convention. We regard this as regretable, since without a Conven

tion, there will be no legal basis for harmonization by the Council of Europe, 

and recommendations to govemmen ts merely have a moral weight. The reasons 

put forward in the final activity report of the MMPO are not convincing. It is 

argued that because many of the factors are unknown, and the technical deve

lopments progress and change rapidly, the Council of Europe should prepare 

. "flexible solutions". The MMPO also doubts whether the impact of advertising 

practices of one country on another will be as great as assumed at first, because 

the development of community reception by cable, rather than DBS, will allow 

for greater national control. In our view, these are essentially short-term reasons 

not to act, based on the arguments of prudence, and that no dramatic changes 

can be expected, put forward by the advertisers. 

Having rejected the idea of a Council of Europe Convention, the MMPO also fails 

to resolve the question of whether national rules on advertising will apply. 

&o 



According to the MMPO, in the absence of harmonization one should examine 

to what extent the DBS broadcasters have a formal obligation to respect the 

regulations of all the States which their broadcasts reach, in an inevitable or 

deliberate manner. The MMPO did not succeed in reaching any conclusions on 

this point and called for urgent supplementary studies. The question of whether 

the rules of the receiving country or the broadcasting country should prevail is 

therefore left unresolved! However this is a fundamental problem. Will the 

Committee of Ministers decide by adopting its recommendation before the end 

of 1983 without awaiting the result of such supplementary studies_? 

2. DRAFT PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION ON THE PRINCIPLES GOVERNING TELE

VISION ADVERTISING (cf text in the Appendix) 

General framework 

* According to our information the draft is based on the assumption that the 

present television advertising regimes, including those of the purely commer

cial channels, such as IBA and RTL, are acceptable; it is not a question of 

improving these regimes, but of avoiding their dilution by the appearance of 

commercial channels neglecting the principles of good advertising practice. 

* As opposed to the EBU principles, the draft covers not only DBS but televi

sion advertising in general, whether it is broadcast by satellite or terre

strially. We welcome this approach which will help avoid creating different 

legal regimes and that the final recommendation will therefore put on the 

same basis transnational and national television advertising. We hope this will 

be the case particularly since pressures for deregulation at the national 

level, above all on cable television, are appearing. 

* The preamble of the draft does not take into account the traditional precau

tion of the different national laws and codes as regards television advertising 

(the intrusive character into family life) and puts the emphasis in an exag

gerated way on freedom of expression and free circulation of information. 

The reservations of the Scholten report are in no way reflected. Consumer 

organizations underline strongly that the special character of television 

advertising merits particular control by comparison with other forms of 

communication. 



Fonn and presentation of television advertising 

* The .draft rightly recalls three fundamental guarantees, i.e. the ban on 

subliminal advertising, clear identification of advertisements and the separa

tion between advertisements and other programmes. The last two provisions 

have been and remain fundamental to control sponsorship among other 

things. Given the tendency towards a growth in this practise we doubt 

however that such a brief rule is sufficient and recall that in February 1982 

the CDMM (Steering Committee on the Mass Media) adopted and published 

a report on. "advertising on radio and television" ( cf Mass Media files, No 1) 

which demanded, among other things, more detailed studies on programmes 

sponsored by advertisers. Have such studies been carried out in the mean

time and what are their conclusions? 

* The provisions of the recommendation concerning the interruption of 

programmes and the volume of publicity (points 4 and 5) allow us to judge 

whether a compromise has been reached among the majority of public 

service televisions and the minority of comercial televisions. Successive 

changes of the various drafts (as far as volume is concerned the drafters had 

first of all proposed· to introduce purely and simply a limit of 10 per cent of 

broadcasting time) leads one to consider that the practises of IBA and RTL 

will not be affected and that there will be no compromise. However, one 

should avoid diluting the present rules of IBA and RTL; the present formula 

on the interruption of programmes (point 4) is more liberal and would allow 

one to justify the same kind of excessive interruption as on American 

television. The discussions on rules 4 and 5 confirm that at the level of the 

Council of Europe one should in no way expect that stricter discipline in 

programming will be imposed on the commercial channels; it is simply a 

question of preserving the present standards of IBA and RTL and applying 

them to other future commercial channels. 

Contents of television advertising 

* The draft lays down that advertisements must not only be in conformity 

with legislation of the broadcasting country but also respect as far as possible 

and in function of the proportion of the audience abroad that of the receiv

ing country. The draft only examines this key question in the section reser

ved to the contents of advertising. On the other hand on scheduling (dura

tion of advertising, time of broadcasting, etc.,) there is no provision at 

all to take into account the regulations of the receiving countries. However it 



is precisely on this point that in the absence of h~onization or self-limita

tion agreements on the volume of publicity etc., that the receiving countries 

and their television systems will be particularly affected. The criteria about 

the proportion of the audience abroad will mean that the small countries 

transmitting television programmes, will have to take more account of the 

rules of neighbouring countries than the large countries. It is to be feared 

that the large countries will not consider themselves at all concerned by this 

provision. Among the small countries, RTL has already promised in its own 

code of ethics to take into account, under certain conditions the regulations 

of the neighbouring countries. Will, in reality this draft recommendation, 

with its broader scope, have any additional practical effect? 

* Point 7 of the draft raises the question of whether. broadcasts specially 

designed for a foreign country should be prohibited. As we have seen, 

the Netherlands are particularly concerned to have such a provision. In 

conformity with the WARC agreement, recalled by resolution 926 of the 

assembly, such broadcasts do require the agreement of the receiving country. 

This agreement does legally limit the international technical possibilities of 

DBS satellites. We consider that one should not purely and simply ban 

programmes containing advertising designed for foreign countries, but subject 

them to the prior agreement of the receiving countries. Such an agreement 

seems all the more justified if the broadcasting countries do not commit 

the~selves to respect fully the rules in fore~ in the receiving country. 

* The draft asks that particular attention should be given to tobacco, alcohol, 

pharmaceutical products and medical treatment and recalls very briefly the 

principles regulating advertising to children. Contrary to the principles of 

EBU there is no question of international measures harmonizing, strengthen

ing, revising the national regulations. This confirms unfortunately that the 

Council of Europe is content to recall certain principles, but does not want 

to act, even in the areas such as tobacco and alcohol where the Parliamentary 

Assembly asked for energetic initiatives, nor on . the question of medicines, 

despite an earlier recommendation of the Committee of Ministers asking for 

harmonization. 

In conclusion, we observe that the draft recommendation : 

* covers all forms of television advertising which we welcome; 



* does not in any way aim at harmonization even partially in the sensitive 

areas (tobacco, alcohol, pharmaceutical products, children); 

* simply recalls some basic principles traditionally covering television adver

tising; 

* does not propose any compromise between the programming rules of the 

public service television and the commercial television; 

* aims to support the practises of national commercial channels such as IBA 

and RTL, in order to avoid any weakening of their rules with the appearance 

of new commercial companies; 

* introduces criteria limiting, much more than the EBU principles, the com

mitment to take into account the regulations of the receiving country; 

* only gives marginal attention to the special problem of broadcasts carrying 

advertising specifically directed at a foreign country; 

* does not foresee any legal or administrative mechanism responsible for 

solving difficulties or disputes. 

IV. THE EUROPEAN COMMUNI'IY 

The Treaty setting up the EEC does not provide for the creation of a media policy. It is 

only since 1981 that various separate initiatives of the European Parliament and the 

work of the Council of Europe and the EBU have raised the technological and cultural 

challenge for the Europe of the Ten. It is now a question of not only free circulation of 

television programmes among the Member States, but even of common European 

programmes ( cf Interim report of the Commission on realities and trends in television in 

Europe). 

As far as free circulation and in particular the barriers created by the different advertis

ing rules are concerned, the objectives of the Commission were set out by the Commis

sioner reponsible, Mr Narjes to the European Parliament on 11 March 1982 : "The 

fundamental European rights which are free establishment and free circulation of 

services within the Community must also be guaranteed as far as television activities are 

concerned. And it is to the extent that one uses these rights that automatically less rigid 

national structures become necessary. The restrictions of a legal nature on advertising 

differ according to the Member States and have, until now, been an obstacle to televi

s1on distribution within the Community. These rules must therefore be adapted". Accor

ding to Mr Narjes, the Common Market in the area of cable and satellite television will 

be achieved in stages and a memorandum will inform the public. The Commission 



services hope to present this memorandum or green paper(8) by the end of 1983. There 

will therefore be first of all a discussion with all the interests concerned and only after 

that the drawing up of a draft directive. 

In our view, the Commission has to reconcile two objectives. On the one hand, there is 

the desire for greater European co-operation and exchange of television programmes, 

expressed in particular by the European Parliament (Hahn report) and taken up by the 

Commission in its interim report on television in Europe, which argue in favour of 

opening up the market. 

On the other hand, the Commission must recognize the traditions of public monopoly 

of national broadcasting, legitimised by the Sacchi judgment of the European Court of 

Justice on 30.4.1975 (case 155/73), and the fear of excessive commercialisation of 

television reflected for example in the WARC agreement, which limits in principle 

broadcasting to the national territory of countries; these factors argue for respect of 

national regulations. 

In our opinion, only harmonization at the optimum level will allow the Commission to 

satisfy at the same time those in favour of opening up the market and the defenders of 

the existing structures and regulations; only such an approach can possibly combat 

effectively both deregulation and protectionism. 

1. EEC REGIME FOR TELEVISION ADVERTISING BEFORE HARMONIZATION 

In the absence of explicit rules in the Treaty, the principles developed by the Court, 

particularly in the Debauve case· (52/79) (judgment of 18.3.1980) are of fundamen

tal importance. 

In its opinion on the Hahn report, the legal committee of the Eu;opean Parlia

ment "protests against the fashion in which the Court judgments are minimized" in 

this area. In the same sense a draft resolution (doc 1-422/ 80) "calls on the Com

mission and the Council to draw conclusions for all Member States from the conse

quences of these two judgments(9), by the Court of Justice on Belgium television 

distribution for the future organization of information media". Whilst awaiting 

harmonization it would in fact be desirable that the Commission should publish, as 

it did in interpreting the decision of the Court on "Cassis de Dijon" concerning free 
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circulation of goods, a communication on televised messages, in particular television 

advertising. 

Let us briefly recall the facts in the Debauve case. In Belgium the law forbids broad· 

cast of a commercial advertising nature and a Royal Decree, obliges as a result, tele

vision distributors not to transmit such broadcasts. However the television distribu

tors relay foreign broadcasts of a commercial character, e.g. the programmes of 

Radio Television Luxembourg. Consumer organizations complained of infringement 

on the part of the television distributors. The Belgian courts asked the European 

Court if the domestic regulation was contrary to the freedom to provide services, 

because: 

* on the one hand, the foreign television companies would derive an appreciable 

part of their revenue from advertising in such a way that the banning of advertis-
.. 

ing messages in Belgium could lead Belgian advertisers to restrict or to supress 

their co~ercial advertising; 

* on the other hand, the advertisers established in the neighbouring countries 

would reach the Belgium market in a more limited way. 

Let us summarize the principal lessons of the court judgment : 

(a) Advertising messages directed at a foreign public 

The Debauve case certainly covers messages destined to a foreign public. Neither 

the Court nor any of the parties concerned affirmed that the Belgian advertisers 

do not have the right to have recourse to a foreign broadcaster- in this case 

RTL- to distribute their messages in Belgium. On the contrary such a step helps 

to establish the intra-Community nature(lO) of their activity and allows for the 

provisions of the EEC Treaty to be applied. Within the Community one cannot 

therefore invoke among the Member States the WARC agreement of 1977 

according to which no broadcast can be destined· to a foreign country without 

the agreement of that country. The freedom of the advertisers and the television 

companies within the Community does however have some limits ( cf below). 

(b) Until there is harmonization, the advertising rules of the State receiving televi

sion broadcasts remain applicable and take precedence over those of the broad

casting country 

"In the absence of any approximation of national laws and taking into account 

the considerations of general interest underlying the restrictive rules in this area, 
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the application of the laws in question cannot be regarded as a restriction upon 

freedom to provide services so long as those laws treat all such services identi

cally whatever their origin or the nationality or place of establishment of the 

persons providing them". (13th recital of the judgment). In the absence of 

harmonization the competence is left to each Member State "to regulate, restrict 

or even totally prohibit television advertising on its territory on grounds of 

general interest". (15th recital). The court arrives at this conclusion for the 

following reasons : 

Television broadcasts, including television advertising, are not only a provi

sion of services in the sense of the EEC Treaty (art 59 et seq) but even a pro

vision of a particular nature (12th recital) : 

* Following the Sacchi case, the Court repeats that televised messages 

fall into the area of services and not that of product regardless of whe

ther the message is transmitted off-air or by cable. For senior officials in 

the Commission(11) there is no doubt at all that this definition also 

covers programmes transmitted by satellite. 

* It is essential to underline that the televised message is not a product. 

* 

One cannot therefore apply Rule 30 of the Treaty nor the well known 

communication on "Cassis de Dijon" by the Commission; in the area of 

products the national rules which are barriers to trade, cannot, in prin

ciple be invoked against products imported from other Member States in 

the absence of EEC directives, except in exceptional cases. On the other 

hand for services (art 59 et seq), the principle of the maintenance of 

national rules, towards imported services, prevails in the absence of 

harmonization. 

For the Court, maintaining national rules is all the more justified because 

it recognizes the particular nature of televised messages and the general 

interest inherent in the restrictive regulations in this area. The Court did 

not distinguish between advertising rules in the general interest and other 

advertising rules which do not have this character. Whilst awaiting 

harmonization, one should recognize generally, without any distinction, 

the general interest nature of all national advertising rules in force in the 

receiving countries. 

An exception could however be products or services forbidden from 

television for purely economic reasons; in this connection one should 



take a careful look at the long list of bans and heteregeneous restric· 

tions in different Member State~ (margarine, textiles, jewelry, furs, 

etc). One may not only doubt the general interest of such bans, but also 

wonder whether if in these cases, articles 30 et seq should not be applied 

exceptionally, given the close link between the advertising and the 

products concerned. 

In the absence of harmonization, the maintenance of the rules of the receiv· 

ing country is all the more necessary sine~ the legal regimes governing 

advertising messages are widely divergent in the various Member States (13th 

recital). 

The Court notes that the rules go "from almost total pr:ohibition, as in 

Belgium, by way of rules comprising more or less strict restrictions, to 

systems affording broad commercial freedom". The Court therefore stresses 

these differences, which the Commission should not forget, if there is any 

tendency to apply the principles of "Cassis de Dijon", (according to which 

protection is more or less equivalent in different Member States, despite the 

existence of divergent national rules). The weakness of the Council of 

Europe draft recommendation ( cf above) should not be copied by the 

European Community! 

(c) Freedom of advertisers to distribute their messages through television channels 

in a neighbouring State 

According to the Debauve judgment, advertising rules in the receiving country 

are therefore to be applied, in the absence of harmonization, but only "to the 

extent to which a provider of services established in another Member State is not 

subject to similar regulations there". (12th recital). 

Given the "widely divergent systems of law" (13th receital) among Member 

States, it must be concluded that at present one cannot, in many cases, talk of 

"similar regulations" insofar as advertising rules are concerned. 

It seems useful in this connection to remind the advertisers wishing to use a 

television channel in another country as well as to the channels accepting to 

distribute foreign advertising messages, of the Van Bins bergen judgment of 

3.12.1974 (case 33/74) : "One could not prevent a Member State from having 



the right to take measures aimed at preventing the freedom guaranteed by article 

59 used by a provider of services whose activities would be entirely or mainly 

directed towards its territory, in order to escape the professional rules which 

would be applicable if he were established on the territory of the State". The 

Boukema report in Holland comes to the conclusion that basic advertising 

rules (such as the hour for broadcasting advertising television, control on the 

basis of established codes, the central allocation of publicity revenue) are cer

tainly professional rules in the sense of this judgment. 

According to the Commission services, it would in any case be possible to go to 

national Courts against national advertisers distributing through a foreign chan

nel towards the national territory, advertisements breaking the national rules; 

under national law the means of action would be unfair competition. According 

to the Commission, it would however have to be a serious breach. They consider 

that one could pursue not only the advertisers but also the foreign television 

company concerned. However the limits to such action are very apparent. What 

does one mean by a serious infringement in an area made of nuances and subli

ties? Furthermore, consumer organizations could not bring such an action, but 

only competing advertisers. 

In conclusion, we recommend that the Commission should clearly specify the legal 

possibilities for the protection of receiving countries, whilst awaiting harmonization, 

even if we doubt their practical applicatio~. Let us quote the contribution of the 

Belgian television distributors in the Debauve case : "At the beginning, certain 

television distributors would have cut advertising sequences. Then as the number of 

foreign channels broadcasting publicity messages increased, it would have become 

impossible to cut the sequences". Added to this problem is the risk of admini

strative tolerance of a breach of law as in Belgium. 

The only real protection faced with the reception of broadcasts from other Com

munity countries, which is both inevitable and desirable, will be harmonization of 

advertising regulations at the highest level. Either the other EEC institutions will 

ignore the Court judgments, or if they recognize them they will have no alternative 

but to adopt a directive. 
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2. HARMONIZATION OF REGULATIONS GOVERNING TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

(a) Objectives 

Harmonization is an end in itself and not simply a means of opening up the 

market 

From the consumer viewpoint, the objective of harmonization should be to 

reconcile the requirement to open up the market to create more real choice, 

hoise, and at the same time to preserve national advertising rules and controls. 

The legal possibility exists within the EEC to block foreign advertisements 

which contravene national rules. In many cases programmes and advertise

ments are not sold as a "package", so that these conflicting objectives can be 

reconciled. It would be better to find solutions to make it unnecessary for 

national governments to use this blocking power. But this can only be achie

ved if the Commission accepts that the aim of harmonization is not only to 

open up the market; indeed, if this aim is to be achieved, the directive will at 

the same time have to aim for the highest possible harmonization of tele

vision advertising standards. 

Limited role of self-discipline at the Community level 

The strength of the national rules lies in the fact that they cleverly integrate 

basic legal rules and the self-disciplinary codes of the broadcasting organiza

tions. Almost everywhere they have avoided recourse to simply non-statutory 

and voluntary codes which would have given too much weight to the interests 

of advertisers. The organizations drawing up and applying these national 

self-disciplinary codes are in general responsible under the law or even 

directly to the Parliament. Given the structure of the Community institu

tions, such a form of self-discipline is excluded at EEC level. It could also be 

incompatible with the EEC Treaty rules on competition (articles 85 and 86). 

It follows that the harmonization directive should be itself as explicit and 

precise as possible. 

Basis of the harmonization work 

* 

* 

The work carried out in other international forums (Council of Europe, 

EBU) is of little use for the EEC Commission. The code of the Interna

tional Chamber of Commerce is also an insufficient basis. 

To draw up on the other hand a draft directive solely on the basis of the 

national codes would amount to neglecting the concrete interpretation 
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which is given to them over the years by the organizations set up to carry 

out preventive control. The drawing up of a directive should be the 

opportunity for an exchange of experience allowing the Commission to 

appreciate the key role played by these organizations and to draw 

lessons for the drafting of its directive. The Commission might for 

example organize a symposium or hearing by inviting also other in teres.:. 

ted parties such as the advertisers and consumer organizations. 

* At the same time work on television advertising should bring to the 

foreground unless they are adopted in the meantime, the draft directives 

concerning misleading and unfair advertising, claims for foodstuffs, 

advertising for pharmaceutical products(l2). 

Areas covered by the directive 

* The directive should cover all forms of television broadcasting whatever 

the technical basis (off-air, satellites, cables) to the extent that they have 

a trans-frontier impact. It is possible that rules concerning advertising 

transmitted by satellite - DBS and telecommunications satellites -

should be stricter because on the one hand their geographical coverage is 

wider and on the other one can invoke the argument that no advertising 

practices yet exist which should be taken into account. 

* The television of tomorrow will not only offer classical programmes 

which the viewer will look at passively, but also services requiring an 

active choice on the part of consumers (videotex, pay TV, .... ). In the 

first stage a Community directive should without doubt concentrate on 

advertising rules for classical programmes, but it should already require 

Member States to inform the Commission of advertising rules concern

ing televised services with a view to a follow-up directive covering con

tracts and cooling off periods, etc. 

* Such a directive can only take effect within the Community. There 

should be negotiations(13) with third countries whose television broad

casts can or will be received in the Member States so that they respect 

EEC rules. In the meantime the Community should ensure that with these 

countries the W ARC agreement is maintained according to which no 

broadcast can be specially directed towards a foreign country without 

the agreement of that country. 

t/. 



(b) Contents of the draft directive 

We will limit ourselves to identifying on the basis of the comparative examina

tion of the existing regulations as well as the interpretative rules drawn up by the 

control bodies, some general guidelines. 

Scheduling of television advertising 

As we have seen, the rules governing programming are the cornerstone 

allowing excessive commercial pressures to be resisted. If. the EEC directive 

does not arrive at an agreement on precise rules, it will have failed and open 

the door to excessive competition for advertising revenue which could cause 

bad relations among the Member States. 

* Maximum duration of advertising : The directive should go further than 

the draft recommendation of the Council of Europe which is likely 
.. 

simply to adopt the provision of the British Broadcasting Act ("The 

moment of time shall not be so gn:at as to detract from the value of the 

programmes as a media of information, education and entertain

ment")(14). It should fix a maximum percentage which could be revised 

by common agreement through a committee set up by the directive ( cf 

below) taking into account the appearance or not of new private chan

nels and their needs. 

If the British formula was to be adopted it would be necessary at least to 

guarantee that in each Member State, the authorities or the independent 

organizations set up by them, should specify the exact duration in order 

to avoid individual companies interpreting the formula to suit their own 

interests. 

* Days and hours for broadcasting advertising : It seems difficult to 

generalize for the whole Community, the restrictive practices of the 

German and Dutch type, but they should be respected in foreign pro

grammes received in those countries. A future ·directive should by no 

means overrule the existing national restrictions. 

On the other hand the directive should try to limit, even forbid the 

distribution of advertising, at least for a certain number of dangerous 

products, during childrens' programmes or usual viewing time for child-

ren. 



* Bloc advertisements. and interruption of programmes by advertising : 

The directive should require that advertisements should always be 

presented in the form of advertising bloc, particularly since this is an 

almost generalized practise and considered by the EBU itself as essential 

to distinguish programmes from advertising spots. 

The commercial channels lTV and RTL do not seem ready to give up the 

interruption of programmes by advertising. Nevertheless the directive 

should not purely and simply fix the British concept of the "natural 

break" but at least look for a compromise which could, among other 

things : forbid interruptions during programmes for children ( cf below 

recommendation by OECD); fix the exact and very limited number of 

interruptions. Consumers ·would of course by far prefer not to have any 

interruption of programmes. 

The authors of the draft directive should in any case not forget that the 

British practise is itself surrounded by severe limitations. 

* Sponsorship : The directive should not limit its attention to publicity 

spots because there is increasing attention being given to sponsorship, at 

all levels, local ( cf the White Paper on cable) as at the international level. 

(According to our information, SATV in the United Kingdom will 

broadcast sponsored programmes from 1984). This is an extremely 

difficult area.offering numerous possibilities for the imagination. 

We think that this problem should be examined separately. We recom

mend that the work being done in different forums (the White Paper, for 

example, requires the cable authority to draw up rules; the EBU has also 

indicated that it would examine the question), should be co-ordinated at 

the Community level and that the American experience should be taken 

into account. We ask that the Commission should examine at least three 

aspects of sponsorship : 

* * Televised sponsored events : Having examined their usefulness the 

directive should take up and annex the principles of the EBU regulat

ing advertising at sports grounds; particular attention should be given 

to advertising for dangerous products such as tobacco and alcohol, in 

order to limit or to forbid their presence. The patronage of cultural 

and variety events should also be examined very carefully. 



** Sponsored programmes : Although this practice is still forbidden 

almost everywhere in the Community, almost all television channels 

have recourse to it in one way or another according to those respon

sible at the EBU. The draft Hutton report of the European Parlia

ment, talking of the danger which the commercialisation of new 

means of information represents for pluralism of opinions "wonders 

whether the present ban on this form of financing should not be 

replaced by certain strict limitations". Consumer 9rganizations 

would prefer it if one could do without sponsored programmes. If 

this practise should however spread, consumers should clearly know 

what programme is patronized by what special or other interests. 

Similarly to the "white square" which is used on certain channels 

throughout the film to draw the viewers attention to the fact that it 

is reserved for adults, one might have a signal for sponsored pro

grammes. 

Limits should however be introduced : the number of sponsored 

programmes should be limited. In order to encourage the "cultural 

sponsorship ("mecenat")", one should avoid close links between 

sponsored programmes and the commercial interest of the ~ponsor. 

Sponsored programmes should be subject to preventive controls in 

the same way as spot advertisements. 

These are only initial ideas in an area which remains to be examined 

further. The Commission should not neglect its responsibility in 

tackling this very problematic question. 

** Advertising presented in the form of programmes :We have in mind 

here the efforts of imagination to present advertisements in other 

forms than classical spots. We refer to the examples concerning the 

United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany mentioned 

above. American experience of the "Home Shopping Show" type 

leads us to be extremely reserved. 

To avoid a confusion between advertising, information and fiction, 

we hope that the directive will authorize only traditional advertising 

spots grouped in blocks. 



Presentation and contents of advertising messages 

Without neglecting important aspect3 such as subliminal advertising and 

direct marketing by television which we would like to see forbidden, the 

issues are the following : 

* Misleading and unfair advertising : The existing draft directive covers all 

forms of advertising and therefore also television advertising. It is enough 

to refer to the national codes governing television advertising without 

even taking into consideration the case law which has resulted from them 

to be aware that the provisions of this proposed directive are formulated 

in far too general a manner. On the other hand, the draft directive 

concerning claims in advertising for foodstuffs, of course more limited in 

it3 purposes, seems to us better adapted (thanks to its bans and limita

tions) to the needs of television advertising. Given the fact that in many 

Member States, foodstuffs traditionally cover between 30 and 40 per 

cent of television advertising, the importance of this proposal is imme

diately apparent. 

The future draft directive on television advertising should specify the 

following points : 

** Testimonials and recommendations : Testimonials are messages 

involving people who describe a real personal experience, (fi film 

stars, housewives). A recommendation is made by a person having a 

reputation for competence in connection with the product or service 

concerned. 

According to the consumer policy committee of OECD these practises. 

have considerably developed recently and aim at reassuring the 

public and artificially differentiating products. At least some of the 

control bodies for televisio~ advertising have elaborated precise 

case law on these problems (in particular the French and British 

organizations); the Commission should examine this question in 

detail in order to limit these practises as far as possible. 

* * Comparisons, superlatives, technical and scientific terms : The 

brevity of televised messages as well as the combination between 

colour and sound makes control particularly necessary. Special 

attention should be given to reproduction techniques which may 

falsify comparison. 



** Guarantees : The terms "guarantee" or "approved" should not be 

used uriless the specific conditions and the rights open to the buyer 

are indicated. 

To be as clear as possible as far as misleading and unfair advertising is con

cerned, the authors of the draft directive should bear in mind that traditio

nally foodstuffs, drinks (alcoholic or not) hygiene products and cosmetics, 

.household cleaning products are the main subjects for television advertising. 

They should examine together with the national control bodies the principal 

practical problems, particularly as far as these products are concerned. 

* Advertising concerning children : Apart from testomonials and recom

mendations, the consumer policy committee of OECD selected this area 

as presenting serious problems. In its recommendations it suggests in 

particUlar the following : 

** Particular attention should be given to the relationship between 

children and parents (one should avoid techniques deliberately 

encouraging children to solicit purchase of goods from their parents; 

an indication of the prices should be given, in particular for toys). 

* * Television programmes specially destined for children should not be 

interrupted by advertising. Actors or characters appearing in child

reus' programmes, should not caution advertising destined to child

ren. 

** There should be a strict and responsible control of the contents of 

advertising concerning sweets and a warning of the dangers for health 

and hygiene. 

* * One should avoid showing dangerous situations and underline the 

risks associated with certain products. 

The national codes ·covering television advertising as well as the case law 

which have developed over the years in certain Member States are very 

detailed. Since everyone, including the advertisers, recognize that it is a very 

sensitive area, the directive should aim particularly on this problem, at the 

highest level of harmonization. 

* Products submitted to bans or strict limitations : All Member States 

agree that tobacco, alcoholic drinks, pharmaceutical products and 

medical treatment give rise to serious problems. 



** Tobacco : All that remains authorized in a few Member States is 

advertising for cigars, cigarellos, pipe tobacco; on the other hand 

televised messages for cigarettes and cigarette tobacco are generally 

banned. On this last point the draft directive should not therefore 

give rise to any problems and should lay down a straightforward 

ban. For the first category of products we suggest that there should 

also be a ban, following a transitional phase allowing for the coun

tries concerned to adapt. In the meantime these countries should 

commit themselves to limit this kind of publicity as far as possible 

and not to distribute it by satellite, (because of its important trans

frontier impact). 

Member States should also commit themselves to reduce as far as 

possible the sponsorship of events, particularly sporting events, by 

tobacco companies, given the flagrant contradiction between sport 

and tobacco. 

** Alcoholic drinks : Apart from the total bans in Denmark and Bel

gium on all television advertising, only one Member State- France

totally forbids alcohol advertising. Other Member States provide for 

strict limitations which are broadly similar in the Federal Republic of 

Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Ireland. The 

minority, including Luxembourg, provide for less detailed limita-

tions. There are very important differences not only in the regula-

tions, but also in consumption habits, and it is quite clear that har

monization will be harder to achieve in this than in other "sensitive 

areas". Until there is agreement, there should be no alcohol advertis

ing on DBS channels. 

The ideal would be to recognize at the outset, that because of the 

complexity of reconciling different national rules, it will be very 

difficult to reach a consensus, and that even if an agreement were to 

be reached, it could only be at the expense of violating some of these 

rules. This should lead to the conclusion that DBS ought not to be 

used as a new medium for alcohol advertising. 



An alternative would be to seek a ban on advertising for spirits, but 

agreement to allow advertising for beers and wines. 

** Pharmaceutical products and medical treatment : According to the 

EBU it is very difficult to see clearly, particularly because the pro

ducts and services included in this category vary greatly from one 

country to the next. Within the Community harmonization should 

be sought rapidly. The governments committed themselves to do so 

in the past (eight of the ten Member States subscribed in 1969 to a 

resolution of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe 

concerning advertising of medicines to the public(15). Furthermore, 

there is a draft directive on advertising of pharmaceutical products 

dating from 1967! Contrary to the wishes of the consumer organiza

tions this proposal has been withdrawn. It should be brought out in 

the framework of the activities on television advertising, particularly 

since it refers explicitly to the problem of television advertising. Let 

us recall some of its provisions concerning advertising to the public : 

"Any advertising is forbidden when it provokes in particular ..... 

through television, sensations or excessive expectations or ideas 

which have nothing to do with its purpose". 

"Member States shall take all necessary measures to avoid any 

publicity to the public concerning pharmaceutical products which 

can only be sold on prescription". 

The national codes covering television advertising cover these aspects 

as well as many other provisions. The draft directive should be based 

on the rules of the codes and the case law which are most developed 

and aim at harmonization at the highest level by including the widest 

range of products and services in the area of pharmaceutical products 

and medical treatment. 

** Other products and services submitted to strict limitations: Together 

with the bodies charged with preventive control, the EEC Commis

sion should examine carefully the otlrer products and services con

sidered as sensitive under national rules, in particular those which are 

covered by two or more national codes. Consumer organizations 



draw particular attention to financial advertising, mail order sales, 

educational and training courses. 

Control of advertising messages: 

* Preventive control 

Throughout this study we have stressed that preventive control of 

advertising messages on television is the strength of the whole self-desci

plinary system .. The British White Paper on cable recognizes this, and 

extends it despite contrary opinions ( cf the Hunt report in particular) 

to cable television. If the British authorities retain this mechanism as 

indispensible even for television programmes of a more limited nature, it 

is evident that television advertising of a trans-frontier character can not 

escape from it. 

Judging from the different national codes, all national organizations 

undertake systematic preventive control; according to our information 

however there are important practical differences. Thus, control by RTL 

seems extremely flexible and is certainly less restrictive for advertisers. 

The co-existence in the EEC of preventive controls which are rigorous 

and flexible could encourage advertisers in future to tum their attention 

rather more to the channels which are the least strict. This could result in 

distortions of competition, and the risk of pressure towards alignment on 

the least severe conditions of control (the deregulation spiral). 

It is not the~efore enough that the draft directive lays down that all 

Member States should carry out preventive controls. It should also be 

established that there should be sufficient time between the submission 

of the script or advertising film to the control body and the broadcasting 

of the advertisement should allow for genuine verification with some 

exceptions (standard advertisements, urgent announcements). It would 

be even better to agree on a precise time limit. The participation of 

consumers in the control body should be encouraged by the directive. 

* Post facto control : Some organizations appeal for complaints from 

viewers. Although we consider preventive control as far more efficient, 

we would welcome a provision providing for post facto control. We 

assume that the principles of the draft directive concerning misleading 



and unfair advertising, in particular the reversal of the burden of proof, 

will be applied. According to this the advertiser must prove that his 

claims are well-founded, rather than the viewer prove the misleading 

nature of the advertisement. 

General clauses of the directive 

* Setting up of a committee for the execution of the directive : We hope 

that the directive will be as precise as possible. We are however aware 

that a certain number of points, either are difficult to negotiate (volume 

of advertising), or require adaptation to progress and gradual refinement 

(certain areas of harmonization, such as alcoholic drinks). We recommend 

that a committee should be set up under the directive, including the 

Commission, government experts, and representatives of the television 

companies. Each time representatives of the advertisers are consulted, 

the opinion of consumer organizations should be asked for on an equal 

basis. 

There is however one reservation. Questions of principle or of basic 

importance requiring democratic consultation of the European Parlia

ment and all interested parties cannot be included in the competence of 

the committee. 

* Safeguard clause for of the Member States forbidding television advertis· 

ing : Advertising broadcasts which would be partially or totally directed 

at these countries by television companies from other Member States are 

forbidden, in the absence of their agreement. 

~0 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The advantages of DBS and the expansion of cable television in terms of greater choice 

of programmes and increased European co-operation in broadcasting will not be ful

filled without efforts to reach common European advertising standards. The legal situa

tion in the EEC is that national rules in the receiving country take precedence until 

they are harmonized. Our main recommendation, spelt out in detail in Chapter 3, for 

the drawing up of an EEC directive on television advertising, is therefore realistic assum

ing the other EEC institutions take the rulings of the Court of Justice into account. 

Once the "green paper" is published by the Commission at the end of this year, we 

suggest a public seminar might be organized with the different interests involved, to dis

cuss the options for such a directive. 

2. In several EEC countries, the emphasis has now been placed on the development of 

cable television, but this does not make the issue of advertising less European, especially 

where cable is used to distribute DBS programmes. Apart from the expansion of purely 

commercial DBS channels, the threat to national advertising standards is less likely to 

come directly from foreign broadcasts, than from a difference in treatment between 

classical television and cable networks and the emergence of new forms of advertising 

(i.e. sponsorship). If less strict rules are applied to cable, the national standards gradually 

built up by the statutory self-regulatory bodies will be eroded. The viewer sees advertisi

ng on the same screen, whatever its source. We recommend therefore that the same rules 

should be applied to television advertising, irrespective of its geographical origin or 

technical means of transmission. 

3. It is astonishing that despite the 1986 deadline for the introduction of DBS channels, 

there is a European legal vacuum for transnational television broadcasting in relation to 

advertising rules. It was because of this delay that, for example, BEUC and the EAT 

(European Advertising Tripartite) decided to send a joint letter to the EEC Council of 

Ministers, calling for adoption of the directive on misleading and unfair advertising. Go

vernments have reacted in different ways to the plans of neighbouring countries, and 

much of the discussion is bilateral. This explains the weak and very general EBU guide

lines, and the even more disappointing draft recommendation by the Council of Europe. 

The mountain (i.e. extensive preparatory work in the Assembly and by government . 
experts) has given birth to a mouse (i.e. a vague text which solves none of the basic 

problems). 



4. The Commission will have to adopt a different approach. It is not enough to ex~mine 

the national codes and rules, but also to draw on the case law developed b:Y the statu

tory self-regulatory bodies, which generally function satisfactorily. If national con

trol has a legal statutory basis, it is not enough for transnational broadcasting to refer to 

voluntary codes or recommendations to governments. This does not mean of course that 

all problems have to be solved in a directive by 1986- the important point is to ensure 

that the work is begun now to provide a legal basis for the general aspects of advertising 

practice; the "sensitive areas"; the volume of advertising; pre-screening and complaints. 

Above all there will be a need for new national and European rules on sponsorship. 

5. Expansion of DBS and cable television provides an opportunity for broadcasting autho

rities to examine whether the volume and viewing times of television programmes for 

consumers are sufficient, particularly since any increase in advertising ought to be 

counter-balanced by more objective information on goods and services. Consumers 

should be represented in advertising control bodies, whether nationally or at European 

level. 

6. Finally, consideration should be given to the setting up of a statutory European control 

authority for advertising standards on transnational DBS and cable networks, on the 

lines of the new authorities some Member States intend to create. We wish merely to 

raise the need for some multilateral mechanism to ensure that complaints are settled 

and standards maintained, rather than to make specific proposals at this stage. The EBU 

might be the most competent body to take on such a function, provided it was given a 

legal statutory basis by the EEC and the Council of Europe. 
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1. It was only three weeks ago that IOCU and BEUC were invited to make a 
submission to the Council's Committee of Experts on Media Policy. This 
submission has therefore been prepared at great speed. There has not yet 
been time to draw fully on the experience and ideas of our national consumer 
_org~D.J~~-~tqrrs_iQ__~-~-£11~fT:l-~e~_ states of the Council of Europe, or on the 
research which both IOCU and B~l.Tc-·have-fn-harid.- ·we -hope fci pr-esent ·a --- ·-
fuller submission at a later date, if the Committee's timetable allows this. 

2. The submission deals mainly with the regulation of advertising, and in 
particular with the distinctive problems presented to consumers by transfrontier 
advertising via 085. However, 085 has other implications for consumers, 

·particularly in the medium and longer terms. At the end of our submission 
we outline some of the issues arising from transfrontier direct response 
selling via 085, and from the use of 085 for information services. 

Advertising and freedom of expression 

3. The advertising industry claims that advertising should be subject to minimal 
external regulation and control, on the grounds that Article 10 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights sets out the right to benefit from the freedom· 
" •••• to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without 
interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers." The relevance 
to advertising of this Article and of the Council of Eu:-ope 's Decla:-ation on 
the Freedom of Expression and Information need to be examined with some 
scepticism. 

4. From a theoretical standpoint, no right of this kind to freedom of exp=-ession 
is unqualified. There is no absolute right to f:eedom of expression, fo:- an 
advertiser or for anyone else. For example, it is accepted even by U1e 
advertising industry that const:aints exist in respect of public heath, competiticn 
policy and ·other factors. · 

5. In practice, advertisers already have a considerable advantage over other 
members of the community in terms of freedom of expression. For example, 
in most member countries of the Council of Europe, an advertiser may buy 
advertising time on television to communicate his or her message to the 
public. What the advertising industry asserts to be a basic right is in fact 
denied to other members of the community, who are generally prohibited 
from buying time on television. For example, consumer organisations cannot 
buy television time to give test results or state their views on goods and 
services. Their ability to present information and views on television depends 
on the broadcasting authorities' decision as to whether or not what they 
have to say makes good programme material. The same is normally t:-ue 
of other individuals and groups in society, with the exception of advertisers. 

6. The adve:-tising industry's invocation of freedom of expression to put them 
on a par with other groups does not stand up to examination. So far as 
the media in general (and television in particular) are concerned, advertisers 
are already in a privileged position. It is only proper that this privileged 
form of communication which advertisers -.and advertisers alone - are able 
to buy, should be the subject of appropriate controls which do not necessa~ily 
apply to other forms of expression. 

7. In stressing the need for app:-opriate control systems for advertising, we do 
not wish to give the impression that we are opposed to advertising as such. 
As might be expected, there is a variety of views among our national 
member organisations about the harm and benefits that advertising brings 
to consumers. We are however united in aiming to minimis.e the ha:-m 

-----------that advertisfng can ·e:at:ise and maximising- th-e benefits- it can bring. 
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Types of advertising regulation 

8. The variety of legal systems and organisational structures within member 
states of the Council of Europe does not make it easy to use any standard 
clas~ifJc.atio_n gf_ aqve_rtisi~g_. contr_o_l~~-.!:'!9."."'_eve;:,_ 'N.e _fin~ it hel_Rful to use 
the following terminology: - ----- -·- -------------------··-

Legal regulation; 

Regulation exercised by broadcasting organisations; 

Self-regulatory systems; 

Codes of practice; 

9. The borderlines between these categories are not always clearcut. Also, 
the different categories should not necessarily be seen as alternatives. 
Typically, the totality of advertising controls within any count:y may comprise 
two, three or even all four categories, operating either in conjunction with 
each other or independently. 

10. In general, the subject matter of regulation extends with each category: 
within any country, controls exe~cised by broadcasting organisations cover 
a wider range of matter than legal controls, self-regulatory systems a wider 
range than broadcasting organisations' controls, and so on. Conversely, the 
sanctions available become weaker from category to category. 

Legal regulation 

11. We will not go in detail into the marked variations there are between mernber 
States in the legal regulaticn of television adve~tising. These variations are 
not in themselves a matter for c~iticism in the context of conventional 
television transmissions, which are mostly contained within national boundaries. 
They take on great importance ·..vith the advent of transfrontier OBS services. 

12. The power of legal regulaticn in the country receiving 085 sentices will be 
considerably weakened. Receiving countries, whether speci fie ally targeted 
for OBS services or not, wi!l decend on the goodwill of the broadcasting 
organisations which are transmitting advertising by 085. 

l3. This situation will be unsatisf-3ctory for consumers in two important respects. 

14. 

First, it removes incorf'ling CBS advertising from legal control. Second, it 
shifts responsibility outside national boundaries to broadcasting organisations 
in other countries. Unless there is convincing evidence that advertising via 
085 is likely to present few prcblems, and that these can be dealt with 

·effectively by national brcadcasting organisations and self-regulatory systems, 
an international legal framewot-< would seem to be an urgent necessity. 
The roles of broadcasting organisations and self-regulatory systems, and 
the kind of problems that tr3r'"'sf:ontier advertising via 085 will present, are 
examined below. · 

Regulations exercised by t:-~cadcastina organisations 

These are extremely ~owerful in relation to conventional television broadcasting 
within any country. It is the broadcasting organisation which normally has 
the power of decision over which programmes and advertisements are televised. 
The sanction of not transmitting an advertisement which fails to conform 
either wilh ttie ·Taw o( ·witfi ·other· requ"irements laid-down by-the broadcasting-·---
organisation is in practice virtually complete. 
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15. Many broadcasting organisations (e.g. in Ireland, France, the Netherlands 
and the UK} operate a pre-screening clearance system for advertisements, 
either internally or in conjunction with a self-regulatory system. The 
importance of this cannot be ove:--emphasised from the consumer's point 
of view. - Pre-scn!en-ing cleara·n-ce -is -rio-16rmality. --F"6r- ex-ample, hithe _____ -------------
United Kingdom, out of 7 jJ92 pre-production television advertising scripts 
submitted for clearance, no less than 21.7% needed changes, to satisfy the 
IBA 's requirements.l This is a surprisingly high figure in the context of a 
well-established television advertising system in which the broadcasting 
organisation's requirements and statutory responsibilities are well known 
among advertisers and advertising agencies. This evidence strongly suggests 
that the absence of a pre-screening clearance system operated or supervised 
by the broadcasting organisation would soon lead to a decline in the 
standards of advertising. 

16. There are of course current examples of the control powers of broadcasting 
organisations within their own countries being considerably diluted in practice. 
People in parts of Belgium, Denmark and Norway, where there has been no 
advertising on television, are able to receive televised broadcasts carrying 
advertising from neighbouring countries, which are not subject to na tiona 1 
control. 

17. 085 will erode the control that b!"oadcasting organisations exercise over 
television advertising within their own countries. It will not of course 
directly affect their powers of control over advertisements that they them
selves transmit, though they may come under pressure from advertising 
interests to relax their criteria if television advertising received via CBS 
meets less stringent standarc:!s. The control they will be able to exercise 
over incoming CBS advertising will depend on technical and i1 i.i tu tional 
ar:angements. If individual hon:e receiving equipment (in the form of a 
dish antenna) is used, on the basis assumed by the WARC-85 plan, then 
the broadcasting organisation in the :-eceiving count:-y will have no control. 
If community re:eption is used, then control will depend on whether or 
not the broadcasting organisation has responsibility for the final. distribution 
of incoming 085 services via cable to peep le 's homes. 

18. While broadcasting organisations will continue to play an important part in 
the control of advertising, there is little doubt that the coming of OBS 
will see an erosion of their power within their own national boundaries. 

5elf-:egulatory systems 

19. The four characteristics set out by the European Advertising Tripartite 
(EAT) form a good basis for c'.Jnsidering the role of self-regulation:2 

a universally applicable code of p:actice, drawn up on a 
co-operative basis by the industry it is designed to control, 
and expressed in ~:ear, unambiguous terms; 

wide 'publicity fo: ti'.9 cede to the business [community] 
conce:-ned and to i ~-s C'JStorne~s and potential custome:-s; 

an efficient and consistent monitoring, complaints handling 
and arbitration procedu!'e to investigate and adjudicate 
apparent breaches of the code and which is provided by the 
industry concerned; 

effective sanctions should the code be infringed. 
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20. To these we would add three further characteristics which are important 
from the consumer's point of view: 

consumer interests should be consulted about the code of 
-- -----------pra·c-tice-an-d -the- desigri--and-func tianincj"of -tile --se1 f------------- --

regulatory system; 

there should be a healthy measure of independence from 
advertising interests in both the financing of the system 
and the composition of its key bodies - for example, a 
complaints handling committee should have a significant 
proportion of members drawn from au tside the advertising 
industry; 

decisions on complaints and on sanctions should be announced 
publicly, as should the results of regular moni taring: this 
provides a form of public accountability. 

21. Self-regulatory systems have developed to a fairly advanced level in a 
number of countries, but looking at Europe as a whole (and at all media, 
not just television) the impression is distinctly patchy. For example, in 
Denmark, Luxembourg, Turkey and Iceland, our information is that self
regulatory systems are non-existent (or virtually so). In Greece and Portugal 
the situation is little better. ln Italy and Spain, the self-regulatory systems 
have marked deficiencies. In Norway and Sweden, there is no self-regulatory 
system as such, though trade associations give guidance to their members. 

22. Even where a developed self-regulatory system exists, it cannot be assumed 
that all advertising complies with the requirements of the system. F o: 
example, a review of the UK self-regulatory system of advertising control 
was carried out in 1978 by the Director General of Fair Trading. The 
review covered newspaper and magazine advertising and found that ~ per 
cent of advertisements confo:-med to the code on which the self-regulatory 
system is based. The seven per cent failure :ate rose to 13 per cent for 
national (as distinct from lac at) newspapers and magazines) While this 
failure rate is low in percentage terms, it does mean that every day there 
is nevertheless a significant volume of advertising to consumers published 
which does not meet the standards· of a relatively sophisticated self-regulatory 
system. 

23. These figures for printed media have of course no direct relevance to television 
adVertising, whether conventional or OBS. 'Ne have quoted them as evidence 
that self-regulation cannot be relied on as trie sole method of advertising 
control. 

24. Taking into account the highly variable nature and effectiveness of self
regulation throughout the member states of the Council of Europe, it is 
clear to us that while nation~l self-regulatory systems m3y have a useful 
part to play, it would be a t;~istake to see them as the cornerstones· -uf- ---- · - - - · 
advertising regulaticn on CBS ser-tices. 
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Codes of practice 

25. There is a great deal of confusion in discussions about self-regulatory 
------=syst~l}1-~--~o.Q -~pj_~s_qf_p_r~_c_ti_c;_~. _M.os_t ~f_f.~J:tjve self -regulatory _systems 

include a code of practice, but also meet the general requirements set 
out in the last section. But codes of practice are also often drawn up 
by industry or trade associations with the intention of describing 'best 
practice' in terms of the commercial behaviour of member firms ...to consumers 
and to each other. Other codes of practice focus on a particular form of 
commercial activity, such as mail order trading, or television advertising. 
Some codes of practice are sanctioned by official bodies. 

26. The usefulness of codes of practice to consumers varies according to the 
ex tent to which the trade association's membership includes all the relevant 
firms, the degree of commitment of member firms and the effectiveness 
of procedures for monitoring the code. Many consumer organisations are 
sceptical of the real value to consumers of codes of practice, on the grounds 
that those firms most likely to exploit the vulnerability of consumers either 
do not belong to trade associations or do not feel bound by codes of practice. 
They are also critical of weak or non-existent sanctions on firms which 
contravene codes. However, codes of practice probably do some good, in 
te:-ms of setting desirable standards for a trade or commercial activity. 

27. Some codes of practice are relevant to conventional broadcast television 
advertising, but they should !lOt be thought of as substitutes for other forms 
of advertising regulation which are mare effective. 

28. The International Code of Advertising Practice of the International Chamber 
of Commerce (ICC) is an example of a code of practice which encourages 
advertisers to adopt reasonable standards but which involves no commitment 
or sanctions. From the consumer point of view it is a marginally helpful 
aid to raising advertising standards without being integrally necessary to a 
proper control system. 

Particular problem areas 

29. So far, our comments have been about the general aspects of advertising 
regulation on 085. There are a number of areas which have given rise to 
particular problems in conventional television advertising. We do no more 
than outline these below, though we are currently engaged in detailed 
.research, the results of which we shall be glad to provide to the Committee 
at a later date. 

30. Alcoholic drinks: the situation varies widely from country to country.· For 
example, in Ireland, Denmark, Norway and Belgium there are no television 
advertisements for alcoholic drinks. In France, there are legal controls on 
which alcoholic drinks may be advertised on television and which not. In 
the UK, controls are exercised by the relevant broadcasting organisation 
(IBA). In Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany there are· no restrictions 
but there are codes of practice about the advertising themes that may be 
used. 

31. Tobacco: cigarette advertising is widely banned on television, either by law 
or by the broadcasting organisations. The situation in respect of other 
tobacco products is more complex. 

------------
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32. Other sensitive areas where the regulation of advertising varies widely 
between countries include: · 

.. _ --·-· ___ -__ ryledlc;:_C!L§nd semL-:-IDedic.~j_QLod~t~ ______________ .... ________ _ 

Investment and savings facilities; 

Advertising aimed at children. 

33. We consider that resolution of the problems that exist at present in relation 
to these specific types of advertising will be compounded by 085, though 
some will be easier _to deal with than others. Cigarette advertising on 
television is banned virtually everywhere. On televised advertisements for 
other tobacco products, medical and semf-medical products and advertising 
aimed at children there is a strong element of convergence in national 
legal and other regulatory measures which should make it possible to achieve 
a considerable measure of harmonisation. Televised advertisements for 
investment and savings facilities and (especially) alcoholic drinks present 
considerable problems in terms of the differences that already exist. We 
doubt whether these can be resolved between broadcasting organisations or 
self-regulatory systems, not least because of the differences in legal provisions 
between the countries concerned •. 

34. Another problem area is the wide variation that exists in controls over the 
amount of television advertising that is currently permitted (in terms of 
minutes per hour, or per day), the hours between which advertisements may 
be shown, and the way that advertisements are grouped and presented. 

Commercially sponsored prcarammes on 085 

35. In most countries, great care is taken to distinguish clearly between television 
programmes and advertisements. The ways in which such distinction_s are 
made vary cansiderab ly from count:-y to country. A.dve~tisements may be 
grouped, or scheduled to appear at certain times, or only in 'natural breaks' 
in programmes. Whatever the technique used, we hold most strongly that 
consumers should be able easily to distinguish between programmes and 
advertisements. We also hold that advertisers should nat be able to control 
or influence the content or presentation of programmes. 

36. While these principles are at present generally accepted by broadcasting 
authorities, often in the context of national legislation, they are coming 
under increasing pressure. In recent years, broadcast television in a number 
of countries has seen the rapid growth of commercially sponsored sporting 
and artistic events. For example, in the United Kingdom in the first half 
of 1982, the top 20 commercially sponsored sports events in terms of 
television coverage took up 35 per cent of all televised sport, an increase 
of 4 per cent over the same period in the previous year. 4 

37. The motivatfon of the diffe~en: pa:ties involved in sponsored events is fairly 
self-evident. Sport and the a:- cs are hungry for money. Often, commercial 
sponsors will only agree to spcrsor an event in the knowledge that the event 
will be televised. Many (but oy no means all) sponsors are commercial firms 
which would not be permit ted either by law or by the broadcasting authorities 
to broadcast normal advertise!T'.ents. For example, in the United Kingdom 
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cigarettes may not be advertised on television, but the brand name of a 
cigarette may be used in the title of a televised event. Also, bookmakers 
may not advertise their betting facilities on television, but they sponsor 

I {j). 

________________ h.ors_e_r_ac..e.s_~m~tt._g_r_g_le_levis~g _[l_o_t __ Qnly ___ o_n__tt}e I:TY __ channe_ls, -~h_i-~1} ir}~lude _ _ _ ____ . __ 
advertisements, but also on the BBC channels which do not: huge bookmakers' 
advertising hoardings are positioned on the racecourses from which the 
television pictures are transmitted, so that they can be seen by viewers. 
Despite the awareness and efforts of the broadcasting organisations, therefore, 
commercial sponsorship of events is increasingly being used as a way of 
by-passing systems for the control of advertising. 

38. 085 and the prospective revolution in cable television are already leading 
to pressure from many parts of the advertising industry to ex tend commercial 
sponsorship from events that are televised to actual television prog:ammes 
themselves. It is being claimed by many advertising interests that· commercially 
sponsored programmes should not be treated in the same way as advertisements 
and that they should be considered as a valuable way of enhancing the 
opportunities that programme makers have to bring information and entertain
ment to consumers. 085 services are seen as presenting the advertising 
industry with a major opportunity for developing new forms of communication 
with consumers. 

39. Commercially sponso~ed prog:-ammes may take a variety of different forms. 
The most innocuous form might be a programme which is wholly or partly 
funded by a commercial sponsor, which acknowledges this in vision only, 
not on sound, at the beginning or the end of the prog:."amme, and in which 
there is no hint eithe:- of aave:-tising o:- of promotion of the sponso:-'s inte:-est. 
At the othe: extreme, US cable television provides an example of the "Home 
Shopping Show", a half-hour p~og:amme in which a 'host' appears to inte:-view 
'guests', masking the :-eality that each of the 'guests' is :-eally a sponsor 
who has paid fo: a nine minute commercial .. 5 Between these two ex t:-emes, 
there are many possible variations. There is little point in explo:ing them 
in detail here. 

40. We are not opposed to. the development of new forms of advertising, in 
response to the oppo:tunities offered by the advent of OBS and cable television. 
However, we hold that comme:."cially sponsored programmes are clearly a 
form of advertising and should be treated as such. We have already said 
that consumers should be able to easily distinguish between programmes and 
advertisements and that commercial advertisers should not be able to control 
or influence the content or presentation of programmes. Commercial sponsor
ship increases the risk that these two principles will be breached and that 
advertisers will develop a new hyb~id which will undermine the c:-itical 
faculties that consume:-s may, if they choose, bring into play when watching 
identifiable advertisements. 

41. While many broadcasting au the:-~ ties are aware of the problems that comme:cial 
sponsorship of programmes 1.-:v,.:h,es, we doubt ve-:y much whether the existing 
national legal and other rr:=~ula~c::-y f:-ameworks for television advertising 
are equipped to deal with tre pr-:blems of transf:-ontier CBS broadcasts 
which include comme:-cially spcnso:-ed prog:-arrmes, or with the pressure 
there will be from the ad·-1ert:2ir:g indust:y to include these. Also, we do 
not conside:- that the problems can be dealt with bilaterally between broad-_ 
casting organisations or self -regulatory systems, as national legal frameworks 
will themselves be in question. 
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Direct response selling via 085 

42. Most television advertising is designed to stimulate sales through shops or 
otnet: conyentioDal_ outlets Jar __ cof')suro~~ gpot;is_ ~f.ld _s_e~i~_es., jn_EQm_~ _ _!;oun tri_e~ _________ _ 
there is a growth of direct response selling in television advertising. This 
form of selling invites consumers to place an order for goods or services 
directly with the advertiser, by writing or telephoning. The advertiser's 
address or telephone number is given in the advertisement. Some goods are 
sold only by this method and are not available from conventional retail outlets. 

43. On public service viewdata systems, such as Bildschirmtext in the Federal 
Republic of Germany and Prestel in the UK, it is already possible for the 
consumer to order goods and services directly via the keypad, and to have 
his or her bank or credit card account debited in payment. A similar 
development is likely in the context of new broadband cable systems, possibly 
linked with 085 services. 

44. Whatever the technology used for ordering and paying for goods and se=-vices, 
OBS is likely to provide an opportunity for the development of tra·nsfrontier 
direct response selling. That is, in response to a direct sales adve~tisernent 
transmitted via 085, consume~s in one country will be able to carry out 
a transaction directly with the advertise: ;, another country. 

45. In principle, we welcome the ex tended choice which trans frontier direct 
response selling via 085 will bring to consumers. At this stage, we can 
do no more than list some of the questions which need to be answe:-ed. 
'Nhich country's laws will govern the t:ansaction? Will there be a "cooling
off" period during which const..-mers can change their minds and cancel the 
transaction? What _redre5s will be available to consumers who get defecttve 
products? Normally, such questicns can be dealt with by :1ational laws. 
Tr3nsfrontier direct selling via CBS :-aises prcblems which need to be locked 
at within an international legal framework. 

Info:-mation services 

46. There is a tendency to assume that 085 is a way of p~oviding additional 
television (and perhaps radio) channels, and no more. However,· consumers 
are interested in the possible use of 085 for providing a wide range of 
information services. Examples are: 

Teletext: this is 3 service which is al~eady p:-ovided by some 
broadcasting organis·J~ions. There are, however, technical 
limitations to the rur:-be~ of teletext info:-mation pages which 
can be car:-ied on =~ 1 cne channel. Extra OBS channels 
provide an oppo:-L::--.l:/ for e~r:,;anded teletext systerns. 

Telesoftwa~e: cc· ;'.C'J c::~ prcg:-ammes could be 'downloaded' 
to suitably adapte~ :2\-.::''~sL:n receivers via 08:). There is 
a rapidly ir.c:-e~~i~~.:;; ~,-~:~~-~st "Jy consumers in the use of 
home comcu te:s. 

Educational se~-.r~c2s fer scr:GQ ls and adult education groups: 
consume:- o:-gar'i3a~_:;r.s rr:ight well have a role to play in 
helping_ to provi·:.::- ~:::ss. 
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47. We urge strongly that the potential that 085 offers to widen and enhance 
the range of information services available to consumers should be explored 
at both international and national levels. 

1 o:t. . 

Conclusions 
-------- ---- --------·-- -------------·-----· --- -----· ----- ------- ··-·-

48. The: advertising industry's claim that advertising is a form of communication 
which should be subject to no more regulation than other forms of communica
tion should be treated with considerable scepticism. In the context of 
television, advertisers are in the privileged position of being able to buy time 
in order to communicate with the public, an advantage which is denied to 
other sectors of the community. It is therefore appropriate that advertising 
should be subject to suitable forms of regulation which do not necessa:ily 
apply to other forms of communication. 

49. The present pattern of regulation for television advertising is a complex 
mixture of controls :!xercised by the law, by broadcasting organisations and 
by self-regulatory systel'l!s. The proportions of the mixture vary markedly 
from country to country. The different forms of regulation should not be 
seen as alternatives to each other, but as mutually complementary. In 
particular, self-regulatory systems should not be considered as a substitute 
for effective legal regulation. In the words of a leading. advertising industry 
spokesman: _6 

"There is a place for both self-regulation of advertising and state 
regulation to protect the consumer and the advertiser. They are 
not mutually exclusive but complementary and the issue is often 
concerned with where the frontiers should lie between them." 

SO. The existing forms .of regulation will still be impo~tant in relation to t:-ans
frontier 085 advertising, but all will be significantly weaker within national 
boundaries. 085 inevitably involves an erosion of existing :-egulato:y st:uctu:-es 
based on national laws and o:-~anisations. 

51. In almost every other aspect of life, what happens within a nation's frontiers 
is subject to that nation's laws. The nature of the technology means that 
this does not apply to transf:-ontier 085 services. This is a characteristic 
that 085 shares with conventional broadcast radio, but the greater immediacy 
and impact of television threw the problem into sharper focus. 

52. There are certain problem a:-eas at present with conventional television 
advertising. These include alcoholic drinks, cigarettes and other tobacco 
products, medical and semi-rr,edical products, investment and saving facilities 
and advertising aimed· at chil~:-en. These are dealt with very diffe:ently 
in the member States of tl:~ Council of Europe: there are wide variations 
both in the law and in othe:- forms of regulation. There are also big 
differences in the quantity, sc~eculing and presentation of television adverti~e
ments. Transfrontier adve:-t:si:-·t; 'tl3 DBS will compound these problems. 

53. The introduction of CBS ~s ii;..·.::ly· to be accompanies by pressure from the 
advertising industry for the ce·•eicprrent of commercially sponsored programmes. 
The implications of this hy::~~~ fo:- ::-egulatory controls need to be examined 
very carefully. 
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54. The use of 085 for transfronti.er direct response selling, while in principle 
a welcome development, will pose a number of legal questions which can 
only be resolved within . an international legal framework. 

55.- ----685 sei·vicesprovideopportu-nftTes-for the extensianof1nfor-matron ·services: --- -
These should be explored both internationally and nationally. 

56. The complex nature of the problems presented by transfrontier advertising 
via OBS, the variations in existing patterns of national regulation, and the 
prospective weakening of the powers of national broadcasting organisations 
and self-regulatory systems all point to the need for an international legal 
framework. Without such a new frame~crk, ·we find' it difficult to see how 
existing standards of television a9vertising could be maintained. The bad 
would inevitably tend to drive out the good, to the detriment both of consumers 
and of the economies of member States. At this stage, we are not able 
to be precise about the form such an international legal framework might 
take - whether for example a Convention agreed by member states is 
preferable to a new supranational authority - or about the points which it 
should cover, although we have indicated some areas of concern from the 
consumer standpoint. We will return to these issues at a later date. 

57. We appreciate that drawing up a Convention or establishing a supranational 
regulatory authority is not something which can be undertaken lightly o: 
rapidly, and that the timetable for the introduction of OBS services virtually 
rules out the possibility that an international legal framework could be 
ready and working by 1984-85. Nevertheless, we believe that it is possible 
to make interim arrangements which would p:event or inhibit the erosion 
of television advertising standards in the early yea:-s of 085 services. 
Inevitably, these arrangements would be largely in the hands of broadcasting 
organisations, but their authority would be greatly strengthened if th~=-e 
was a clea:ly expressed intention to build an international legal _framework. 
We have already noted that within any country the controls exercised by 
broadcasting organisations and by se 1 f -regula tory sys terns are more effective 
in the context of proper legal regulation. The same is true internationally. 

58. In devising interim arrangements, we believe it is already possible to set 
down some generally agreed principles - for example, that subliminal 
advertising should be banned, that there should be a clear distinction between 
advertisements and programme material and that advertisers should not be 
able to influence programme content (though we have doubts about how 
the commercial sponsorhsip of programmes will affect the last two principles). 
On some, though not all, problem areas it should be possiule to get agreement 
in advance of more formal harmonisation. We have commented separately 
on the European Broadcasting Union's draft guidelines. Suitably amended 
and strengthened, these could form a basis for any interim arrangements. 

59. There is, however, one point of principle on which there is a remarkable 
unanimity and strength of feeling among our members. We believe that 
until there is a prope:- international -legal framework, broadcasting organisa
tions should accept responsibility for ensuring that the 085 advertisements 

·they transmit meet the legal and other regulatory requirements of all the 
countries which receive the signal, whether they are specifically targeted 
or not. This is not expressed sufficiently clearly and unambiguously in the 
EBU's draft guidelines. We consider it should be a major statement of 
principle • 

.. --------·-···- -------- ------------------------ -----------· --- -- ------- -- --

)0~ . 
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DECLARATION ON PRINCIPLES RE· 
GARDING COMMERCIAL TV ADVER· 
TISING BROADCAST BY DBS 

-
The EBU Administrative Council adopted 
the following Declaration and proposed it 
to the General Assembly of ..... for appro
val by EBU active members. 

The member broadcasting organizations of 
theEBU 

aware of the importance that commer
cial television advertising broadcast by 
DBS may soon assume; 

determined to respect freedom of ex
pression in all fields, within the frame
work of the laws in force, and the auto
nomy of broadcasting organizations in 
the programme field;· 

aware that broadcast advertising is 
variously regulated in the countries to 
which the member organizations of the 
EBU belong; 

mindful of the possible implications of 
television advertising broadcast by DBS 
with respect to culture~ public order 
and public health, protection of consu
mers and protection of minors in the 
countries where the broadcasts can be 
received; 

desirous of maintaining close and effec
tive professional cooperation among 
themselves; 

desirous of basing their activities on 
common principles; 

have deemed it necessary to make known 
in the appropriate quarters their adherence 
to the following principles : 

COMMENTS ON THE EBU DECLARA
. TION OF PRINCIPLES REGARDING 

COMMERCIAL TV ADVERTISING 
BROADCAST BY DBS 

BEUC is grateful for the opportunity to 
comment on the declaration of principles, 
and hopes that the views of consumers will 
be taken into account. This would correct 
the imbalance in international co-operation 
on DBS which has focussed on the techno
logical aspects and the opportunity for 
advertisers, rather than on the contents of 
·programm~s, the choice for viewers and the 
effect on national rules on television 
advertising. 

We welcome the initiative by the EBU in 
drawing up guidelines provided they are 
not interpreted as .a substitute for legal 
instruments by the EEC and the Council 
of Europe, to which we are sending a copy 
of our observations. 

Consumer organizations consider that the 
guidelines should ensure that national 
rules and practices as regards the contents 
and volume of television advertising are 
not gradually undermined by the increase 
in transnational broadcasting. To pre
vent this happening, paragraph 4 of the 
guidelines in particular ought to be streng
thened. 

In terms of the EEC Treaty, and in parti
cular articles 59 and 60, restrictions on 
the broadcast of advertising messages can 
be maintained, provided they are not 
discriminatory in terms of nationality. The 
European Court of Justice in the Codi
tel/Debauve case underlined this principle 
and called for harmonization of adver
tising laws. 

Freedom to advertise is subject to restric
tions and cannot be assimulated to freedom 
to broadcast or to the provisions of article 
10 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights. The second introductory paragraph 
by referring to "freedom of expression in 
all fields", might be misinterpreted as 
blurring the distinction between advertise
ments and programmes, is necessary to safe
guard the autonomy of broadcasting orga
nizations. 

lo~ . 
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A. General principles 

1. The member organizations of the EBU 
recall that it is the duty of an EBU 
member using a DBS to comply with 
the domestic law applicable to it in its 
country. They_ also consider it their 
duty to comply with the following 
principles concerning commercial ad
vertising broadcast by DBS. 

2. They consider that the provisions of 
the International Code of Advertising 
Practice of the International Chamber 
of Commerce are a summary of the 
normal advertising practices they are 
desirous of following, with all the 

2. 

In our comments on points 1-14, we have 
sought to strengthen the principles to 
ensure that national rules are not under
mined. We are aware that these principles 
are considered as the absolute minimum 
required for the immediate introduction 
of DBS in 1985-86. There is a danger 
though that minimum principles once set, 
would be hard to modify. We therefore 
urge firmer guidelines and a longer-term 
perspective, bearing in mind the situation 
where a far greater number of channels 
would be broadcast over a wider geogra
phical area, and also the future link be
tween television and videotext services, 
providing for transnational direct selling. 

On the scope of the declaration, it is not 
clear, for example, whether it applies 
only to direct satellite reception, or also to 
community reception by cable. The ques
tion of sponsorship arises and is not refer
red to in the text. In our view it is essential 
to avoid the development of sponsored 
programmes via DBS to maintain the 
independence of broadcasters. Considera
tion should also · be given to applying 
the guidelines to radio broadcasting by 
satellite. 

If DBS were to lead to an increase in 
commercial television advertising, the EBU 
should consider enlarging the scope for 
consumer information and consumer pro
grammes. 

Comments paragraph by paragraph. 

A. General Principles 

Paragraph 1 
The text should be strengthened to lay 
down that an EBU member using 
DBS must comply with the domestic 
laws, codes regulatory and selfregula
tory practices of the country from 
which any commercial advertising is 
broadcast. 

Paragraph 2 
A definition should be provided of the 
adaptations necessary if the ICC 
code is to be applied to DBS advertising. 
As it stands the text begs this question. 
More generally, BEUC points out that 

foi- . 



adaptations necesssary for the opera
tion of DBS advertising broadcasts. 

3. They regard it as their duty to ensure, 
in the spirit of professional coopera
tion which animates EBU members, by 
means of bilateral or multilateral pro
fessional consultation and arrangements, 
settlement of the practical problems 
posed by DBS advertising broadcasts. 

4. They will endeavour to have full re
gard for the domestic law of foreign 
countries which can receive advertis
ing broadcasts by the DBS they use, 
even if such advertising is not intended 
for the audience in 'those countries. 

Where the audiences in certain foreign 
countries are the specific target audi
ences for broadcast advertising, obser
vance of the domestic law of those 
countries in the TV advertising field 
assumes fundamental importance. 

5. The broadcasting organizations whose 
DBS advertising broadcasts can be 
received in foreign countries under
take to use their best endeavours, if 

3. 

the ICC code is of a voluntary nature 
and complaints handling and sanctions 
are left to national authorities and 
self-regulatory bodies. It does not in 
itself provide a valid basis for DBS 
advertising. Our position is that natio
nal rules on advertising should apply 
until they are harmonized. 

Reference should be made to the draft 
EEC directive on unfair and mislead
ing advertising( I). 

Paragraph 3 
BEUC suggests that it is not clear which 
interests should be involved in "profes
sional" consultation and arrangements, 
and w.hether or not consumer interests 
are included, something which might be 
encouraged by the EBU. We also 
suggest that there should be more 
emphasis on multilateral consultation. 
The text should be modified to read : 
"by means of multilateral or bilateral 
consultations and arrangements with ail 
interests involved, includingoonsumers." 

Paragraph 4 
BEUC considers it essential to streng
then this clause to ensure that national 
rules in receiving countries are fully 
respected. This should apply equally to 
cases where the broadcasts are intended 
for a particular country and to cases 
where they are received by other 
audiences ·in the same "footprint". 

"Where the audiences in certain foreign 
countries are. the .specific target for 
broadcast advertising, the domestic 
laws, codes regulatory and self-regu
latory practices of those countries must 
be complied with to the full. The 
domestic advertising law and practices 
must also be respected fully in cases 
where such advertising is not intended 
for the audience in those countries". 

Paragraph 5 
BEUC welcomes this provision, which 
we understand has been introduced 
to give viewers the possibility of 

( 1) BEUC has again written, together with the 
EAT to the Council of Ministers to urge 
the early adoption of the directive in the 
light of the introduction of DBS. 

lo~ 
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necessary in conjunction with the 
broadcasting organization( s) of those 
countries, to establish procedures for 
receiving and taking the necessary ac
tion on queries concerning their DBS 
advertising from television viewers in 
those countries. 

B. Principles regarding the content of 
DBS advertising broadcasts 

6. EBU members will endeavour to 
strengthen their internal rules in or
der to avoid the broadcasting of adver
tising for cigarettes. They will also en
deavour to strengthen, where the need 
exists, their restrictive internal rules on 
broadcast advertising for alcoholic 
beverages, to take into accoun the 
domestic law of countries in which 
their DBS advertising can be received. 

4. 

addressing complaints in their country 
of residence about advertisements on 
foreign broadcasts. It is certain that 
consumers would be discouraged· from 
expressing their concerns to a body 
outside their own country. BEUC 
suggests that the text should be clari
fied and that there should be provision 
for advertising the possibility of com
plaints: 

"The broadcasting organizations whose 
DBS programmes carrying advertising 
can be received in foreign countries 
shall set up machinery for receiving and 
acting on enquiries and complaints from 
viewers. This should be done where 
appropriate in conjunction with exist
ing bodies in the receiving country. The 
broadcasting organizations must regu
larly make known the name and 
address of the office to which com
plaints should be sent in the receiving 
country, particularly through their own 
broadcasts". 

B. Principles regarding the content of DBS 
Advertising Broadcasts 

BEUC hopes to have the opportunity 
of commenting at greater length on 
the problems raised by advertising for 
certain products and advertising to 
children. We regard it as essential that 
the EBU principles should cover 
these areas explicitly. 

Paragraph 6 
We propo_se that since television adver
tising for cigarettes is, in practice, 
banned, that the text should confinn 
this situation : "EBU members will 
not broadcast advertising for cigarettes. 
They will guard against indirect adver
tising for cigarettes". 

Differences in consumption habits, laws 
and practice about alcohol adver7 

tising make it practically impossible to 
ensure that national rules will not 
be undermined through DBS broad
casts. Until such time as common rules 
and policies are drawn up, we urge that 
there should be no alcohol adver
tising through DBS. 

/oj_ 



7. EBU members undertake to keep under 
review their internal rules on advertis
ing for pharmaceutical products and 
medical treatments, to take into account 
the regulations observed by countries 
which can receive their DBS broadcasts. 

8. Concerning products which may affect 
public health, EBU members whose DBS 
advertising broadcasts are receivable in 
other countries will enter into periodic 
consultation with the broadcasters in 
those countries for the adoption of in
ternal rules taking into account the 
rules in force in those countries. 

9. With regard to advertising broadcasts 
affecting children, all due considera
tion will be given to their natural cre
dulity, sensitivity and sense of loyalty 
and members will adopt rules which will 
prevent any advertisement or method 
of advertising, including the use of 
children in broadcast advertising, which 
might result in harm to children's per
sonality either physically, mentally or 
morally. 

10. EBU member organizations which 
broadcast commercial advertising by 
DBS consider that the present Decla
ration concerns only advertising for 
commercial products or services and 
not any other types of broadcast. 

C. Principles on scheduling of DBS 
advertising broadcasts 

11. EBU member organizations undertake 
not to broadcast subliminal advertis
ing. 

12. They undertake to take all necessary 
steps to ensure that the advertising 
broadcasts are at all times very clearly 
separated from other programmes so 
as to be always very easily identifiable 
as such. 

5. 

Paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 
BEUC considers that by comparison 
with alcohol advertisirig, it is easier 
to harmonize national legislation and 
practices on pharmaceutical products, 
health products and claims, as well as 
children, since there is a good deal of 
convergence in these areas. BEUC will 
put forward precise proposals in the 
near future to the EBU, the EEC 
Commission and the Council of Europe. 
In our view harmonization should also 
cover credit, insurance and other 
services. 

Paragraph 10 
BEUC considers that the scope given to 
the Declaration is too narrow, and 
leaves open questions such as advertis
ing for non-commercial services, adver
tising by political parties, churches, etc. 
We propose the following definition : 
"The Declaration covers all messages 
considered as advertising under national 
rules". 

C. Principles on scheduling of DBS adver
tising broadcasts 

Paragraph 11 
On · subliminal advertising, BEUC wel
comes the undertaking and stresses 
that it must be properly controlled. 

Paragraph 12 
BEUC supports this clause, as essential 
and urges that it should be retained. 

II D· 
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13. They consider that advertising broad
casts may be grouped or scheduled 
only between programmes or at 
times corresponding to natural breaks 
within programmes, taking their na
ture into account. 

D. Implementation 

14. A special Study Group of the EBU 
Administrative Council has been en
trusted with monitoring EBU mem
bers' implementation of the principles 
in this Declaration. Any member orga
nization may refer difficulties of im
plementation to this Study Group. 
It shall express its opinion on such 
difficulties at the earliest possible 
moment to the President and Vice
Presidents of the EBU and to the 
members concerned, who may refer 

. the matter to the Administrative 
Council. 

6. 

Paragraph 13 
If our earlier observation is accepted on · 
the respect of national rules, this 
clause would have a more binding 
character. In striking a balance between 
consumer and advertising interests, it 
should be borne in mind that for 
viewers regulating the volume of 
advertising is more important than the 
contents of advertising messages. Either 
there should be European adver
tising time-slots, or a guarantee that 
there will be no undermining of natio
nal time limits through advertising via 
DBS. 

D. Implementation 

BEUC proposes that a new clause 
should be introduced, providing as is 
the case for most countries, that there 
should be arrangements for prior sub
mission and verification of all adverti
sements broadcast via DBS. Whilst 
we welcome the provision for com
plaints handling in receiving coun
tries and the setting-up of a study 
group by the EBU, experience suggests 
that it would be wrong to place the 
onus entirely on viewers to come 
forward with complaints : pre-screening 
is a far more effective means of control. 

Paragraph14 
BEUC understands the study group to 
be a kind of "Court of Appeal", 
in cases where problems cannot be 
solved in bilateral contacts. We hope 
that consumer interests will be repre
sented in the study group, whenever 
complaints have to be discussed with 
advertisers. The mandate of the study 
group should include a provision to 
receive .regular reports on the pattern of 
complaints from the national authori
ties and the new machinery to be set 
up for DBS. 

Already, the question arises of how the 
study group is to solve "difficulties 
of implementation" and enforce its 
opinions. The moral authority of such 
opinions by the EBU will no doubt be 
sufficient to ensure their respect in 
the majority of instances. 

II/. 



The present Declaration was adopted 
by the Administrative Council of the EBU 
and approved by the -General Assembly 
attended by ..... active members at ..... 
on ................. . 

7. 

But, where there is no agreement, the 
sanction of exclusion from the EBU 
is in our view too heavy to solve the 
problems relating to transnational ad
vertising. In our view, the proposal by 
the EBU raises the whole question 
of whether, for example in relation to a 
Council of Europe Convention, arbitra
tion mechanisms with legal authority 
should be set up. 
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E.R. 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE 

PRELIHINARY DRAFT RECOHMENDATION 
OF THE 

ANNEX 3 

COUHITTEE OF HINISTERS ON PRINCIPLES ON TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, 

- Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve 

a greater unity belwt'en its members; 

-Conscious that the eleclronic medja cnnble a 'contribution o( 

growing importance to be made towards communication and better 

unde~standing between individuals and peoples; 

Recalling its commitment to the freedom of expression and the 

free flow of information as embodied, inter alia, in its Declara

tion of 29 April 1982; 

Bearing ~n mind Article 10 of the European Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; 

- Noting that member States adopt different attitudes towards 

advertising on television; 

- Conscious of the importance which advertising may have for the 

financing of the media; 

Mindful of the importance of safeguarding the interests of the 

public in relation to advertising; 

- Aware that the development o·f new technologies, particularly 

involving the use of satellites, has made it more urgent to arrive 

at common European standards in this field; 

Taking into account the independence of ~roadcasting organizations 

in matters of programming; 

RECOMHENDS that the Governments of the Member States 

(a) should satisfy themselves that the following principles con

cerning advertising are respected and 

(b) to that end give these principles the widest possible c~rcu

lation both to the competent bodies and to members of the 

public. 

I J 3. 



E.R. 

PRINCIPLES 

The following principles shall apply to television advertising, 

especially when transmitted by satellite. 

I. FORH AND PRESENTATION 

1. No subliminal advertising shall be permitted. 

2. Advertising must be always clearly identifiable as such. 

3. Advertising shall be clearly separated from programmes 

and shall not influence programme content in any way. 

4. Advertising should not be scheduled in such a way as to 

prejudice the integrity and value of programmes or their 

natural continuity. 

5. Either (Alternative A) 

Advertisements, especially when transmitted by satellite, 

should not constitute more than ( %) of broadcasting time. 

Or (Alternative B) 

The role of television as a medium of information, education 

and entertainment shall not be weakened through the amount 

of time allowed for advertising. 

II. CONTENT 

6. All advertisements should be fair, honest, truthful and 

decent. 

7. Advertisements shall conform not only to the law applicable 

in the country of transmission but also, depending on the 

proportion of· the audience which is in another country, 

shall also as far as possible observe the law of that 

country (and shall not be specifically intended for the 

audience in that country)~ 

8. Special attention should be given to the dangers which may 

arise from advertisements concerning tobacco, alcohol, 

pharmaceutical products and medical treatments. 

9. Advertising messages addressed to or using children should 

avoid anything likely to harm their interests and should 

respect their physical, mental and moral personality. 

10. Advertisements should be prepared with a sense of respon

sibility towards society and give particular att~ntion to 

the moral values common to the member states, such as 

democracy, tolerance, non-discrimination and non-violence. 



UNION EUROPEENNE DE RADTODIFFUSION ANNEX 4 

425.6 

MANIFESTATIONS SPORTIVES 

Publicite apparaissant lors de la television internationale 

Le Conseil d'Administration a decide de recommander aux organismes 
membres actifs et actifs supplementaires d'appliquer les principes 
suivants relatifs a la publicite placee sur les lieux des evene
ments sportifs faisant l'objet d'une transmission tclevisuelle 
internationale et de demander a ceux qui ne pourraient appliquer 
lesdits principes de le notifier par ecrit au Secretaire general 
aussi rapidement que possible (decision du Conseil d'Administration 
du 10 decembre 1976; pour commentaire Gf circulaire SG 51 du 23 
fevrier 1977 ainsi que !'interpretation authentique sous 425.7) 

PRINCIPES CONCERNANT LA PUBLICITE PLACEE SUR LES LIEUX 
DES EVENEMENTS SPORTIFS FAISANT L'OBJET 

D'UNE TRANSMISSION TELEVISUELLE INTERNATIONALE 

Il est recomrnande aux organismes membres actifs, lorsqu'ils sont a 
l'origine d'une transmission televisuelle internationale d'un evenement 
sportif, de recuser la publicite qui ne respecterait pas les principes 
ci-dessous exposes qui representent un minimum. Des derogations a ces 
principes ne devraient etre admises qu'exceptionnellement, dans des 
cas particuliers, pour des raisons jugees absolument imperatives par 
lesdits organismes qui informeront le plus rapidement possible les 
Services permanents de la derogation. 

1) Les annonces publicitaires ne doivent pas nuire a la qualite du reportage, 
non plus qu'a une vision parfaite et esthetique de l'evenement 
sportif par les telespectateurs, par exemple en etant installees sur 
deux ou plusieurs rangs places dans le champ des cameras. 

2) Les annonces publicitaires ne doivent pas etre installees entre 
la comera et !'action. 

3) Les couleurs utilisees pour les mentions publicitaires ne doivent 
pas denaturer l'image apparaissant sur les ecrans de television et 
l'emploi des couleurs fluorescentes doit etre banni, ainsi que les 
annonces lumineuses. 

4) Les annonces publicitaires doivent etre portees sur des supports 
permanents faisant partie integrante des lieux, a !'exclusion 
d'installations occasionnelles. Cette prohibition est applicable 
mutatis mutandis au cas ou l'evenement se deroule dans des lieux 
depourvus d'installations permanentes. 

Toute publicite sur des supports mobiles, tels que banderoles, fanions, 
etc., doit etre prohibee. 

5) Les dimensions des panneaux, ainsi que celles des mentions 
publicitaires, doivent rester dans les limites compatibles avec une 
image de l'evenernent sportif visible sur les ecrans de television en 
totalite et sous taus les angles. 
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6) Aucune publicite sonore ne doit etre diffusee pendant les 
transmissions. 

7) La publicite ne doit pas enfreindre les regles nationales du 
pays au se deroule l'evenement sportif. 

8) La publicite ne doit pas apparaitre dans des caracteres qui ne 1 

sont pas en usage dans le pays ou se deroule l'evenement sportif. 
Les textes publicitaires rediges dans une langue autre que la 
langue nationale du pays au se deroule l'evenement sportif sont 
prohibes. 

9) Les mentions publicitaires figurant sur les vetements, les 
equipements, la surface ou se deroule l'evenernent sportif sont 

en principe prohibees et ne seront admises que dans la rnesure au 
une telle publicite est devenue usuelle pour la categorie d'evenernent 
sportif en cause. 

Supplement N° 8-1.1.77 
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'Aith ~ach of them may pru-.c lengthy and cumber· 
,..tme. 

11. Together with the International Fcdcr
:atton of Film Producers' Associations (rlAPF). 
('ISAC and EBU ar"~ nuw elaborating u· modd 
.,·untr~u.:t tu he used in lkl.'nsing llgrccmcnts wilh 
t:.1hlc dbtrihutors .wh"'·m.·v~o.·r the.: ri~hthuldcrs t:on- · 
n:rncJ :uc prepared to l!rant such a licence. They 
··'til .tpproach inh:rnat aun;tl ~~hie dl~tributurs' 
'''f!.tni~ations or. wh<.·rc they dn nut exist. rep· 
u·s ... ·ntatives of the mu~l important cable systems 
in .a ~ivcn country in urJcr to ohtain their agrec
mc:nt in principle on the ·~.~pplication of the model 
"·,mtr act~ The three categories of right holders arc: 
i&Uihurs, film producers and broadcasters. 

12. For these and other reasons it is essential 
to ..:ondudc a European agreement which should 
contain international rules governing broadcasting 
s;ttcllitcs 6lnd which should subsequently be 
arplicd by our member states. 

D. As far as transmission by cable is con· 
l·~o:rncd the autho~s may rec~ive a second payment 
from the distribution service. In fact. a Belgian . 
\uurt already once awarded a second payment for 
rh ... • cable distribution of terrestrial programme 
-;l•rvi,cs for which a first remuneration had alr~ady 
hl·.:n p.tid by the originating ~..~rganisation. A simi
lar ucdsiun was reachc.:d hy the Swiss federal court 
in its judgment of 20 J •muary l9H I in which the 
nmrt deciJcd that no tck\ ision programme could 
he tmnsmittcd by a cable distrihutor without prior 
consent of SUISA. 1 At the same time, the court 
decided that prior authurisalinn was also needed 
in the case '~f dist~ihut ion of foreign television 
programmes. • 

14. There is no doubt that the rights of 
,authors, composers and p~rfnrming artists must be 
adequately protected both by natiooal and by 
international legal rules. \\'ork is hdng carried out 
by the Council of Europe with a view to the 
revision of the European· Agreement of 22 June 
1960 on the protection of television broadcasts in 
the: light or di~tribution by cable. 3 Unfortunately~ 
it seems that little progrcs.~ is being made here. 

Tlrr futurt 

15. Last · year the Anglo·Swiss television 
company Tel·Sat announced that it had the inten· 
tion to pr~.uce daily commercial television pro· 

J. Soci~tc ~uisse de protection des Jroits d'auteurs (Swiss 
society for the protection o( coryrights). 

!. In this case, the programmes of ORF, the Austrian 
bro:.dcastina organi~ation. 

l. See •·Marerial fora Euro~;m Medio Concept". Council 
o( Europe 191'«J. p. 40. ' 
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parvenir a des accords scparcs avec chacun d'eux 
risque d'ctrc long et malaise. 

11. 1\ vee Ia Federation intcrnationaJc des as· 
sociations de productcurs de films (FIAPF). Ia 
CISAC ct l'tJER c1abn·rcnt .<sctucllcmc:nt un 
COtltrat l) pc a Utiliscr d<.lllS Jcs itl'l"Ortls de licence 
passe!-. ave.~ Jcs di~trihutcurs d'crni,~ion·~ Jc' tdcvi· 
~iun p"r l';'thle lurstJUC les ••>·ant-. c.lroit intcn.:ssl.!s 

. sunt dispu"c~ A cJurtth:r leur uuh,risatiun. l:llc.·s sc 
mcttrunt en contact a\·cc: lcs organisation'> intcrna· 
tionalcs Jc distributcurs d'cmissions de tdcvisiun 
par ·cable: ou; s'il n'en existc pas. avec lcs rcprcscn· 
tants des principaux rcscaux de tclc\'ision par 
cable d'un p~tys donne afin d'nbt~nir leur accord 
de principc sur !'application du contrat type. Les 
trois categories d'ayants droit inkrcssecs sont: les 

· auteurs, les productcurs de films ct les diffusc~rs. 

12. P(mr ccs raison~ ct pour d'autrcs aus~i. il 
est indispt:nsahlc de condurc un ;u:<:nrd curorccn 
qui conticnne des rcglcs intcrnationalcs rcgi~sant 
lcs satellites de radiodiffusion ct qui !-.Oit applique 
cnsuitc par nos Etats memhrcs. 

13. En ce qui conccrne 1~ transmi~~ion par 
cable. lcs auteurs pcrccvront probaolcment du 
service de distribution unc deu~icmc rcmuncra· 
tion. D'aillcurs. un tribunal hetgc· a deja accord~ 
unc dcuxicme remuneration pour Ia Jistribution 
par l•:"tblc de prugratnnl\.''\ terrL""itrcs au litre Jes• 
quc.:ls unc prcmjcrc rcmuncr .ttion il".'ait dcjia etc 
vcrscc pur l'organisme d·originc. Le Tribunal 
federal suisse a rcndu un arret analogue lc ZO jan· 
vier llJ81 en dccidant qu'aucun pr,>grammc de 
tclcvi,ion nc pouvait ctn.: transmis par cal,Jt. .. suns 
I.e cnnsc:ntement prcalaolc de.· Ia Sl!ISA 1• D'autre 
part. le tribunal a dcddc que.: c~.:ttc <Hlh~ri-;arion 
prcalahlc s'impOS6Jit cgalcrncnt f.'n Cas de distribu
tion de programmes de tdcvi"'ion ctrangcrs 2

• 

14. . II ne fait aucun dnut~ lJUC lcs droit~ des 
:tutcurs, compositeurs et intcrprctcs doivcnt ctrc: 
snffismnmcnt prot~gcs par dt:s textc~ juridi4ues 
nationaux et intcrnationnux. Des travaux .sont en 
cours au scin du Conseil de I"Eurnpe en vue de Ia 
r~vision. pour tenir compte de h1 distrihution par 
ciihlc, de I' Accord europccn du 22 juin 1960 pnur 
Ia protection des emissions de television 3• ~tal· 
hcurcuscmcnt. il scmhle que l'nn ~.&it accompli pc-u 
de pr ogres a cct ~gard. 

/_ 'aw:nir 

15. L'annee derniere. Ia Societe anglo-suisse 
de television Tel-Sat a annonce qu'elle avait l'in· 
tcntion de produire, a partir de 1984. des pro· 

1. Stx:ich~ ~uissc de protection des drmts d'auteurs. 

·2. En l'occurrence, lcs programmes LJc l"OH.F, r·organi-.;mc 
autrichicn de: radiodiffusion. 

3. Voir ·Material for a Eurorean McLJia Conccpl•, Conseil 
de l'Eurupc. I'JHO. p. 40. 
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grnmmcs ns from 1984, to be broadcast by the 
Swiss satellite. It was the intention to hroadcast in 
French. German and Italian. the official languages 
of Switzerland. Bccauc.,e of the ovcr~pill. the pro
grammes might reach at least 5 million families in 
central Europe. Lm.t year. Mr Jim Shaw. a direc
tor of Thames Tclcvisi('" in England, und one of 
the· initiator~ of this project. <..feel a red in a Dutch 
telt-vision pn,grammc.: that it was the intention to 
broadcast an <.·ntire ~pectrum of programmes. such 
as light entertainment. plays. films. serials and 
much intc..·rnatinnal news. The advertising 
revenues might be up to 500 million Swiss francs 
two to three years after the broadcasts had started. 

In its licence request, Tel-Sat had mad·e a 
demand for three television channels of the Swiss 
satellite. which may have five television channels 
in all. However, each television channel will have 
two sound channels. These sound channels can be 
used for stereophonic performances but can also 
be used for different languages. Tei·Sat might 
therefore show an American film and transmit it, 
for instance. in English on the first sound channel 
and in German on the second channel. ~taking use 
of the teletext system as well, sub-titles in French 
and Italian might be transmitted at the same time 
to home receivers. 

16. When it appeared that the Swiss 
authorities would not grant the licence it had 
asked for. Tel-Sat declared that it was prepared to 
join the Fedcral Post and Telecommunications 
Agency (PTT) and the Swiss State Broadcasting 
Company (SSR) in a new consortium to be called 
Sat-Tel-Tee. The Federal Post and Telecommuni
cations Agency were to be a majority shareholder 
in this new company. 

17. Alttw11gh the original plans nf Tel-Sat 
hJvc th~rcfor~.: been :..hc!vcd they w~.:rc· a good 
examp:e of wit;tf dirL'l't ~atcllitc broadcasting on a 
purely comm ... ·r('ial h;1si~ might bring. It is likely 
that other commercial broadcasting companies in 
other member states mav act on similar lines. For 
the moment. the plans of Radio-Tclc-Luxem
bourg to start direct satellite broadcasts on a com
mercial basis seem to be those which arc nearest 
to implementation followed, possibly, by a French 
consortium in which ~tatra-Hachettc plays an 
important part. It may he added that these pro
jects show that there is an important market for 
commercial advertising on television in Europe. 

18. It is, of course, very difficult to predict 
the future. I consulted however a great. number of 
experts from org~nisations such as the ESA 
(European Space Agency), the EBU (European 
Broadcasting Union) and <Jthers who indicated 
and subsequently confirmed the following 
scenario which seems to be most realistic: 

------~-··-- -··-.-----·-- -----·-··- .. -.. ~ ....... . 

grammes quotidicns de television commercialc qui 
scraicnt diffuses par le satellite ~uisse. Lcs ~mis
sions auraient lieu en frunc;ais. allemand ct italicn. 
I ungues officiellcs de Ia Suisse et •. tlu fait des 
dcpassements. cllcs pourraicnt toucher au moin~ 
5 millions <..le famillc.s d·Europe centrale. Au cnurs 
de I' an nee dcrnicre. f\.1. Jim Shaw. dircctcur a Ia 
societe Hnclail-e l'hanws T de vision et en mcnw 
temps l'un~ des perscnnes ~l avoir lance cc projet. 
a declare au cours cfunc emission de Ia television 
necrlandaisc que Tel-Sat avait I' intention de diffu· 
scr toute unc gammc lh.: programmes: cmis~ions 
de varietcs, pieces de thcfttre. films, feuilletons. ct 
heaucoup d'actualitcs intermltionales. Les rccettes 
publicitaires pourraient attcindre jusqu'a 500 mil
lions de francs suisscs deux ou trois ans apres lc 
debut des emissions. 

Dans· sa de mantle de licence. Tel-Sat a 
demande trois canaux de telcvbion du satellite 
suisse, qui disposera peut-ctre de cinq canaux en 
tout. Toutefois. chaque canal d,e television posse
dera deux canaux son. Ceux-ci po~rront servir a Ia 
diffusion de concerts en stereophonic, mais aussi 
d'emissions en deux langues. C'cst ainsi que Tel· 
Sat pourra, par exemple. transmettre un film amc
ricain en anglais sur le premier canal ~on ct en 
allemand sur le second. En outre, grace au sys
teme du teletexte, des sous-titres en fran<;ais ct ·en 
italien pourront etrc transmis rcspcctivement aux 
tclcspectnteurs des deux pays intt!resses. 

16. Lorsqu'il s'cst avere que IC"t autoritcs 
suisses n'accordcraicnt pas Ia licence qu'ellc avait 
tlemandee, Tel-Sat a declare qu'elle etait di~posce 
a s'associer avec le Service federal des postes et 
telecommunications t:t avec Ia Societe nationalc 
suisse de radiodiffusion ct television (SSR) pour 
constituer un nouvc:-111 con<.:nrtium du nt'm de Sat
Tel-Tee dans lcquel h;s po~tes c:t telccnmrnunica
tions dcvaicnt ctrc Jc principal actionnairc. 

17. Bien que ks pkm~ initiaux u..; Tel-Sat 
aicnt cte abandonnc~. ils offrl,.'!lf an hon cxcmplc 
de ce que Ia ratliotliffu~ion dir~L tc rar s~tdlitcs. 
sur une base puremcnt comrncrcialc. pourr~tit 
apporter. II est probable que tks ~oci~:0s de tcle-

. vision commercialcs d'autres Elats mcmbrcs pren
dront des initiatives analoeues. Pour le moment. 
ce sont les pro jets de Radio-T ~Jc-Luxcmhourg 
dans ce domaine qui semblent ctre lc plus pres du 
stade de Ia realisation. Puis .vic:nnent ccux ~fun 
consortium fran~ais dans lcqud ~tatra·Hachette 
joue un r61e important. On r'cut ajouter qu'il 
ressort de ces prqjets 4u'il cxi-.;tc un important 
marche en Europe p9ur l-1 puhlicit~ commcrcialc a 
Ia television. 
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18. II est naturellement trcs difficilc <..le pre· 
voir ce que sera l'avenir. J'ai toute!ois con~ultc de 
nombreux exp~rts d'organis~llions tclll.!s que> 
I'ASE (Agcnce spahalc curnpccnnc). I'UER 
(Union europccnne de radioJilfusion). Ellcs ont 
indique et confirmc ultcrieurcmcnt le sccn3rio 
suivant qui semble trcs rcaliste: 

r • ,. 
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1. One of our member states decides to 
<'f)(·rate (one oO its satellite channels on a com· 
me:-dal basis or to let a channel to a commercial 
C"C;rnpnny~ 

2. Subsequently the commercial com· 
p:my srarts broadcasting its programmes to an 
:1udicncc as large as possible. It is a:o.sumcu that 
viewers will quite oftl.!n watch foreign prugrammt:s 
even if they arc not in their mother tongue. The 
prugrammes may therefore be intended not only 
tor a national public but also for viewers in neigh· 
homing countries where their reception may well 
ht.: as perfect as it is at home: 

3. Essential for the company is that a 
ma.,imum numbers of viewen; watch its pro
~r:unmcs which must therefore be as attractive as 
r)()'\Sible to a majority of the population. As a 
\.:onscquence programmes of the light entertain· 
rncnt type will usually he chosen; 

4. Given this fact and also because of the 
nature of the programmes, they are being watched 
in a considerable number of homes both in and 
outside the member state in question; 

5. Consequently, the advertising receipts 
are high which enable~ the company to buy the 
hcst films. plays and Ut'cumcntary programmes 
and hire the hest acttlrS, sometimes by ohtaining 
exclusive rights and thus improving its pro
grammes {always of the light entertainment type) 
ilJU.J at the "'arne time increasin~ the number of 
viewers; 

6. There will he less advertising on the 
conventional televisiPn channels and one of the 
main sources of revcn ut.: for manv existing broad
casting organisations. that i~ :adv~rtising receipt~. 
will therefore partly dry ur. 

7. Actuallv there is much more demand 
for broadcasting tin1~ for commercial advertising 
I han can be satisfied. In a rclativdy small country 
like. the Netherlands--which allows for some 
atlvcrtisi"'! on tclcvic.;ion-it is C'\timated that 200 
to 30() million guilder~ mnrc would be ~pent if 
there were no restrictions. It is assumed that simi· 
Jar situations must exist in other member states. 
The effect of commercial broadcasting by satel
lites in neighbouring countries may well be that 
these considerable amounts of money are spent on 
advertising abroad. This source of revenue will 
therefore no longer be available to national 
broadcasting organisations: 

8. Similarlv advertising revenues for 
newspapers and the.pc.:riodical press (including the 
television maguzines thl'mselves) will decrease; 

9. The cost of broadcasting will increase. 
Actually it is much more expensive for a broad-
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1. l'un de nos Etats membrcs decide 
d'exploiter (l'un de) ses canaux de sate!lite sur une 
bas'.! commerciale ou de louer un canal a une 
societe commerciale; 

2. par Ia suite, Ia societ~ commcrciale 
commence a diffuser ses programmes a un audi· 
toirc aussi large que possible. II .est udmis que lcs 
tclcspcctateurs regarderont ~ouvent des pro· 
grammcs etrangers, mcme s'ils ne sont pas realises 
dans leur langue matcrnelle. Lcs programmes 
peuvent etre con~us non seulement a rintention 
d'un public national, mais aussi a l'intention de 
tclcspectateurs de pays voisins 0il leur reception 
pcut fort bien etre aussi parfaitc que dans le pays 
vise~ 

3. ce qui est essenticl pour Ia societ~, 
c'cst qu'un nombre "rifaximal de tclespectateurs 
rcgardent ses programmes. qui doivent done etre 
aussi attrayants que possible pour Ia major1te de Ia 
population. En consequence, ce sont habituelle· 
ment les programmes de caractere Ieger qui sont 
choisis; 

4. pour cette raison et en raison de leur 
nature. les programmes sont sui vis dans un nom
brc considerable de foyers tant a l'intericur qu'a 
l'cxtcricur de I'Etat membre en question; 

5. en consequence, lcs reccttc~ de publi· 
cit~ sont clevees, ce qui permct a Ia soci~..;tc d'ache
ter les mcillcurs films, les meillcurc~ pieces, les 
meillcurs documentaircs et d'cnca\!cr lcs meillcurs 
acteurs, parfois en obtcnant de" droits t.l'exclusi· 
vite, et d'amcliorcr ainsi scs prn~rarnmcs (tou· 
jours de caractcre Ieger) tout en augrncntant en 
memc temps lc nomhre de tCic~pcctatcurs; 

6. il y aura moins de publicitc sur les 
canaux Je Ia television classique ct rune des prin
cipales sources de revenus de nombrcux orga· 
nismcs de radiodiffusion. a savoir lc~ recettes 
publicitaires, sera done partiellcmcnt tarie; 

7. actuellement. Ia dcmande de temps 
d'antenne pour Ia publicite commcrciale est bien 
supericure a l'offre. Dans un pays rclativement 
petit ct,mme les Pays-Ba.,- ou Ia pub!Jcitc televi
see est autorisce ~ l'interieur de certaines limites 
- on cstimc que 200 a 300 million'\ de.: florins de 
plus y seraient consacrcs s·il n'y av.ait pas de 
restrictions. II est ~ pr~sumer que des situations 
analogues existent dans d'autres Etats membres. 
La radiodiffusion commcrciale par satellites pour· 
rait fort bien avoir pour effet que. dans res pays 
voisins. ces sommes considerables soient coosa· 
crees a Ia publicite l l'etra·nger. Lcs organisme~ 
nationaux de radiodiffusion ne disposeraient done 
plus de cette source de revenus; · 

8. de meme, Ies recettes publicitaircs des 
quotidicns et des periodiques ( y compris les 
revues de television elles-mcmes) diminucront; 

9. le cm.it de Ia radiotliffusion augmcntc
ra. Actuellement il revient bcaucoup plus cher a 
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casting company to produce its own programmes 
than to buy existing (foreign) material. For 
instance. in the Netherlands the average cost of 
making a production of its own is about 
100 000 guilders pet· hour whereas the purchase 
of a foreign programme amounts to some 
10 000 !-!ll ildc:r-;. As Dutch hroadcasting com
panics (an c.;pcnd about 30 000 guilucrs per hour 
they nw:-.t. roughly speaking. huy foreign pro
grammes for four hours against one hour produc
tion of thc:ir own. Foreign programmes and films 
will. no douht, sh11rply increase in price once 
direct satellite broadcasts on a commercial basis 
have started. They may well no longer he available 
at all if exclusive rights are obtaineu ~ 

10. Competition for viewers i will in
crease. Broadcasting organisations, in fear of los
ing viewers (and members in the case of the Dutch 
broadcasting associations) will drop the more 
••serious·· programmes; 

11 . As hroadcasting organisations will 
drop the more .. serious'' programmes such as 
cla~sical music. classical ballet. opera. discussions 
nn art. tntcllc:ctual debates, etc., there will be a 
cultural .md intellectual impoverishment and 
greatly reducetl pluriformity. 

12. Finally, the situation of television in 
our memhcr states would have the following 
characteristics: 

i. no or in~ufficient separation between 
capital supplicr5. and sponsors on the one hand 
and those\\ ho make the programmes on the other 
hand: 

ii. insut ficient scparatiPn he tween advcr
tis.ing ~tnc.J pnl!-!r:unrncs. In this rc~pt·c.t one may 
also think of htdticn advertising (subliminal mes-. 
sages) or qnast unintentional or casual adver
tising; 1 

iii. l!reat increase of hidden influence of 
commercial "interests on the choice of pro-
2rammes, in view of the need to reach a maximum 
number of viewers. 

19. It i:;, ~,f c:oursc. hard to prcdil·t the future. 
but thcte rnav well be a vicious circle similar to the 
one which w;.l:-. so disa,trnus for our regional press, 
that is dimini'>nrnc · revenues which lead to a 
dctcriorati<'rt of qu;dity. which in its turn, leads to" 
dccreasinl! n.·ccipts from advcrtisc:rs and sub· 
scrihcrs. Con\cquently there will he the: danger of 
the disappearance of the diversity of our television 

I. The: .tlrcadv das!oical example: or this is the tclc:vision 
camera which lihns a foott'lall (or other) match and, while • 
dl'i"J: 'IO, frt>yut.·ntly 'llnp" at a certain atJ\'crli'icntcnt in the 
stadium. 
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une soci~t~ -de. radiodiffusion de produire elle· 
meme ses programmes que d•acheter des emis
sions (etrangeres) cxistantcs. Aux Pays-Bas, par 
excmple, le codt moyen de production d'unc emis
sion est d'environ 100 ooo florins l'hcure. alors 
que l'achat d'un progran)nte ctranger rcvicnt a 
10 O<Xl florins environ. E~ant donne que les 
socictes nccrhmdai~cs dt.! radiodiffusion pcu\'cnt 
depenscr quclque ~0 000 florins par hcurc d'crnis
sion, elles doivcnt grosso modo achctcr quatre 
heures de programmes ctrangers pour une hcure 
de leur propre prouuctiun. II nc fait pas de doutc 
que le prix c.Jcs programmes et des films ctrangcrs 
subira une forte augmentation une fois que Ia 
radiodiffusion dircctc par satellites sur unc hasc 
commcrcialc aura commence. II se peut fort bien 
qu'ils cessent d'ctrc di"ponihles si des droits d'cx
clusivite sont acquis ~ 

"to.' La concurrence pour attircr Jes tclc
spectateurs augmentera. Les organismes tic radio
diffusion. de peur de perdre des telespcctateurs 
(et des abonnes, dans lc ca~ des associations de 
radiodiffusion nccrlanuaiscs) cesseront de diffuser 
les programmes lcs plus ··"~ricux»; 

11. L 'ahandon par lcs organismes de ra
diodiffusion des programme~. plus «scricux>•, par 
cxcmple de mu~i4ue dassiquc. de ballet'S cla~si
ques, d'operas. de discu~sions sur I' art. de de hats 
intellectuels. etc .• entrainera un appauvrissemcnt 
culturel et intellcctuel et Ia diversite sera cnnsitlc
rablement rcduite; 

12. Enfin. Ia situation de Ia television 
dans nos Etats membres aurait les caracteristiques 
suivantes: · 

i. aucune scpar.ation ou unc separation 
insuffisante entre les fournisseurs de capitaux ct 
lcs commanditaire.s d'unc part et lee; rcalis:Jtcurs 
des programmes u'aurrc part; 

ii. unc scp;tration insuffisantc cntrt· Ia 
publicitc ct lcs programmes. A ce proros. on pcut 
aussi songcr :1 Ia puhlicitc clandestine (mc,sagcs 
subliminaux) ou a Ia publicitc inconscicntc ou 
fortuite 1; 

iii. une forte augmentation de l'intluencc 
clandestine des inten~ts c ... ommerciaux sur le choix 
des programmes. due a Ia nccl'~C>ite d'artcindre un 
nomhre maximal de tch:\pcct;Jtcurs. 

19. II est naturcllcmcn! difficilc de prcdirc 
l'avcnir, mais il se pourr:1it f<'rt bil!n qu'apparaisse 
un ccrcle vicicux, analogue a Ldui qui a etc "; 
dcsastreux pour notre pic'"L' rl'J.:tonalc. c'cst-i•· 
dire que Ia diminution tic~ rcc~tlc~ ri,que d'cntrai
ncr une degradation de Ia qua lite qui. a son tour. 
risque de provoqucr unc diminution tics recettcs 
provenant des annonccurs et des ahnnnes .. Ccla 

I. L'c:xemple deja da!~.,iquc.· de ct• ~cnrc lk pu"'licitc e'l 
ccfui de Ia camera de tclth·i!>ion qui hlrnc: un m.Hch d1.· fnotl"tall 
(ou autre) c:t qui, ce faJ!lant. o,'attarde frcqut:mmcnt !our unc 
ccrtaine publicit~ affichcc d<tns le ~tadc:. 

i 
I 

i 
i 
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;•tt.,:ramrnes which wi11 be reduced to a kind of 
ll•:nmon Eur~pean .. catch-all" standard. 

~fl. A number of the ex1stmg broadcasting 
••r~o::misations may disappear in the struggle for the 
rn;alimum number of .view~rs. Those which remnin 
"'ill hr,ladcnst a minimum of serious and cultural 
rro~rammcs in order to Joc;e no viewers. The 
\tJitural and intellectual standard of programmes 
v.111 ~uhseqm!ntly h'-· lc.)Wl'fcd to a kind of !!Cncral 
hiropcan "catch-illl" !-ltandard. Some mea~urcs 
miJ:ht however he fc::l' .. ihlc against these dangt:rs of 
•·h:vclling uown .. and .of impoverishment of our 
{Uitural values. One mny think of the following: 

- our gov(.:rnml:nts should pursuf! an 
Jl:tivc policy to maintain their national cultural 
heritage and that of their regions; 

- our governments should envisage the 
(~change of television programmes whenever they 
"uncludc cultural agreements with other 
Ct'untrics; 

- the produ~t1on of common Europt.~an 
l'tngrarnmcs as well as the dtstrihution of national 
quality programme~ by foreign broadcasting 
organisations should he stimulated; 

- programmes. as planned for the 
EBU-beam of L-Sat. should he generalised (see 
Charter 4. paragraph 3) in which the national 
hrna<kasting organi..,:1tion of country A should he 
made rcsponsihlc for the prngrnmmcs at a certain 
time c'•cry week. that of country B for another 
timc.:, etc., in accoruance with a schedule fixed in 
ad\'ancc: 

- governments should envisage selec
tive financial aid to tht~se national broadcasting 
Mganisations which produce "serious.. pro
~rammes. 1 

21. Another practical prnhlem could ari~c 
through the difference in h(\urs Juring which radio 
and tclevi~ion progra mmcs arc broadcast. It is 
quite prohahk that s;ttdlitc hroadcasts. especially 
rho~e on a commcrn:d ba~i~. will take place the 
whole day or at !ca~t t.Jurin~ the mornin!!. 
afternoon and evening until midnight or even 
I a.m. At present, broadcasting time in mo~t of 
our member states is limited to certllin hour!-~ of 
the day. For instance, h.:levi~ion programmes in 
the Federal Republic of Germany arc normally 
broadcast as from Hl in the morning. French 
programmes from midday~ S\vi~s television pro· 
grammes usually 'tart in the course of the 
afternoon and Dutch pr\)grammcs. as a rule. in the 
cilrly evening. This a~pcct deserves adequate 
attention. 

t. Sec Rc~ommend:tti<'" XJ4 ( t 978). paragraph 1.3. in 
which the Asscmtlly surrorfc; puhlic economic aid to the press. I 
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imptique le danger de Ia dispnrition de Ia diversite 
de nos programmes de television. qui 5eront 
rcduits a une espece de norme commune euro-. 
pccnne pour tout public. 

20. Plus&eurs organismes de radiodiffusion 
risquent de disparaitre dans Ia Jutte pour rindice 
d·ecoute. Ceux qui restcront en lice ditfuseront un 
minimum d'emisc;ions sericu~e~ et culturelles afin 
de ne pas perdre de telespcctateurs. Le nivcau 
ct'lturel et intellectucl des progr;.tmmcs va done se 
ntl'ttn.• a haisser jitsqu·a nc plus l'tHlVCnir qu'au 
trcs grand public europcen. II est ccrcndant possi
ble uc se premunir contrc les dangers du nivcl!e
mcnt par Ia base et de l'appauvrisscmcnt de nos 
valcurs culturelles. A cet egaru. on pcut songcr 
aux mcsures suivantes: 

- chaquC( .. gouvcrncmcnt dnit paur~ui
vre unc politique ·active afin de maintcnir lc patri
moine culturel national ct celui des regions; 

- chaque gouvernement doit envisager 
l'echange de programmes de television lorsqu·il 
conclut un accord culture I avec un autre pays; 

- i1 convient de stimuler Ia production 
de programmes europecns cnmmuns ainsi que 1a 
distribution de programmes nationaux de qualite 
par des organismes etrangers de radiodiffusion; 

- il convient de generaliser les pro
grammes e~visagcs pour Je faisccau UER du 
L-Sat (voir paragraphe 3 du titre 4) ct aux fins 
t.Jcsqucls l'organisme national de radiodiffu~ion du 

. pays A serait responsahlc des emissions a un 
moment donn~ de Ia semainc. cclui du pays B a un 
autre moment, etc .• conformement a un calendricr 
ctabli d'uvance; 

- les gouvemements doivent envisager 
d'octroycr une aide financiere selective aux orga
nismcs nationaux de radiodiffusion qui produisent 
des programmes «serieux ~ 1• 

21. Une autre difficultc d'ordre pratique 
pourrait surgir du fait que les programmes de 
radio et de t~l~vision ne sont pas diffuses aux· 
memes hcurcs. It est trcs prohable que les emis· 
sions radio<.liffusces par satellites. notammcnt 
cellcs qui ont un caractcre social. sc poursuivront 
vingt-quatre heures sur vingt-quatre. ou du mains 
pendant Ia matinee, l'aprcs-midi et lc soir jusqu'a 
minuit ou 1 h du matin. Actucllcmcnt. dans Ia 
plupart de nos Etats membres. Ia pcriode d'cmis
sion sc limite l certaines hcurcs de Ia journce. 
C'est ainsi qu'en Republique Federate d' Alle
magnc les programmes de tclevi5-ion sont diffuses 
en regie generate l part!r de 10 h du matin et en 
France a partir de 12 h; en Sui~sc, Ia diffusion des 
pro~rammcs de tclt.!vi~ion commence d'ordinaire 
dans raprcs-midi et aUJC: Pays-Bas elle (Ommcnce 
au debut de Ia soiree. C'est Ia un aspect qu'on nc 
doit pas ncgliger. 

1. Voir Rccommandation 834 ( 1978), paragrarhe 13. dans 
laqucltc I'A~scmblce appuic le principe d'une aide cconomique 
de I'Etat i\ Ia prcsse. 
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New communications technologies (e.g., videotex systems providing 

access from home terminals to richly laden data banks, cable 

television systems with many channels of programming, and satellites 

broadcasting across international_ borders) promise to change the 

content, form and regulation of advertising in the years 70 come. 

Videotex could produce more informative and detailed advertising avail

able instantly and conveniently to consumers as they make their pur

chasing decisions. The plethora of channels on cable television has 

already fostered the development in the United States of advertising 

in formats formerly associated with entertainment or objective 

documentaries. Satellite broadcasting across international boundaries 

may raise sticky regulatory issues both for countries that seek to 

restrict certain types of advertising and for media firms that seek . 

an international audience for advertiser supported satellite - fed 

programs. 

Too much regulation or too many different regulations of advertising 

could stymie the development of modern, international information 

services. Yet the irresponsible proliferation of new media services 

could result in abuses that would lead some countries to erect 

barriers to the free flow of information, a development that would 

also hinder the growth of these potentially beneficial ways of com

municating. This paper will explore the changes in advertising th?t 

may spring from new media forms, and discuss the implications for 

regulation 1n the consumer interest. International consumer organiza

tions need to think about, participate in and influence the nature 

of these changes if they ~re to represent effectively their consti

tuents in this dawning era of the information society. 

1~3. 
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1. Videotex 

Videotex may seem an unlikely medium for advertising because 

the viewer is in complete control, and "calls up" only the 

information desired. Unlike commercial television, where one 

must leave the room or turn off the set to avoid commercial 

messages, the advertiser on videotex must offer something that 

will make the person at the other end of the terminal want to 

see the message. Rather than using colorful imagery to catch 

the eye of the magazine reader as he or she tries to focus 

on the article of interest, the videotex advertiser will have 

to offer something that is both useful' ·and attractive in order 

to encourage the viewer to actively press the button that will 

result in a screen full of advertising. 

These technical qualities of videotex may lead to more detailed 

and informative advertisements in this medium. This development 

should be applauded by consumers who are more interested in 

facts about goods and services than they are in images. Infor

mation that goes beyond the qualities of the actual market 

offering may also spring up. For instance, if there is a demand 

for "how-to" features on videotex, a manufacturer of home 

repair tools might offer "free" pages of advice and information 

on home remodeling, featuring, of course, the manufacturer's 

brand of tools. Tests and surveys of competing products might 

also be offered free.of charge (but on request) to the videotex 

viewer. 

In addition to offering information that consumers .want, 

another way that videotex advertisers might persuade viewers 

to take the time and effort to call up their advertising screens 

is ~y not looking like 'advertising. Most people realize that 

an advertiser is trying to sell something, and therefore the 

facts offered by an advertiser will present the object to be sold 

in the most favorable light. Non-commercial organizations such 

as Consumers Union, or government agencies such as the US 

Commerce Department, have no interest in selling any particular 

product, and thus their information might be more valued by 

consumer.l/ Videotex advertisers who desire the credibility 
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and drawing power of such neutral information sources may be 

tempted to blur the· distinction between information and ad

vertising. 

One straightforward solution to this potential problem has 

already been adopted by Britain's Prestel system-- i e the 

provider of the information must be clearly identified on 

each screen of text. So long as the viewer knows the source 

of the message, he or she should be able to evaluate the 

potential bias of the speaker, and not.be taken in by ~n 

interested seller masquerading as a disinterested authority. 

But is the answer really so simple? Would the average video

tex viewer surmise, for instance, that the National Commission 

on Egg Nutrition is not a government agency but in fact a 

trade association bent on promoting a taste for eggs? And 

does eve.ryone know that a beautician and vice-president of 

the Gillette ~orporation has a vested interest in the sale of 

Toni Home Permanent Waves because "Toni" is produced by 

Gillette? Thus, a videotex menu or recipe from the National 

Commission on Egg Nutrition could encourage viewers to eat 

more eggs without giving credence to the counter-argument 

that eating too many eggs could increase the risk of heart 

attack. The beauttcian's recommendation of Toni hair care 

products may achieve more credibility in the eyes of those not 

schooled in the corporate holdings of the Gillette Company. 

What these hypothetical'cases illustrate is that simply iden

tifying the source of the information may not in itself allow 

the viewer to discriminate between commercial messages and 

more objective facts. 

The videotex medium seems to spew out text in a uniform, 

almost magical manner that makes it seem like all the printed 

matter comes from some authoritative box remote from the user. 

The medium·makes all information appear equal.~/ Distinctive 

formats for commercials, such as we see in magazines or on 

television, have not yet evolved. The practice of advertise

ments aping articles or editorials was banned by statute in 

}:1 ). 
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magazines or newspapers delivered by mail in the United States. 

By law, all advertisements in such publications must be 

identified.3/ The statute is tied to mail delivery, however, 

necessitating a new law or an amendment ta make it applicable 

to electronic publishing via videotex systems. 

Videotex holds the promise of providing consumers w~th more 

detailed and informative messages from the market-place than 

is possible on other media. Advertisers, who hope to· make a 

profit by persuading consumers to buy from them, appear to be 

in the best positioci to offer such coh~~mer information at the 

least cost to the videotex user. Videotex may improve the con

tent of advertising by forcing advertisers to attract their 

audience with facts rather than fluff. Yet the market could 

be skewed toward advertisers who present their sales pitches 

as non-biased lessons in home economics. Therefore, some 

method for unmistakably distinguishing the advertisement from 

other information should be devised and implemented. 

2. Cable Television 

By delivering the video signal via coaxial cables rather than 

over-the-air, today's cable television systems are able to 

offer a hundred or more different channels of programming to 

their subscribers. This glut of available outlets has in 

turn spawned the development of advertiser-produced shows 

that look like traditional entertainment programs or even 

documentaries, yet are actually commercial advertising 

appearing in new forms. The issue of sponsorship identifica

tion is similar to that previously discussed in the context 

of videotex, .but the causes for new forms of advertising on 

cable television and the regulatory implications are somewhat 

different. 

The appearance on cable television of the Home Shopping Show, 

a half~hour talk show in which each of the "guestse is really 

a sponsor who has paid for a nine-minute commercial, occurred 

not onoy because the cable medium has a lot of empty channels 

to fill, but also because cable television, at least in the 

United States, is developing in a regulatory vacuum. In the 
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broadcast medium, such a show would be prohibited by limits 

on the amount of commercial time allowed per hour 4/ and by 

strict sponsor identification laws.~/ While such e~perimen

tation in commercial formats should not necessarily be 

suppressed, the consumer interest in non-biased, non-commer

cialized programs should be maintained. 

In order to appreciate the problems and issues that may be 

in store for these new forms. of televis~on advertising, it 

is instructive to look at developments that occurred in 

the infancy of broadcast television. In the 1950's, adver

tiser-produced programs were not uncommon in the United 

States -- witness the General Electric Playhouse. The issue 

arose whether such advertiser - involvement might skew edi

torial judgments or even bias the presentation of the news. 

Would a news show produced by an oil company tell the whole 

truth about air pollution, to use a hypothetical example. 

Paid "plugs" for products used by characters in situation 

comedies or other shows were considered in bad taste and 

possibly exploitative of the trust that viewers build up in 

popular television characters. 

Ultimately, the broadcast networks decided that their edito

rial integrity (as well as their economic interest in selling 

conwercial time in small segments to the highest bidder) 

dieted that the networks themselves and not the sponsors would 

control the programming.~/ And, after a great deal of public 

pressure, Congress amended the Communications Act to require 

that all sponsored material be clearly identified.Z/ Opposi

tion to the commercialization of the public airwaves and·the 

threat of government regulation led·the industry to enforce 

its own limits on the amount of advertising a~lowed per hour 

of programming. 

Broadcasters 1n the United States must obtain licenses to 

operate and have a statutory duty to act "in the public 

interest."8/ This duty has been interpreted to include a 

responsibility to screen out false or deceptive advertisements. 

The self-regulators, including the broadcast networks, have 
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been more active in enforcing this principle than the federal 

government. As a result, most blatantly fraudulent advertis- · 

ing has been elin1inated from national broadcast television in 

the .,U.S. 

Unlike broadcasting, cable television is not viewed as a 

scarce public commodity which must be regulated to ensure that 

it operates in the public interest. On the contrary, cable 

has the potential for providing a great diversity of television 

offerings, ranging from specialized all-sports or all-news 

channels to interactive videotex service-s. The Federal Commu

nications Commission does not license cabl~ systems, and has 

not sought to impose on the cable medium the same levels of 

public responsib~lity regarding commercialization that have 

been present historically in broadcasting. Cable systems are 

"franchised" by municipal governments, but they too have not 

been active on the issue of false or deceptive advertising on 

cable television.9/ 

If cable develops ~n other countries in the same way that 

it has in the US, then consumers will not be able to count 

on the traditional governmental communications agencies to 

protect their interests regarding the use of this medium for 

advertising. It may be difficult for consumer protection 

agencies, such as the US Fed~ral Trade Commission, to take any 

action against a potentially deceptive format, such as the 

commercial disguised as a talk. show, because such agencies have 

authority over the individual advertiser, and not the network 

or publisher who makes the deceptive format possible. In this 

instance, some form of disclosure that the show is really an 

advertisement is all that would be necessary, yet without either 

the threat of government regulation or some form of public 

protest, it is likely that advertisers will want to retain the 

extra credibility they gain from using a non-advertising 

forrnat.10/ International consumer organizations could play 

an important role in demanding that new formats for televised 

commercial messages be clearly labeled to avoid the exploita

tion of consumers' trust. 

)~ 
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3. Satellites 

The development of communications satellites was in large 

part responsible for the explosive growth of multi-channel 

cable television systems in the United States. Satellites 

provide a relatively cheap method to beam down a wide 

variety of program offerings to earth stations, which then 

distribute the signal locally to paying subscribers via 

coaxial cables. Advances in satellite technology also pro

mise to make the "global village" a reality by beaming video 

and other information services across national borders. 

Some European countries already freely·allow the importation 

of television signals from other countries. Others are con

cerned that foreign programs could undercut certain ~ublic 

policies against the promotion of unhealthy products such as 

tobacco or alcohol. 

To achieve some understanding of the regulatory headaches 

involved, let us examine the case· of cigarette advertising. 

In Norway, such advertising is completely banned. In 

Switzerland, it is completely unregulated. In some countries, 

only the package is allowed to be shown in advertisements, 

with no action or scenery allowed. In other cpuntries such 

as the United States, cigarette advertising is banned in the 

broadcast media but allowed in print, so long as the adver

tisement is accompanied by health warnings. Since the law 

banning cigarette commercials from television was written in 

terms of media regulated by the Federal Communications Com

rnission,l!/ however, it is now somewhat uncertain whether 

cable television would be within the law if it were to offer 

cigarette advertisements. 

The case for restricting the advertising of harmful products 

as a means of minimizing their use has yet to be proven. 

Given that the residents of Norway are not exposed to cigarette 

advertising from Switzerland, for instance, it is possible for 

researchers to compare the effects of different regulatory 

policies on the actual consumption rates of these products. 

Thus, international ·broadcasting could not only undercut the 
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regulatory policies of the more restrictive countries, it 

would also destroy the purity of the sample for researchers 

on the comparative effects of advertising regulations. 

The benefits of increased media offerings, with the 

inevitable competition for audiences, should not be over

looked, however. International advertising could provide 

consumers with greater choices by making it easier for manu

facturers to market on an international scale, assuming they 

could overcome the language barrier. Information services 

and marketing services could allow a·m6te cosmopolitan and 

competitive market-place to develop. Yet this development 

of an international market for media services could ·be hindered 

if the advertising had to be altered to suit the differing 

regulatory policies of different countries. 

4. Conclusion 

Consumers have an interest in increasing the availability of 

media services, but they also have an interest in avoiding 

their own exploitation through false or misleading commer

cial messages. Rather than passively observing the develop

ment of these new technologies, consumer organizations should 

seek to influence the multinational corporations and the 

international governmental bodies that may be pushing for 

extremes of the free market philosophy on the one hand, and 

overly restrictive control~ on the other. 

With no limits on advertising, the market could retw~n to a 

caveat emptor mode but with much more subtle and sophisticated 

forms of commercial persuasion (such as advertising disguised 

as information). As a starting point, consumers should use 

public pressure to achieve self-regulation of new advertising 

media. An advertising code for the new media technologies 

(calling for clear sponsorship identification, for instance) 

could probably be implemented much more expeditiously by a 

private group of multinational companies than by any attempt 

at formal governmental regulation across national boundaries. 
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British consumers, as represented by the National Consumer 

Council, were instrumental in negotiating a code of practice 

for information providers on the Prestel videotex system. 

This idea could be expanded to multinational groups, such 

as the International Chamber of Commerce. Its International 

Code of Advertising Practice could be modernized to deal with 

the new forms of advertising that are appearing on videotex 

and cable television. 

But without some consumer demand, and perhaps even a credible 

threat of government regulation, private' companies would have 

no reason to implement such a code. Consumer awareness of 

both the benefits and hazards of new media forms at ~his early 

·state of development is the key to influencing future policy 

b~fore anti-consumer practices become entrenched. 

I 3 I . 
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D'ACCORD - PAS D'ACCORD 

LE BEURRE UNE PUBLICITE DIFFICILE 
A DIGERER 

Samedi 18 Octobre 1980 

Laurene L'ALLINEC 

ANNEX 7 

Il y a en ce moment une publicite qui passe a la television et 
cette publicite doit inqueter bien des medecins. 

Par ailleurs, elle doit surprendre tous ceux qui ont compris 
l'interet d'un bon equilibre alimentaire. 

Cette publicite, elle vous dit notamment, je cite : "le beurre 
est source de vitamines : vitamine A et vitamine D, pour rester 
solide.et d'autres encore,ne~essaires a votre equilibre". 

Eh hie~, cette publicite nous parait malvenue. Pourquoi? Farce 
que son argument essentiel est que le beurre, c'est bon pour la 
sante. Eh bien vous devez savoir que les maladies cardio-vascu
laires dues a un exces de consommation de matieres grasses d' origine 
animale; dont le beurre, arrivent au premier rang. Des chiffres 
200 a 250.000 morts par an, soit 3 a 4 fois plus que le cancer. 

Alors que le beurre frais ait des qualites sur le plan gastronomique, 
personne ne songe a le contester, mais il n'est pas vrai que les 
fran~ais vont ameliorer leur sante en consommant plus de beurre et 
c'est plutot !'inverse qui est a craindre. 

Nous consommons en moyenne trop de matieres grasses. Nous regrettons 
done cette campagne de publicite qui va totalement a l'encontre des 
efforts poursuivis par tant de responsables pour ameliorer nos 
habitudes alimentaires .-

· . ....: ._... . _..._~-- .... 
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Station 

Max. Ad. Min 
Allowed 

Advertising times :Ourrtry per day __ ..;:.____________________ -------------~---

Jelgium/ 
~uxembourg 

')en mark 

:inland 

ORFl 

ORFl 

RTBl(ll} 

HRTl 11
"' 

BRTt"" 

Radio 
Denmark 

YLE1/MTV1 

YLE2;' If\' 2 

89 

89 

79 

95 

95 

95 

95 

90 

99 

10 

o· 

68 

0 

0 

n 

() 

0 

Six blocks beL·.veen 6.55 pm :md 10.55 pm 

Throughout the day at specified times 

Mosdy evt'ning hrcnks depending on ~1TV's 
,·~11\,t ~~.·d i r :m.:;mission times 

------------------.-----. -··--·- -- ---------.-----------·----
··ranee TFl f)J 

:\2 93 

FR3 

18 

lR 

18 fmm I Jan 'RJ 

A few afternoon breaks; Clthcrwisc hcaviiy 
concentrated in blocks 
between 6.30 rm & 8.30 pm 

-----------·· -- --------·-------------------------------
-;reece ERT 93 35 

YE~ED 93 75 

reland RTEl 92 58 

RTE2 85 25 

· taly RAil 98 28 
.... _,- -·~----- .... -- -- -·--- --- ------- . 

RAI2 94 28 

RAI3 ..... 70 0 

All private 87 1507o per hour 

Througlwur tran~mis!'>iC·ns, time limits pc.:r 
hour 
dcpcndin~ l'lt programme lcngth'i 

Throughout transmissions, limit of av. 6 min 
per 
hr over days advertising, max 7 h min per hr 

Throughout the day at specified times on 
RAJ; any time on private stations, for which 
supply of commercial airtime will be reduced 
to 14~o per hour in July 1983 • 

t) Penetration here denotes.,, of households which bot'h lie within reception area of station and own one or 
more TV sets. 

II) Penetration for Brussels and South only. 
Ill) Pc:netrauon for Brussels and N(lrlh only. . 
H., \tT\' is a c:-nmJTI,_,..:.,! "' .. ,.. .. ,..""' .... '"'',.,... ... ,.,:"""with !'lC"f"C<iC '" th~ "~,,~.~rtr or iand t'ranc;mitter~. 

...... .-.. - -- ---. . 



. Country· 
;, 

~etherlands 

~orway 

Portugal 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

:nitcd 
\ingdom 

Station 

Netherlands 1 

Netherlands 2 

NRK 

RTPJ 

RTP2 

P~neuuiiUil 
.,.D 

97 

97 

98 

90 ____ H_ ... _ 
40 

/"IIIUW(!fl 

p~·.r dcty 

15 

IS 

0 

90 

45 
.. --~-··---------· 

TVEI 
---
T\'E2 

STVJ 

ST\'2 

snG 
(Gt-rnuu1) 

SRG 
(French) 

SRC 
(llalian) 

IT\' 

95 57 
----------

(15 ~2 

91 0 
------~--·----....... -------· -..----

97 0 

85 2U 

83 2() 

--------··--------. 
95 10 

97 t){) 

-----·-------------·-- -·-- . . -- . -- - ----

URCI () 

-------------·········-·· ---·-·-----
BRC2 f)() 0 

\"est German~· ZDF 20 

ARD 20 

ARD regional 
outlets ·_ 98 0 

Three blocks next t<' the c\'c:ning. n::ws 
programme 

Throughout the day 

.-\t regular half-hour or hour intenllls; mainly 
in t..'\ cnings from 7.00 prn onward~. 

--------·--------------------,----
I j, c hl.ocks bc:rwccn o.JO pm and 10.()0 pm 

TlHlni!:!IHllll rransmissit,ns. Limit of 6 mms per 
hr a,·cra£<:d over day~ ad,crtisin!!: and m:t\. c-.( 

- :11i1h iii any .._l:!t: '-'('~- k Jwur 

FL'Ur blocks bt:twcen 5.30 pm and i.JO pm on 
ZDF. and 6.00 pm and 8.00 pm on ARO 

Penetration here denotes ftJo of hot!c;~holds which hoth lie within reception area or station and own one or more TV 
sets. · 

... 

. .-
1 



~-··· 

·-

Tobacxo and spirit$, and through station replatlon: poUtical 
parties, religious groups, phannaceutical products, 
"intimate'' products, private loan sen·ices, or advertising aim
ed at children 

"robacco pro4ucts 

--------------------·-----------·----------·---

Three times a year, 
spring, summt!r. 
autumn 

October of 
previous year 

At lea~t three Jays 
in advance 

Subject to demand 

September of 
preyious year 

... ". 

-----------------
Cigarettes, alcohol, mcdidncs. pc}fltkal parties or 
rt·ligiou-; grr'~~tP' 

---------
Akohol, jcwclit:ry. toh<l..:l:n. tourism. ret nil ston:s. huilding 
sod\:tics. publbhin)o! and ..:omputcr~. Other produ..:ts o;udt a' 
toys 
and phnrm~H:.:utkal products rc·t ·ire special authorisation 

Cigarettes 

---- ·-------------------
Tobacco, political organisations, religious bodies, matrimonial 
agencies and betting shops. Spirits through advertiser self
regulation and beer or wine before 7.00 pm 

Tobacco products, guns, slimming products. cars, 
motorcycles, boats, jewellery, furs, newspapers and 
magazines. 
Additional rcstrktions on alcohol 



PurC"ha.tin~ 
llt.'•JIIirc ,;,., t.' 

August of 
previous year 

Up to IS days before 
transmi~sion 

Six months in 
advance 

At any time 

:_ ;_: .. 
... ~- .... 

subject to availahiliry 
(usually to wirhfn one 
or ,,._.o weeks prior 10 
transmission) 

Subject to Liemand 
any time ur to the 
day of trans.mission 
(usually to within at 
least a few days 
beforehand} 

End of September 
or previous year 

... 

.. .. --- --~·--~..:.. .:. ____ . ___ ..:: 

,\lajur cuh·c•rtl.;in.~ J'rnhi/Jition.' -·-·--------------
·Tobacco product5. Special auth~risation required for 
pharmaceutical product!,; and a warning signal for sweets 

Tobacco anJ pharmaceutical products. 
Alcohol only allo"·ed after 9.30 pm 

. Pharmaceutical products, Sl rong (~3 n +) alcoholk drinks. 
Liaht alcoholic drinks anJ cigarettes only allowed after 9.30 pm 

· .C~l IOOOlyurcharge rates) 

---- .. - ---------------- ---~------
Toracco pn,duch. JkPiwl, pharma~cuti~nl produ~ts and 
r~'litkal propa~nnda 

Cigarcucs and dgarctt'-' roba~:~:o. political organisati('lll~. 
rcligiou' bodil·'· matrim<,ni:tl agcncic~ a··d bettin!! ~hops. Spirits 
other. than liqueurs through self-regulation by the adYcrtiscrs 

.. .. 

Cigarettes 

,I 

} 
( 

. -··· · .. ~. . ·-~- :: .. ~.·; ~·~~ti 
I~~·.··;.~ .. ·.··~ ... ' 

"' 

,~ .. 
I. 
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